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Introduction

The 1st Regional Conference on Entrepreneurship and Open Innovation in University-Industry Collaboration �
iDEAlab 2016 took place at the University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, between 21st and 23rd September 2016. It
was held in parallel and in synergy with the 7th International Conference on Mass Customization and Personal-
ization in Central Europe (MCP-CE 2016) gathering researchers and practitioners, universities and businesses,
professors and students, international and regional participants.

The iDEAlab conference was organized in the frame of the Tempus project Fostering students' entrepreneurship
and open innovation in university-industry collaboration - iDEAlab (Ref. No. 544373-2013). The general objec-
tive of the project is to advance employment and self-employment potential of graduates from Western Balkan
countries and enhance innovativeness of companies by fostering students' entrepreneurship, creation of business
start-ups and open innovation approach in collaboration between universities and enterprises. It develops a
network of Laboratories for ideas � iDEAlabs. Each lab is a physical and virtual environment for generating,
developing and commercializing innovative students' ideas through relevant trainings, mentoring and technology
put at their disposal, following the entrepreneurial or open innovation pathway.

Following the general objective of the project, the goal of the iDEAlab conference was to provoke, stimulate and
motivate discussion about the entrepreneurship at university and open innovation in university-industry collab-
oration. The papers presented and discussed during the conference are published in this proceeding, re�ecting
the results and e�ort of researchers to answer open questions and share examples of good practice. The papers
should be considered as an invitation for further discussion and debate.

Although researchers presented their newest �ndings and results, iDEAlab was more than just another academic
conference. It blended researchers, entrepreneurs, educators, business leaders, students and policy-makers, and
o�ered an exclusive and engaging opportunity to debate and exchange experiences and ideas how to improve en-
trepreneurship and open innovation in university and university-industry collaborations, with a special focus on
Southeast Europe. Main formal platform for this were two round tables: Also two round tables, which gathered
the experts form the region, with the following topics were organized: Era of open innovation 15 years later and
Making entrepreneurs in the campus.

Following entrepreneurial philosophy, the iDEALab conference talked about problems and asked questions in
order to recognize the best opportunities; o�ered great networking opportunity and co-creative environment for
developing novel ideas.

This proceeding contains 14 refereed papers from 40 authors presented at the 1st iDEAlab conference. All the
papers included in these proceedings are reviewed in double blind peer review way, and �nally revised by the
authors for the improvement according to referee's reports and advices. The papers discuss many aspects of
entrepreneurship and open innovation such as entrepreneurial learning, start-up ecosystem, incubation process,
idea competitions, gami�cation, entrepreneurial education, open innovation practices and barriers.

The organizers and editors would like to thank to reviewers who reviewed the papers, provided constructive
comments and helped authors to improve their papers. We also recognize the Scienti�c and Organizing Commit-
tees, session chairs and administrative assistants, for contributing to the success of this conference. They did an
excellent job. Finally, we wish to thank all the authors who submitted and published papers at the �rst iDEAlab
conference. The quality of their presentations, engagement during the conference and passion to communicate
with other participants made this conference a success.
Editors
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Organizing inspiring student idea competition: gami�cation

approaches and real-world experiences

Albena Antonova1

1Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, So�a University, So�a, Bulgaria

Abstract

In order to encourage innovative and out-of-the-box
thinking and inspiring ideas among students and
young people, friendly environment, access to fund-
ing and entrepreneurship knowledge are not enough.
New technologies o�er many opportunities, but the
main problem is how to motivate and incite students
to consider complex issues with real entrepreneurial
potential. The present research aims to explore prob-
lems, stages and controversies for organizing student
idea competition. Using the methodology of YEDAC
(EU funded project), 1st grade university students
looked for solutions on some of the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals 2030, as de�ned by United Nations.
The idea competition was organized in the Faculty
of Economics and Business Administration at So�a
University. The contest was set on several stages and
students were involved both in cooperation and com-
petition activities. Gami�cation, real-world experi-
ences and international aspects proved to play crucial
role for the innovation process.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Idea competition,
Yedac methodology

1 Introduction

Scienti�c discoveries, technology breakthrough and
complex system innovations provide unique op-
portunities to improve our economic models and
to transform fundamentally our life-patterns mak-
ing paradigm shift toward more sustainable and
environmentally-friendly growth. Thus we have to
prepare the new generation of students and young
people to think how they can use innovative technolo-

gies in order to build more sustainable business mod-
els and processes. Therefore it's important to stress
both on technology-push perspective and on demand-
pull models for technology innovations (Di Stefano
et al., 2012). This approach combines both sides
of technology-innovations - what technologies can
achieve and how we can use them to cope with rais-
ing global problems � environment protection, sus-
tainable social development, resource depletion and
others. Entrepreneurship is not just another compe-
tence as it is a new philosophy, a new way of thinking
and resuming about the world (Davidsen & Sørensen,
2015. Therefore good entrepreneurship ecosystem is
crucial to encourage young people to invest time, ef-
forts and energy for developing entrepreneurial ideas.
While new technologies open the �oor for new ap-
plications and innovative solutions, we need more in-
novative business thinking and demand-pull models,
helping to change signi�cantly the social environment
and promoting inclusive growth and prosperity for all.
Recognizing that new entrepreneurial thinking

along with attitude for taking risks and getting ini-
tiatives has to be developed since the early child-
hood, European commission has recommended en-
trepreneurship to become part of the �key compe-
tences framework� (EU, 2006). Thus, it was admit-
ted that competences for undertaking entrepreneurial
projects, for managing risks and for realizing ideas, as
well as team work and project management have to
be intentionally taught and carefully raised. As high-
order thinking cannot be achieved with traditional
learning methods, there should be tested new peda-
gogical approaches and new models for validating ac-
quired skills and competences (Davidsen & Sørensen,
2015).
The present research aims to analyze and to discuss
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organization of student idea competition as learn-
ing instrument and as part of the learning pro-
cess. Moreover, it will point out how stressing on
problems (demand-pull) rather than on technologies
(technology-push) can motivate and incite students
to look for more complex solutions, combining both
technology and business innovations in more intel-
ligent applications. The idea competition is based
on the YEDAC methodology (http://www.yedac.eu),
exploring how these new learning materials and inno-
vative pedagogical approaches can be applied in real-
world educational context.
The paper has the following structure. First it

presents shortly the YEDAC methodology, its aims
and objectives. Then it discusses the context and
the experience of organizing idea competition as part
of the educational process. Finally it evaluates chal-
lenges and problems and discusses several recommen-
dations for further improvements. The paper is based
on empirical research and focus speci�cally on real ex-
periences and lessons learned.

2 Methodology

New technologies evolve very fast and thus designing
good ICT introductory course for business students is
a challenging tasks. Students have to be prepared not
only to know how to acquire information about new
technologies but more importantly they have to un-
derstand how to apply and use innovatively new tech-
nologies both in personal and in professional context.
As summarized and highlighted in (Di Stefano et al.,
2012) market demand and technology competences
are underestimated, but crucial factor as source of
innovation.
Therefore, in order to motivate students to make

research and to assess the business application of new
technologies, it was organized an active learning exer-
cise ��student idea competition�. The contest was de-
signed as part of the regular ICT classes, and it lasted
about one month and half or six in-class exercises.
The selected methodology followed the learning pro-
cess model of the YEDAC project (www.yedac.eu).
YEDAC project was primary designed for sec-

ondary school students, but the developed learning
model and learning materials can be applied in very
wide set of contexts. It aims to set entrepreneur-
ship as part of everyday life competences, and it pro-
vides useful tools, techniques and methods about how
to apply entrepreneurship competences on practice.
Therefore YEDAC learning model and learning pro-
cess are simple to follow and easy to explain.
The course �Information technologies and commu-

nications� is designed for 1st Grade bachelor degree
students, it is taught on English language. Usually
along with regular students, there are enrolled some
international students from Erasmus + program. The
course objectives are de�ned as: �. . . to excel ICT
mastering, to improve abilities to use ICT functions
in order to prepare professional business o�ce ap-
plications and to present conveying business ideas
through o�ce materials and documents. . . � It means
that the context of organizing student idea compe-
tition and the topics of student projects were com-
plementary to the learning goals and the structure
of the course topics. Neither entrepreneurship skills
nor innovative approaches were part of the curricu-
lum so they were not tested or graded. Moreover, the
�nal results of the votes or the �nal ranking of the
student projects contest were not a�ecting the stu-
dent notes. All the projects developed by students
were noted based on clear criteria and obligatory ele-
ments that are assessed. For example, the important
features for every project include clear structure of
the project, good argumentation, well prepared re-
search part, good quality of evidences, good images,
tables and references. All these features were noted
with points and the �nal grade is composed out of
100 points. Thus student projects evaluations and
projects ranking on the student competition di�ered,
as the main stimulus is to teach students how to make
good projects and not to focus too much on their in-
novative ideas. Technology innovations, competition
setting and global challenges were used primary as
source of motivation, inspiration and dedication.
In the following section we will shortly present the

YEDAC learning process model and YEDAC peda-
gogical framework.

2.1 Yedac learning process model

Yedac project consortium developed high-quality
learning models and materials, available for use on
the project website. Among the main project out-
comes are the learning process model and Yedac
didactic model. For methodology implementation,
there are further developed Yedac Handbook (David-
sen et al.,2015), Yedac Toolkit (Davidsen et al.,
2015) and Yedac Teacher Guidelines (van Lakerveld
& Bauer, 2015). On �gure 1 is presented the en-
trepreneurial learning process model. It illustrates
how entrepreneurship learning is developed as a lin-
ear process, divided on three important stages. Ev-
ery stage is composed by di�erent learning workshops,
team work activities and has speci�c objectives and �-
nal outcomes. In order to help both teachers and stu-
dents, there are provided learning cards with methods
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Figure 1: YEDAC learning process model

and instructions, (answering on questions - what, why
and how) about di�erent learning activities that can
be organized (Yedac Toolkit).
Thus, the learning process is divided on three main

stages � exploration phase, development phase and
delivery phase. While the exploration and delivery
phases are linear, the development phase is presented
in a cycle, meaning that there can be organized as
many special workshops as needed, as presented in
Figure 1.
When adapting Yedac learning process model to

our context, we combined some of the workshops in
the ideation phase and transformed some develop-
ment workshops on teamwork activities. All project
materials were publicly available to students and they
were free to consult them freely. Finally, delivery
phase was set as public presentation of the project
outcomes and project competition.

2.2 Yedac didactic model

The YEDAC entrepreneurial learning model de-
scribes the main �ve categories of principles that
have to be considered when planning entrepreneurial
education. The model visually explains that en-
trepreneurship competences cannot be raised in iso-
lation and need to evolve as part of complex environ-

ment.
The entrepreneurial didactic model (Figure 2)

helped us to recognize that entrepreneurship learning
is a function of all other learning activities and we
need to encourage contextualized and more adaptive
learning environment.

3 Idea Competition

Idea competition was organized as part of the reg-
ular classes in order to achieve the following course
objectives:

• Encourage team work (especially supporting
work in heterogeneous teams)

• Project management work (to provide results on
time, work in group, respect schedules)

• ICT mastering (to make research, to develop pro-
fessional documents, brochures, presentations)

• Better understanding of State-of-the art tech-
nologies (understanding EU research programs
(Horizon 2020), Key enabling technologies,
SOTA technology developments)
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• Problem-oriented thinking (demand-side innova-
tions, looking how to solve problems and how
new technologies can help)

• Better understanding of global sustainable goals
2030 as de�ned by UN (and �nally to get used
to the idea that everybody can make a di�erence
and can help to improve global problems.

The idea competition was presented to students as
substantial part of their curriculum. Thus the �rst
step was to encourage students to think about UN
2030 global challenges and UN 2030 Agenda for trans-
forming the world (2015) in a pro-active and responsi-
ble way. The challenges were presented not as global
problems, but as opportunities, as source for further
business and social activity, as major social demand-
for-innovation. Moreover, the second step was to
identify business and social value of new ideas and
innovations in the �eld of sustainable development
and to choose individually one speci�c challenge that
they want to tackle.
The third step was to introduce students to dif-

ferent sources of information about new technologies
and funding opportunities, as the programs for sup-
port (as Horizon 2020 and Key enabling technologies
concepts), centers of research, crowd-funding sites
(Kick starter, Indi-go-go and others), web sites, in-
vestment forums and research databases, where they
can �nd publicly available information and inspira-
tion for their projects.
The fourth step was to organize teams according

to the individual preferences. The experience showed
that good team work, good planning of the work and

communication between team members were crucial
for group success, as many of the activities have to
be performed outside the classes.

3.1 Gami�cation approach

In order to make idea challenge exercise more interest-
ing and motivating for students, we tried to undertake
di�erent gami�cation techniques. Applying gami�-
cation techniques in learning is a fast development
�eld of research, and it often combines both computer
games and simulations and pedagogical approaches.
Gami�cation facilitates learning and encourages mo-
tivation using game elements, mechanics and game-
based thinking (Kapp, 2014). Thus we organized two
stages idea competition, where on the second stage we
involved international jury members (both from in-
dustry and academia) and from university, involving
the Dean of the Faculty and few colleagues working in
the �eld of innovations and technology entrepreneur-
ship. There were considered as well cooperation ac-
tivities � team work and cooperation between teams,
voting process (and recommendations), student pre-
sentations, awards, visibility and recognition for all
student e�orts.
In order to increase student motivation, there was

set an award. Initially the award was de�ned as two-
way airplane tickets for the team. However, due to
some university administration concerns, the award
was delivered as o�cial university award, delivered
by the Dean as a money price for team members.
The winning project was displayed on the Faculty
web page (Yotov et al, 2016).

Figure 2: YEDAC didactic model
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Figure 3: Final results

3.2 Results

There were submitted 25 projects and 87 students
took part in their development, as presentend in Fig-
ure 3. Most of the projects were developed by groups

composed of 3-to 4 persons. The main criterion for
organizing the group was the individual choice of one
of the topics, de�ned by UN. All groups selected team
leader and tried to have some tasks specialization be-
tween members of the group.

After selecting the problem, students tried to iden-
tify possible aspects and to propose an innovative
technology solution that can address it. Among
the problem areas that attracted the main inter-
est of the students team are the following: Good
Health and Wellbeing (5 projects), Zero Hunger (4
projects), Quality of education (3 projects), Climate
action (3 projects), Clean Water and sanitation (2
projects), A�ordable energy (2 projects) Life on land
(2 projects).
Some of the technologies that were discussed in the

students' projects include:

• nanotechnologies (and its applications in
medicine (for cancer treatment), life below water
(set to protect the endangered monk seal), nan-
otechnology for water and wastewater treatment,

nano-diamonds (for cancer treatment);

• smart wearable - smart camera, smart bracelet
(prevent violence);

• urban agriculture; portable farms, biotechnol-
ogy and nanotechnology for food production; IoT
and drone farmers;

• 3D technologies and holograms implementation
in education;

• MOOC - massive online open courses;

• Software solution: tourism application for char-
ity, Mobile apps;

• Mobile application (food distribution, restaurant
chain);
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• 3D printing (food, clothes) + innovative business
models;

• Free electricity (bike energy); renewable energy
sources (solar, hemp, ocean energy), solar road
panels, hybrid vehicles;

• Water tanks (improve water supply in Africa);

• Anti-smoking serum.

The teams had two weeks to �gure out speci�c
solution on their problem. Following the YEDAC
methodology they had to develop and to submit a
�nal project, the concept, the technology and the pro-
posed solution. Then, they had to prepare a promo-
tional brochure for their project, in order to promote
it among a larger group. All projects after some revi-
sions became publicly available and everybody could
see and consult them in order to decide for who to
vote and why (there was required a short motivation).
Then we organized a cooperation exercise. Here,

the team split and everybody have to visit other team.
Based on the peer-review model, the team leader pre-
sented the project idea to other students (from other
teams), who have to ask question and to deliver feed-
back how to improve project idea.
Finally, there came the competition phase. The

competition was organized on 2 levels � internal pre-
selection, where every student has the right to vote
on one project of his choice (out of 25), and second �
an international jury voting. Students voted in class,
writing the name and the number of their preferred
project and shortly justifying their choice (why they
voted for a project). There were not set speci�c cri-
teria, rather it was interesting later on to review and
to discuss what was the motivation to choose one or
another project. Then the �rst 5 projects were pre-
sented to international jury that selected the winner.
Again the jury members have to explain their motiva-
tion for choosing one or another project. All the feed-
back, received as short video, or as emails or letters
were publicly discussed and presented to students and
this exercise was very important to recognize what is
the real value and the real potential of their innova-
tive projects.

4 Discussion of the results

The winning project both on the �rst and on the
second round was �Solar roads� (Yotov et al., 2016).
The project is based on the innovative idea that roads
can be constructed with solar panels, that can pro-
duce electricity, improve road maintenance, collect

rain water, heat snow in winters, provide place for
cable storage and �nally help to road signaling; The
technology explored is already tested in di�erent uni-
versity laboratories and has a good potential. More-
over, the company behind this project has collected
some money from crowd-funding and government re-
search programs. Thus the �Solar road� project was
supported by 14 votes on the �rst round (among 58
student votes) and by 4 persons of the Jury members
(out of 7 Jury members). It is interesting to note
that jury members often hesitated between di�erent
projects, and this was very important to discuss it
among students as they saw that all of the projects
have good potential and there is a real competition.

4.1 Key challenges and lessons

learned:

Organizing idea competition was a challenging task
and thus we identi�ed several lessons learned, pre-
sented below:

1. Complex projects were di�cult to demonstrate
and to present. There were developed few
projects based on important research �ndings,
but due to lack of understanding and good idea
about research achievements and business poten-
tial, projects couldn't �nd good support from
other students and from jury members. Some
of these underestimated projects are: implemen-
tation of holograms into educational process,
implementation of nanotechnologies and nano
-diamonds for �ghting the cancer, preventing
women violence with wearble technologies and
others. Thus more focus should be put on com-
petences how to visualize and better explain pre-
sentation of research-based projects.

2. Work in teams - Even if all students recognized
that team work is crucial business competence
they experienced many di�culties while working
together. Thus, during group activities and sem-
inars, organizing team work was very challeng-
ing. Especially mix teams composed of local and
foreign students could not easily synchronize and
cooperate. Thus many of the students from for-
eign countries just fell apart from the groups of
their local colleagues, due to misunderstanding,
lack of communication habits, and lack of un-
derstanding of speci�c cultural issues. This can
be partly improved with di�erent exercises about
creating good understanding and team culture.

3. Brochures - Students had to produce brochures
and presentation materials in order to promote
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their projects not only among their colleagues,
but as well outside the faculty and univer-
sity. However, students couldn't provide good
brochures and lea�ets that can both present and
synthesize project' ideas, and are well designed.
Therefore, students have to be trained how to
improve idea visualization, concept visualization
and complex solution presentations.

4. Public presentations- there was organized a pub-
lic presentation for part of the students' projects.
Thus three of the teams made presentations of
their projects in front of master students in the
same faculty. The public presentation session
was organized on two stages, �rst project pre-
sentations and then, a creative workshop. Dur-
ing the workshop part it was supposed that mas-
ter students and under-graduate students can
work together and can discuss how projects can
be realized, modi�ed and improved in order to
�nd further funding. However, graduate stu-
dents were uncooperative and focused mainly on
the di�culties and problems of the project ideas
(why they cannot work on practice). This was
very stressful and counterproductive for present-
ing students.

5. The award - the e�ect of having an award of the
student competition was two-fold. Due to some
administration problems and delays, the award
was de�ned as money equivalent, but it came few
months later. While in the beginning the price
was provoking interest and acted as motivation
force, then, the winning team re�ected on the
price as something they �owe�. Thus providing
award �nally became controversial. Moreover, it
should be clari�ed that award is recognition and
not something deserved and worked out as stu-
dents have to be intrinsically motivated by their
work.

5 Conclusions and further rec-
ommendations

Organizing student competition and making it part of
the course curriculum is a challenging task. The most
important issue was to convince students that if they
have good ideas they can undertake real projects that
can make real di�erence in the world. Moreover, rais-
ing competences about entrepreneurship, provoking
interest toward new technologies and discovering how
innovations work on practice is fundamental business
competence. Student idea competition has to be in-

teresting and provoking, it has to be engaging for stu-
dents, and to encourage them to think for out-of-the
box innovative solutions.
Based on our experience, the active entrepreneur-

ship competence building exercise such as idea com-
petition has to be carefully designed and well imple-
mented. Moreover, the focus should be put mainly on
the process and not on the �nal results. Thus many
re�ective exercises, discussions and lessons learned
should make substantial part of the learning process.
Then, it's important to stress how students' projects
in fact raise the awareness about sustainability is-
sues and promote innovative thinking. The well de-
veloped projects stress our attention �rst on some
speci�c problem areas and then, they discuss speci�c
solutions and technologies that can work to improve
them. But more importantly, if not well motivated,
students will fail to engage and to make good projects.
Therefore it's important to investigate more carefully
how to raise intrinsic motivation such as good team
work, social recognition of their e�orts � both in uni-
versity and outside the university, and �nally � the
cause or the purpose of their project.
The present paper analyzed some of the problem

areas in the training for raising entrepreneurship com-
petences. Further research and focus on speci�c is-
sues as technology idea representation and visualiza-
tion e�ects can help to strengthen the quality of the
projects, encouraging public awareness and student
interest.
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Abstract

Abstract: Students, i.e. potential future en-
trepreneurs, often have promising business ideas, or
solution proposals for a wide range of technical prob-
lems. However, usually they do not have the required
tools, and adequate guidance by experienced engi-
neers or professors, to be able to actualize their ideas,
i.e. solutions to problems. This paper presents some
of the results of ongoing projects done by students of
Subotica Tech � College of Applied Sciences within
the iDEAlab TEMPUS project.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Innovation, Mechan-
ical Engineering, Mechatronics, Informatics

1 Introduction

Entrepreneurial activities were growing tremendously
in the last two decades. There were several factors
relating to this growth, such as the advancement of
technology, increased competition among suppliers,
economic downturn, changing economies and down-
sizing of job opportunities. Entrepreneurial activi-
ties were seen as a means of revitalizing stagnated
economies and dealing with unemployment problems
for developing economies, and as an engine of eco-
nomic progress, job creation and social adjustment
for developed countries [1], [2].
Entrepreneurship education has expanded signi�-

cantly in most industrialized countries with the ex-
pansion in entrepreneurship [3]. Globalization has
brought about substantial changes in the job market,
in which young people as newcomers are particularly
vulnerable. The students of the current century �nd
that university education is no longer security for em-
ployment in the continuously changing environment
of the job market [4].
The old promise made by classical education sys-

tem was that if the students worked really hard in

school, they would be almost guaranteed a job as a re-
ward for their e�orts. Furthermore, corporations used
to hire most of their interns into full-time positions.
Both of these promises have been broken due to eco-
nomic constraints and global competition. Employers
expect students to have at least one internship, yet
only half of them are bringing on new interns and
few have hired them into full-time positions. There-
fore, students who can't get internships should start
a small business or a side project, both of which can
act as an internship. If the business fails, they still
learn something and have experience on their resume.
If the business is successful, they do not have to worry
about getting a full-time job upon graduation [5].

Today, hundreds of colleges o�er entrepreneurship
courses and employers are starting to understand the
importance of that type of education. Subotica Tech
� College of Applied Sciences also introduced this
type of education for the students by taking part in
the iDEAlab Tempus project [6]. The project aims to
develop iDEAlab as a physical and virtual environ-
ment for generating, developing and commercializing
innovative students' ideas through relevant trainings,
mentoring and technology put at their disposal. Fol-
lowing the entrepreneurial route (start-ups) or in col-
laboration with companies (open innovation), it will
foster the collaboration between universities and en-
terprises, advance employment potential of graduates
from WBC and enhance the companies' innovative-
ness.

The reminder of the paper presents the preliminary
results of ongoing student projects, which were done
using the iDEAlab laboratory. The projects represent
either real life tasks, which could occur in the industry
today, or tasks, which prepare the students for solv-
ing industrial problems. All projects were discussed
with the representatives of local companies, who con-
tributed to the quality of the tasks. All projects were
mentored by professors at Subotica Tech.
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2 Presentation of student
projects

One of the leading companies in the �eld of advanced
motion solutions and automation, organized a com-
petition for the students at Subotica Tech [7]. The
main reason for organizing such a contest was to gen-
erate ideas for a future exhibiting device, which is a
popular and useful form of presentation for compa-
nies in the �eld of industrial automation technology.

Apart from this, there were other reasons for a com-
pany to organize a competition for students, as well.
By doing so, students can become familiar with the
products produced by the companies. Companies can
also bene�t by identifying talented students who can
be possibly employed by them in the future. Also,
this activity can be recognized as a way of linking ed-
ucation and practice. This chapter presents �ve dif-
ferent student projects from the �elds of mechanical
engineering, mechatronics and informatics.

Figure 1: Winner project

2.1 Development of a ball shooting de-

vice for presentation purposes

One of the leading companies in the �eld of advanced
motion solutions and automation, organized a com-
petition for the students at Subotica Tech [7]. The
main reason for organizing such a contest was to gen-
erate ideas for a future exhibiting device, which is a
popular and useful form of presentation for compa-
nies in the �eld of industrial automation technology.
Apart from this, there were other reasons for a com-
pany to organize a competition for students, as well.
By doing so, students can become familiar with the
products produced by the companies. Companies can
also bene�t by identifying talented students who can

be possibly employed by them in the future. Also,
this activity can be recognized as a way of linking
education and practice.
The end result of the contest was a series of par-

tially developed mechatronic devices, which were suit-
able for exhibition purposes. One project, which is
presented in Fig. 1 was chosen as an overall winner.
This is a device that is able to shoot balls. The device
enables the involvement of the people who attend the
exhibition and shows the possibilities of the products
produced by the company.
However, the technical documentation prepared by

the students did not satisfy the requirements needed
to build an actual product or a prototype, which
could be tested and used afterwards. Therefore, de-
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spite the fact that the evaluated student project was
rewarded as the most successful one, it had to be reex-
amined thoroughly and adjusted signi�cantly before
it could be used. Therefore a new project was initi-
ated with three basic goals:
- Preparing detailed technical documentation for all
subassemblies of the newly developed device based on
the winner project. - Building a prototype. - Test-
ing the prototype in real conditions. Students worked
at the iDEAlab laboratory and used the equipment
installed at the laboratory. Their work was men-
tored by the professors during the course of designing
mechatronic devices. At the end of the project, stu-
dents prepared the detailed technical documentation
for the device, built prototypes for the critical parts
of the device and made tests in real conditions.

The amount of prepared documentation and the
number of built prototypes exceed the length of the
paper. Therefore only one of the developed subassem-
blies, the subassembly, which feeds the balls to the
shooting device is presented.

In Fig. 1 the feeding device exists, but it is not
developed in detail, it is just presented as an idea,
which is presented in Fig 2. After thorough exami-
nation of the suggested solution, students concluded
that the idea could not be developed further, because
it did not satisfy the basic requirements, the precise
positioning of the balls, and the use of actuators pro-
duced by the company. Therefore a new solution for
the feeding subassembly was designed. The new so-
lution is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Existing feeding subassembly

The newly developed solution incorporates a linear
motor, which is produced by the company. It has one
complex part, which is 3D printed (the part colored
black in Fig. 3). This technology enables the design
of complex parts, and is particularly suitable for mak-
ing prototypes. The solution solves all issues, which
were present previously.

Figure 3: Newly developed solution for the feeding
subassembly

The new solution was tested in real conditions.
Testing is presented in Fig. 4. Testing results showed
that the newly suggested solution could work in real
conditions.

Figure 4: Prototype testing

However, the negative characteristics of parts pro-
duced by 3D printing, such as low dimension accu-
racy, and physical characteristics led to the conclusion
that the �nal design should include aluminum parts
instead of parts made by 3D printing. The problems
which occurred are presented in Fig. 5. They include
deformations of the plastic part, which occurred dur-
ing testing.
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Figure 5: Deformation during testing

2.2 Development of Lego Mindstorms

models

One of the most important competences of the mecha-
tronic engineers is the knowledge about sensors and
actuators. These competences are necessary to un-
derstand the basic principles of the control systems.
At the beginning of their studies students need prac-
tical and simple examples to understand the func-
tion of the control systems. For these purposes the
�LEGO MindStorms� is perfect, which is presented
in Fig. 6. In the Lego kit all of the necessary ba-
sic control system elements are available. Inside the
iDEAlab project two �LEGO MindStorms� kits were
purchased. We use these kits in the iDEAlab for the
course Sensors and Actuators which is part of the
Mechatronics major. Each Lego kit contains (Fig. 6
- One controller with an ARM 9 processor and with
Linux-based operating system. - Touch sensor with
three states. - Color and light sensor with the ability
to di�erentiate between 7 color levels. - IR remote
controller to control the assembled system from dis-
tance. - Two driver DC motors for driving wheels. -
Servo motor for special tasks. - Standard Lego parts
for mounting.

Figure 6: Lego Mindstorms kit

At the beginning, students assemble the robots,
which are the standard �MindStorms� projects of the
kit and they assemble it according to the o�cial man-
ual. After that, when they become familiar with the
components they get a task to solve it using the el-
ements of the kit. During the course, students as-
semble two Lego robots. Both of them use almost
all the sensors and actuators which are available in
the kit. Both of the robots are focused on the color

and light sensor functionality. The �rst one is the
labyrinth robot which has the task to �nd the exit
from the labyrinth, presented in Fig. 7. The second
robot has a task to separate Lego blocks depending
on their color.
This course is good to practice and learn the most

important things about sensors and actuators, what is
more, students develop their competence in real life
engineering problems. This task motivates the stu-
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Figure 7: The labyrinth robot project

dents to use their creativity and practice engineering
skills to solve one engineering problem. By designing
and assembling the frame for the task machine, they
develop mechanical skills. By con�guring and wiring,
students practice electrical skills and at the end they
need to use programming ability to program the ma-
chine for the task. For these reasons �Lego Mind-
storms� became the signi�cant part of the iDEAlab
to realize and practice engineering skills.

2.3 Multiplatform web based system

for electronic market research

The usage of mobile devices has rapidly increased in
the last years. Everyone has a smart device in their
pockets, always near and at hand. That is a great
opportunity for marketing companies, one they can
and must use. In last years usage of QR codes brings
the new platform for market research, promotion, in-
formation sharinng, etc. They are used on magazine
pages, product boxes, billboards, advertisement �y-
ers and papers, cd/dvd covers, books, beverages and
other mediums that are suitable for QR codes. One
of the challenges of QR code usage is what is the
proper form to use it? It is enough to share it like a
pure QR code or it is better to make some additional
elements on it. Students made two projects. First

project, which is presented in Fig. 8, was to create a
web based system that will help us to determine what
is the most suitable way to share QR codes.

Figure 8: Schema of the �rst project

Second project was the creation of multiplatform
web based system for electronic market research. It is
presented in Fig. 9. In both projects several modern
internet technologies and mobile devices were used.
Realised projects were tested in real enviroment.
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Figure 9: Schema of the second project

First project was realized with the cooperation
with a local ICT company. Five types of QR codes
were realized. These QR codes were posted to the
Facebook page of the company for one week with the
distance of two days for each posts. When the visitor
of the web page scanned the QR code with smart-
phone, reader decoded it and showed the URL that
can be visited via web browser. URL is a web page on
company's web server. Web page contains detection
script to check if the user visited the page through a
mobile device or a personal computer. Only visitors
from mobile devices get promo code for buying prod-
ucts with given discount in company's store. All data
from the visitors were collected and administrator of
the system was able to see statistics of QR code usage.
Periods when the largest number of scans were per-
formed was immediately a few minutes after posting
the QR code. Pure QR code was scanned most times.
The second project was realised based on the results
of the �rst project. Second project is a multiplatform
web base system for electronic market research, which
is presented in Fig. 10, and Fig. 11.

Figure 10: Home page of web system

This system helps companies to make QR codes
that contain URL to the web page with the created
survey or questionnaires. Companies have access to
a detailed review of the collected data. The collected
data can be �ltered for receiving various reports
(based on date, time, device, etc.), with graphical rep-
resentation in the form of charts. Company's adm-
nistrator will create QR code which can be printed
manually or it can be downloaded to the personal
computer for further usage in �yers, books or social
networks. Instead of showing a promo code on the
web page, the system will be more personalized and
it will send the promo code in the form of an SMS.

In the development of the new system, the following
technologies and programming languages were used:
HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3, PHP, MySQL, Bootstrap
framework, Google Maps API, Gammu project. The
beta version of this new system will be tested at a lo-
cal cafe bar in Subotica, Serbia. Every desk will have
a �yer with a QR code. After receiving feedback from
both the users and companies, the new items will be
de�ned for the needs of the further improvement.
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Figure 11: Admin panel of web system

2.4 Smartphone application for track-

ing students' class attendance

Students' class attendance assessment is a common
problem in higher education. Tracking student at-
tendance manually can be time-consuming and er-
ror prone. Therefore a project, the Mu�n project is
given to students, which aims to solve this problem.
The main goal of the Mu�n project was to provide
a fast and e�cient attendance tracking system which
requires minimum cost. The hardware costs around
10 euros. From a safety perspective, the system with
its parameters prevents the student to unintendedly
use the application. Student assessment is carried out
by continuous monitoring of their work during the
semester, where all activities are evaluated by a cor-
responding number of points. Recording attendance
is ine�cient and takes up too much time with larger
group of students. If a professor records student at-
tendance manually, it could takes precious minutes of
the class. The majority of students have some kind
of smart device and these can be used to make an
application so that students can log in their atten-
dance. One possible and inexpensive solution for this
is the application called Mu�n. Mu�n consists of a
mobile application that students have on their per-
sonal mobile devices, an Arduino Uno board with
Bluetooth module, and a desktop application. The
basic idea is that when students want to log in their
attendance, all they need to do is send some log in
data to the Arduino board, which is then forwarded
to the application on the desktop PC that is directly
connected to the board. Mu�n consists of 3 appli-
cations: - Arduino application. - Mobile applications
(Android and Windows Phone). - PC desktop ap-

plication. The Arduino application at Arduino Uno
board with a Bluetooth module listens for data that
is being sent from Mu�n mobile application. Once
it receives the log in data, process it and send it to
the admin application which is installed on Windows
PC that is connected to the board with USB con-
nection. There are two Mu�n mobile applications
for students. One is for the Windows phone plat-
form and the other one is for the Android platform.
The functionality and backend logic is very similar
in both applications. When the student starts the
mobile application he is asked to turn on Bluetooth
on his device. When the students turns on the Blue-
tooth, they are presented with the list of available
classes, as shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 12: List of available classes

All that the student needs to do is to tap on the
class that he or she wants to sign in and wait for the
connection to happen (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13: Press button

There are two applications for the desktop, one is
for the Administrator and the second one is for the
professors. The administrator can add, modify and
delete new student, new teacher and new class to the
application database. Through his desktop applica-
tion, professor can set which is the active class and
the students can start to log in. In the statistics page
the professor can see the number of students who at-
tended the class. The number is shown in the form
of a percentage and fraction. Also, the user can set
a speci�c date to be shown in a monthly or yearly
view. The chart shows either monthly or weekly at-
tendance, what is shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Attendance statistics

At this stage of the implementation the data collec-
tion regarding the manner of the system's implemen-
tation is still on-going. The developers are examin-
ing the cases, when the students used the system, but
they are also investigating how the teachers used it.
Hopefully, given this feedback, the next project that
will be given to students can start the �ne-tuning
process of the system in order to improve the overall
success of the Mu�n project on both the students',
as well as the teachers' side.

3 Using the Arduino Starter Kit
hardware for solving process
control problems

Inside the iDEAlab project, three �Arduino Starter
Kits� were purchased. Each package included an Ar-
duino development board with the Atmega328 mi-
crocontroller and additional electronic elements for
experimenting and making attractive projects. The
most important additional elements were the liquid
crystal display, servo motor, DC motor, temperature
sensor, RGB diode, optocupler and a photoresistor.
The kit also included an experimental board with
holes for prototyping. The content of the kit is pre-
sented in Fig. 15.

Figure 15: Content of the Arduino Starter Kit

The importance of the Arduino kit for students is
that the development time of the project is decreased.
Time saving is obtained because of easy program-
ming, user friendly software and fast veri�cation of
the results. The kit comes with a book (instructions)
in which 15 projects are explained in detail. The de-
velopment tools for the Arduino platform are free,
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the programming of the microcontroller is done us-
ing the C programming language. Expansion of the
hardware is done by using special additional modules
called �shields�, which is presented in Fig. 16. Shields
are available for achieving di�erent purposes. Popu-
lar shields are: GPS shield for receiving signals for
global positioning, Ethernet shield for connecting to
the internet, motor driver shield for controlling mo-
tors, etc.

Figure 16: Connecting a shield to the Arduino board

The project done with students was to get famil-
iar with the Arduino board, by solving a tra�c light
problem. When working with students the �rst step
was to install the software and to successfully start
the Arduino platform. The next step was connect-
ing the development board with the computer and to
make a number of basic projects. Fig. 17 shows the
schematic description for the tra�c light project.

Figure 17: Content of the Arduino Starter Kit

In the forthcoming period purchasing of additional
hardware modules and making diploma works using
the Arduino board are planned.

4 Conclusion

To be able to be competitive on the job market
nowadays, students should gain working experience
during their studies. However, working experience
is not always enough on today's competitive mar-
ket. Entrepreneurial skills and self-motivation is re-
quired also. Therefore Subotica Tech � College of
Applied Sciences introduced entrepreneurship courses
for the students by taking part in the iDEAlab Tem-
pus project. The paper presented �ve di�erent stu-
dent projects from the �elds of mechanical engineer-
ing, mechatronics and informatics. All projects were
discussed with the representatives of local companies,
who contributed to the quality of the tasks. The
projects introduced real life problems, which could oc-
cur in the industry today, or tasks, which prepare the
students for solving industrial problems giving them
the opportunity to broaden their theoretical knowl-
edge with practical working experience. By solv-
ing the presented problems, students gained practical
knowledge, which they will be able to implement in
their future professional life.
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Abstract

Learning processes continuously create and re-create
new knowledge and linkages between knowledge
structures [19]. There are two learning processes en-
trepreneurs can learn from: direct learning, learn-
ing from your own experience, and indirect learn-
ing, learning from others' experience. Business in-
cubators, apart from the working open space, o�er
a chance to young start-up founders to interact with
other entrepreneurs or peers, mentors and investors,
providing a suitable environment for direct learning.
However, previous experience also has a great impact
on indirect learning process. Furthermore, learning
can occur in two potential sequences: �seeding� learn-
ing sequence, where indirect learning precedes direct
learning, and �soloing� sequence, where direct learn-
ing is followed by direct learning process.
This study creates a theoretical framework on

learning processes and correspondent sequences us-
ing the context of business incubators. The frame-
work will be supported with a case study conducted
within a business incubator, observing three women
entrepreneurs, whose experience shows that the incu-
bation environment helped them overcome their fears
of being di�erent just because they were women. Ob-
serving other tenants con�rmed that their problems
were similar to theirs, and thus put them on the same
level with others.
Keywords: Entrepreneurial learning, business in-
cubators, start-up, entrepreneurs, learning process,
learning sequence

1 Introduction

�E�ective entrepreneurs are exceptional learners.
They learn from everything. They learn from

customers, suppliers, and especially competitors.
They learn from employees and associated. They
learn from other entrepreneurs. They learn from
experience. They learn by doing. They learn from
what works, and more importantly, from what
doesn't work.� [30]. . . �learning is central to

entrepreneurial process�.

According to Baron (2007) one of the most impor-
tant pre-launch activities for entrepreneurs is acquir-
ing essential resources � �nancial, human and infor-
mational � necessary to convert ideas and strategies
into actual operating business. Lack of su�cient re-
sources is one of major reasons why so many new ven-
tures fail [7]. Apart from insu�cient resources and
capabilities, start-ups are confronted with liabilities
stemming from novelties, so that having support in
applying their own knowledge and learning from oth-
ers may only help them to overcome these obstacles.
An entrepreneur has the ability to learn through ex-
perience. According to Arrow (1971) �learning is the
product of experience. Learning can only take place
through the attempt to solve a problem and therefore
only takes place during activity�. Learning process is
rarely planned and it usually results from reactions
to critical events when entrepreneur learns to process
information, adjust strategies and take decisions [11].
Polities (2005) describes entrepreneurial learning as a
�continuous process that facilitates the development
of necessary knowledge for being e�ective in starting
up and managing new ventures�. Business incuba-
tors are representing a means for providing support
to entrepreneurs starting new ventures with advices
and guidance on development and improvement of
their venture projects. There is still a limited un-
derstanding of the interaction of learning and the en-
trepreneurial process. Moreover, there is a limited
literature on investigating learning processes that oc-
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cur within business incubators.
The �rst part of this paper will focus on the theo-

retical background on learning processes and learning
sequences. De�nitions on business incubators will fol-
low, along with a theoretical framework of the learn-
ing process within business incubators. Case study
will give a 'real time' instance on learning within in-
cubator, and we will bring �nal conclusions.

2 learning process and learning
sequence

Holcomb et al. (2009) de�nes entrepreneurial learn-
ing as �process by which people acquire new knowl-
edge from direct experience and from observing the
behaviors, actions and consequences of others�, sug-
gesting that learning processes continuously create
and re-create new knowledge and linkages between
knowledge structures. There is a literature gap on
learning processes. Studies are mostly focused on
one particular process without checking the possibil-
ity that there might be several di�erent learning pro-
cess taking places in parallel. There are two types
of learning process: Direct learning processes, learn-
ing from your own experience, and Indirect learning
processes, learning from others' experience. Direct
learning process are likely to manifest through trial-
and-error, experimental and improvisational learning.
Trial-and-error learning refers to the process of under-
taking a course of action and the consequences of that
completed action lead to change in the �rm's action
or knowledge base [3], [15]. Important characteristics
of trial-and-error learning are that it occurs after the
experienced consequences of an action and changes of
behavior [5]. Experimental learning refers to testing
causal propositions and creating new knowledge un-
der controlled situations [10]. Its central purpose is to
acquire new knowledge of relationships and post hoc
re�ection on outcomes is high [22]. It involves rela-
tively low-cost initiatives (e.g. easy-to-modify proto-
types, testing product size, colors. . . ) and, if useful,
new knowledge that can be quickly incorporated into
�rm activities [25]. Improvisational learning refers
to real-time learning process for solving unexpected
problems or capturing surprising opportunities in the
moment [22]. The changes in action or cognition
follow this learning, as planning and doing occur si-
multaneously [5], so it is very likely to occur inside
the incubators due to the need to react fast. Im-
provisational learning may represent the �rst step in
longer-term trial-and-error learning [22]. Miner et al.
(2001) study explored direct learning process as a set

of distinct processes (Improvisational, experimental
and trial-and-error) and found out that improvisa-
tional learning might drive out experimental learning
or serve as an episode in longer-term trial-and-error
learning.
Some of the literature on indirect learning pro-

cess, vicarious learning, suggest that it occurs when
�rms alter their behaviors or cognition in response
to the actions of competitors [20]. Vicarious learn-
ing can be considered as learning from other's expe-
riences referring to mentors, peers, and everyone that
an entrepreneur meets during the incubation process.
Vicarious learning might have positive and negative
sides. Positive side results when an entrepreneurs
is faced with insu�cient information/knowledge for
learning from his/her own experience, learning from
others' experience can cover this de�cit of under-
standing and lead to new knowledge [3], [18]. On
the other hand, it can have negative sides for new
and inexperienced start-ups that lack �absorptive ca-
pacity� and that might not be able to internalize and
leverage newly gained knowledge [18],[33]. Research
suggest that people learn many complex behaviors,
such as negotiation, aggression, helping and gender-
appropriate behavior, by observing others [24]. Vi-
carious learning occurs when a person pays atten-
tion to someone else's behaviors or actions, retains
the information, and assimilates and organizes it in
memory [19]. Knowledge formed in this manner acts
as a template for evaluating one's behavior or ac-
tions. Research has associated certain processes with
vicarious learning, such as attentional and accumu-
lation processes. Attentional processes regulate the
degree to which individuals acquire observations and
extract meanings from modeled behaviors or actions
[12],[14]. Accumulation processes encode a represen-
tation of observed behaviors and actions and orga-
nize this newly formed knowledge in memory [24].
Furthermore, vicarious learning provides a solid basis
for subsequent action in less familiar domains. For
instance, e�ective learning through vicarious means
teaches people general rules and strategies for ap-
proaching new situations [32]. Entrepreneurs can
bene�t by applying the rules and adjusting them to �t
uncertain and novel circumstances. Observed actions
and outcomes provide a referent standard in much
the same way as do those gained experientially. En-
trepreneurs are likely to adopt modeled strategies if
they produce valued outcomes (ex. Successful launch
of a new venture) rather than negative results (e.
failed launch of a new venture) [19]. Vicarious learn-
ing activities are about avoiding reinventing the wheel
and repeating mistakes, and generally starting at a
higher level of competence by standing on the shoul-
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ders of others who have trodden similar paths before
[6]. Note that vicarious learning should be distin-
guished from simply �taking an advice�, since in the
later case the other side takes an active educational
role and need not be accepted as benevolent or rel-
evant. Observing the consequences of other peoples
behavior is much more instructive.
Relying on both direct and indirect learning might

lead to a substitutional interaction in which knowl-
edge that is consistent from both sources exhibits a
weaker e�ect than the linear addition of their inde-
pendent e�ect [28]. Little is known if multiple learn-
ing processes take place simultaneously or sequen-
tially, especially in the limited period of time. Bing-
ham & Davis (2012) study is a pioneering study in
the area of learning sequences that shows that cer-
tain type of a learning process comes independently
and in some order. Learning process that begin with
indirect learning process, and then continue with di-
rect learning, they call �seeding� learning sequences,
while learning process that starts and �nishes with
direct learning process, they call �soloing� learning
sequences. Furthermore, their study shows that prior
experience matters and that it shapes the type of
learning sequence that will be undertaken. Those
with prior experience are likely to undertake soloing
learning sequence, while the inexperienced individu-
als are likely to undertake seeding learning sequences.
The �nding that is most important for this study is
that initial learning sequence matter because their
study revealed that �rms that use seeding sequences
(started with indirect learning) do not appear to per-
form as well in the shorter-term as �rms that use
soloing sequences.

3 Business incubators

Business incubators are representing a `vehicle' for
support and development of new and young ventures
or entrepreneurial projects. Once an interesting and
innovative idea is recognized and entrepreneur de-
cides to pursue its development, business incubators
may play signi�cant role from the point of assem-
bling resources, creating business plans and strate-
gies, launching products/services until creating a suc-
cessful business. Apart from providing �exible work
space, shared equipment, and administrative services,
incubators are providing a variety of support services
such as assistance in developing business and market-
ing plans, guiding how to build management teams,
how to obtain capital and access to a range of other
more specialized professional services [16].
Business incubators are mostly created with the

help of economic development agencies to acceler-
ate development of a�liated startups and help them
achieve developmental goals [17], [21], [28]. O�ering
di�erent services that re�ect their own customer base
and available resources within their communities,
they make di�erences. Thus we have di�erent incu-
bation models. Grimaldi and Grandi (2005) suggest
there are four di�erent types of incubators: Business
innovation centers (BICs), University business incu-
bators (UBIs), Independent private incubators (IBIs)
and Corporate private incubators (CPIs). Business
innovation centers o�er basic services, such as work-
ing space, infrastructure, communication channels
and information about external �nancing opportu-
nities, visibility, etc. University business incubators
highlight the importance of science and involve uni-
versities in collecting resources and talents. They
are mostly focused on the new knowledge-based ven-
tures. Private incubators are mostly for-pro�t incu-
bators that might be charging service fee or taking
a percentage of revenues from incubated companies.
Their aim is to create new ventures in a short period
of time and in return to take a portion of equity in the
new venture as fees [17]. They might even help en-
trepreneurs at the early stage with a seed investment.
Private incubators can be independent or corporate.
The corporate ones are owned and set up by large
companies with the aim of supporting new indepen-
dent ventures [8], while independent incubators are
founded by individuals or group of individuals that
intend to help promising and rising entrepreneurs to
develop their projects or ventures, having various mo-
tivation for such a deed.
Business incubators are providing support to

young entrepreneurs through mentoring, by provid-
ing work place and inspiring entrepreneurial environ-
ment, workshops and networking events, in which
entrepreneurs might even meet potential investors.
Mentoring represents a mean for providing `expert'
help and assistance in overcoming problems. This
assistance could be described as an intermediary in
the incubation process that helps start-ups to sus-
tain and grow a business [27]. Mentor's role is to
help a young entrepreneur to deal with and re�ect
on actions, in order to be able to modify future ac-
tions [31] that should contribute to the start-up de-
velopment. It should help them to learn from what
is called `critical incidents'. According to Deakins
and Freel (1996) entrepreneurs acquire ability to learn
through experience while using critical incidents to
make strategic and/or operational decision, and com-
pleting the learning process. This experiential learn-
ing was found to be one of the major sources of learn-
ing [9].
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4 Entreprepenurial learning in-
side business incubators

Deakins and Freel (1998) case study revealed that
venture's strategic development is a result of a com-

bination of knowledge and reaction of critical events
rather than a planned development. Combining pre-
vious literature on learning processes and business in-
cubators, we have created a model of the learning pro-
cess that might occur inside an incubator over time
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Entrepreneurial learning within business incubator

Once entrepreneurs enter an incubator, they start
organizing and developing their ideas and projects.
It is very likely that they will start their learning
process with a direct, experimental learning, as it
leads to low-cost testing of the potential products
and services, generating new knowledge that can be
applied to the further venture development. Partici-
pation in the incubator involves participation in the
workshops, where they can learn from the others and
collect important information for their venture. In-
direct and vicarious learning take place here, where
entrepreneurs can overcome de�cit in their knowl-
edge and skills by learning from others. Some stud-
ies [18],[33] suggest that vicarious learning can have
negative sides, as entrepreneurs would not be able to
internalize and process received information. That
is why we are supposing that indirect learning will
be followed with some form of direct learning, as in-
dividuals need time to process information gained.
Forms of direct learning that might take place in
that moment are trial-and-error, when entrepreneur
will try to apply acquired knowledge to their project,
or improvisational learning, if they face unexpected
problems that can be solved with previously adopted
knowledge. In case they cannot be able to resolve
the problem on their own, incubators are provid-
ing mentoring, that many studies have shown to be
very important, even crucial for venture's develop-

ment [31]. This means that indirect learning will
take place again, as entrepreneurs will learn from
their mentor's experience and advices. After that, we
suppose that entrepreneurs will certainly need time
to process and apply received information, so direct
learning will take a place.
According to our model, it appears that en-

trepreneurial learning within incubators would se-
quentially change over time, rather than taking only
one form of the learning process. Within an incu-
bator, entrepreneurs are working with entrepreneuri-
ally inspiring environment, having opportunity to ex-
change experiences with peers, mentors, ask for help
and advice, and in that way learn from the other's
experience rather than relying only on direct learn-
ing.

5 Case study

There is a contemporary call to embed gender anal-
yses within the entrepreneurial �eld of enquiry. We
have decided to adopt a gendered perspective to ex-
plore the experience of business incubation and con-
ducted pilot case study focusing on female start-ups
in two business incubators based in Belgrade, Ser-
bia. Due to small numbers of female start-ups in
general, as expected, we have found only 3 start-ups
whose founders/co-founders are women. One is deal-
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ing with a new technology in the gaming industry,
the second one is creating a crowdfunding platform
for sport events and the third one is enabling inter-
national trading of innovative luxury food products.
We have conducted semi-structured interviews focus-
ing on the e�ects of business incubators on their ten-
ants and support they receive, in order to be able
to construct and frame learning process which they
are passing through. As suggested in our model, all
three interviewees answered that their learning on
how to develop their venture project started with
learning from their own experience. At �rst, when
they placed their o�ce in the incubator, they were
learning from their own experience by experiment,
but with the start of organized workshops and net-
working events they started learning from others and
implementing those new information into their start-
up development.
For instance, one entrepreneur said �we were look-

ing at the colors other used during their presenta-
tions, so we started implementing suggested designs
on our own presentations in order to attract more cus-
tomers�. Furthermore, she had problem with pitching
and she said that looking at others she started chang-
ing her attitude and started being more relaxed. She
said �I told to myself, you are smart enough to know
what you will say, so take a deep breath and present
yourself�. Discussing her problem with others helped
her to learn from her own previous experience and
realize what she was missing. This girl is a student
with negligible previous experience, and having sup-
port through the incubation process is precious for
her start-up's establishment and development. She
said, �if I had not entered into this incubator, I think
I would not have been able to develop not even a part
of my start-up�.
Another female entrepreneur we have interviewed

joined the business incubator after she already set up
her business. With her team, she decided to place the
o�ce within an incubator, in order to be in a posi-
tion to work in an inspiring environment with other
start-ups, to participate in the networking events and
ask for advice when needed. After having a chance
to discuss her project with mentors, she realized that
in case she had joined incubator at an earlier stage of
her project, she would have done some initial things
di�erently. She has a lot of experience, and she is
mostly relying on learning from her own experience.
Anyway, she is participating in the workshops and ev-
ery time learns something new that could contribute
to her start-up's development.
The third interviewee founded her start-up on her

own, without a team. She had experience and knowl-
edge about the food industry. However, as she wanted

to perform international trading of luxury goods, she
needed advices on this matter. As the main reason
why she joined the business incubator, she pointed
out workspace and having possibility to get advices
and contacts. She stated, �When I see all the peo-
ple working around me, I am strongly motivated to
work too�. She is mostly learning from her own ex-
perience, but whenever she faces dilemma or a prob-
lem she starts employing vicarious learning and seeks
for advices. She tends to participate at all avail-
able workshops and networking events, as she �nds
it very useful for making contacts and learning from
the experience of others. Being in an incubator
also helped them to see that being female did not
make them much di�erent from other entrepreneurs.
Thus, though entrepreneurial learning was basically
the same as if they were male, it was the environment
full of similar ventures that helped them observe the
fact and overcome their insecurities.

6 Conclusion

Starting from the literature review on learning pro-
cesses and characteristics of business incubators,
we managed to create a potential model of en-
trepreneurial learning that might take place within
business incubators. There is a scarce research on
learning processes in this context, so we conducted
pilot case study investigating and exploring these
processes. As suggested by our model, both direct
and indirect learning is present throughout incuba-
tion process. In the �rst moment, entrepreneurs are
learning from their own experience, however being in
the environment where you can get advices and learn
useful things, brings their engagement in the indirect
learning from the others. Our case study revealed
that entrepreneurs mostly employ indirect learning
when facing an obstacle or while participating in the
workshops. It is also important to know the skills
entrepreneurs believe they have. As we could notice
from our case study, those at the early-stage were
seeking for more support than those that have already
reached product/service launching phase. Learning
from the other's experience, indirect learning, was
present more for those with a scarce past experience
than for those who were already experienced in the
industry. These results coincide with the �ndings
from the Bingham and Davis (2012) study, that direct
learning is prevailing over indirect for the experienced
entrepreneurs. We observed that gender, though not
an issue when encountering typical problems of a start
up, tends to create insecurities if not placed in an en-
vironment that lets female entrepreneurs observe that
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their problems are such � typical for the phase their
project is in and the industry they are in, and not
connected with their gender. That recognition helped
them not to oversestimate the problems they were in,
and to overcome them in consequence.
Support must be based on helping entrepreneurs to

learn rather than placing or imposing prescribed solu-
tions and consultancy [11]. Scilitoe and Chakrabarti
(2010) found that counseling interaction (such as
mentoring) with incubator management led to learn-
ing business skills, while networking interactions led
to learning of technical know-how. Sullivan (2000)
study suggests that interpersonal skills and attitudes
of the mentors must be considered along with the
content of support. A mentor with suitable skills,
knowledge and experience together with access to ap-
propriate expertise elsewhere represents an e�ective
support system. The other important support is in-
cubator's network of contacts and the extent to which
it meets needs of their a�liated start-ups. This leads
us to place a question for the future research, how
mentoring and support should be tailored to meet the
needs of individual entrepreneur's development? We
suggest conducting explorative, in-depth qualitative
study, on the learning processes within incubators, in
order to build strong framework on de�ning mentor-
ing and incubation support that will lead start-ups to
greater development and success.
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Abstract

As a new business service model, co-working has been
rapidly expanding in recent years. Numerous bene-
�ts of this business model for start-ups represent the
main authors' motivation for additional research in
this �eld. The results of authors' previous studies
have shown that the organizations such as business
incubators positively e�ects on entrepreneurial activ-
ities. Business incubators provide production sup-
port to newly established companies (e.g. start-ups)
through infrastructure and range of services, which
can improve their ability to run their business during
the early period of development. The purpose of this
study is to present the new co-working model in the
case of Business Incubator Novi Sad, which has been
developed on the basis of international practice and
working experiences. The emphasis will be placed
on the bene�ts of such a co-working space where in-
dividuals have greater opportunity to meet potential
business partners and to enter into the pre-incubation
phase.
Keywords: Co-working, business incubators, pre-
incubation, entrepreneurship

1 Introduction

It is widely known that business incubation is a very
useful tool for local economic development (�eli¢, et
al., 2015), so this trend came also to Serbia and busi-
ness incubators have begun to be established in this
area. According to that, the subject of our research
is organizational aspect of success of business incuba-
tors (i.e. infrastructure, activities, tenants etc.). The
case and best practices of Business Incubator Novi

Sad can help universities, policy makers, governments
and practitioners in understanding and implementing
(pre)incubation programs through co-working spaces,
leading to better planning and greater chance of suc-
cess. The focus of this paper is directed towards the
entrepreneurship in Novi Sad, as one of the most vi-
brant start-up ecosystem in Serbia.

Business incubators support newly established
companies through infrastructure and range of ser-
vices (administrative, technical, business etc.) that
can improve start-ups ability to start and run their
business during the early period of development
(�eli¢, et al., 2015).

In developing countries, such as Serbia, business
support is more than welcome. This is an economy
with many di�culties in economic development, and
for young entrepreneurs the main problem is fundrais-
ing for development of their business ideas, but also
poor professional network and a lack of quality col-
laborations. The most common goals of incubation
programs are creating jobs in a community, enhanc-
ing a community's entrepreneurial climate, retain-
ing businesses in a community, building or accelerat-
ing growth in a local industry, and diversifying local
economies.

The contribution of this study is re�ected in a bet-
ter understanding of business incubators and their
role in a entrepreneurship development, as well as key
process that are important for incubator sustainable
development. In addition, this study emphasizes the
importance of co-working model for business incuba-
tors and also provides new and helpful information to
all stakeholders who are interested in incubator pro-
grams, especially universities and local government.
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2 Co-working spaces

Co-working spaces are speci�c for the so-called �free-
lance economy� (Fuzi, et al., 2015). As a new model
of workspace, it became a global phenomenon mostly
for urban areas. This rapidly growing trend is evi-
denced by recent studies (e.g., Foertsch, 2013) which
have shown that the 4.5 new co-working spaces are
emerging daily worldwide. Of course, this fact is the
result of the average statistics at the global level. Al-
though co-working spaces are not represented in a
large extent, in Serbia there are increasingly numbers
of young entrepreneurs who are interested in this kind
of work.
A co-working space is a �collaborative work envi-

ronment that provide support (moral, emotional, pro-
fessional and �nancial), shared �exible facilities (in-
frastructure) and access to a broad business and so-
cial network for a diverse group of professionals and
entrepreneurs to start and grow their business while
working `alone together' or `alongside each other' �
(Spinozzi, 2012; Fuzi, et al., 2015), and �sharing the
values of collaboration, openness, community, acces-
sibility and sustainability� (Kwiatkowski & Buczyn-
ski, 2011). A large body of literature (e.g., DeGuz-
man & Tang, 2011; Spinozzi, 2012; Fabbri & Charue-
Duboc, 2014; Gandini, 2015; Parrino, 2015) de�nes
this widely adopted term, and all of them emphasize
the following: co-working spaces have signi�cant dif-
ferences in organizational purpose, service, culture,
�eld of work, size and business model (Fuzi, et al.,
2015, 311). It can be concluded that the major advan-
tages of co-working spaces are quantity and quality of
social interaction between the people who work in the
same business space. Despite the prevailing opinion
that co-working spaces di�er from business incuba-
tors, because �incubators o�er support for business
in their-start-up phase and are actively enable busi-
ness the growth� (Fuzi, et al., 2015), this study will
present the new co-working model in the case of Busi-
ness Incubator Novi Sad, with a particular emphasis
on the importance of this working model for the pre-
incubation stage.
Many socio-economic and technological trends have

contributed to the popularity of co-working spaces.
For example, one of the negative indicators is eco-
nomic crisis which has forced people to leave their
jobs and start their own businesses. On the other
side, a positive factor for development of this kind
of working areas is the rapid rise of information
and communication technologies (ICT) and internet.
Thanks to these digital technologies, work per se be-
come more mobile and geographically independent

(To�er, et al., 1981; Chan, et al., 2007; Worthing-
ton, 2013). In that manner, workers can operate their
working activities anytime and anywhere, as long as
they have appropriate working infrastructure (e.g.,
working space, mobile phones, laptops etc.). One of
the places where they can be more productive are
certainly business incubators, as a �third place� work-
ing locations (Fuzi, et al., 2015). The establishment
of corresponding and productive work space is cru-
cial for the start-up success, especially in the pre-
incubation stage of start-up lifecycle. The next chap-
ter in this study provides more details about activ-
ities in this stage, as well as the bene�ts o�ered by
co-working space.
The main reason for joining the co-working spaces

are obvious cost-savings (Fuzi, et al., 2015). En-
trepreneurs who decide to enter into this type of
business community are primarily motivated by ra-
tional economic reasons � in the present case of busi-
ness incubator, the main advantage is cheap work
arrangements, shared equipment and rent. The
revolution in information technologies and liberal-
ization of trade has created enormous opportuni-
ties for knowledge-based businesses as well as chal-
lenges for entrepreneurs to create a new job positions
(Lalkaka, 2004). The nature of work is changed and
knowledge-based working continuously growing (Dav-
enport, 2013) which consequently led to o�ce evolu-
tion (Worthington, 2013). According to the fact that
work has become more dependent on knowledge and
creativity (Fuzi, et al., 2015), it can be done in any
kind of work spaces (Davis, et al., 2011). In addi-
tion, creating such a business community which en-
hances creativity and generates collaborative inter-
actions, represent a long-sought business concept for
entrepreneurs who were seeking the �professional iso-
lation� (Spinozzi, 2012).
Therefore, co-working spaces are great solutions for

young and ambitious entrepreneurs. Numerous rea-
sons support this opinion: co-working spaces meet
entrepreneurs' needs for a much more �exible, collab-
orative and cooperative workspace (Fuzi, et al., 2015)
and contribute to the creation of the community and
sense of belonging (DeGuzman & Tang, 2011), which
all together stimulate a business development and
networking among the members.
Literature and practice are agreed to the fact that

the key features and the biggest bene�ts of co-working
spaces are knowledge sharing, entrepreneurial cli-
mate and constantly learning, growing and progress
(DeGuzman & Tang, 2011; Parrino, 2015). Intan-
gible bene�ts, such as workshops, social events and
professional connections, contribute to the desirabil-
ity of this business environment (Fuzi, et al., 2015).
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Building the strong interal as well as external busi-
ness community corresponds to a large degree to the
main goals of pre-incubation stage in business incuba-
tion's processes. To conclude, co-working spaces are
not only hubs, but also an environment which provide
members a valuable business experience, knowledge
sharing and continuously growing number of negoti-
ated relationships, in the context where professional
social interactions is simultaneously physical and dig-
ital (Gandini, 2015).

3 Pre-incubation processes in
business incubators

It is very important to study entrepreneurial activity
in di�erent countries in order to add a new knowl-
edge and experiences in entrepreneurship theory and
practice, to gain a profound understanding of en-
trepreneur behavior, hence all of the speci�c chal-
lenges and impediments they face with among di�er-
ent countries, and indispensable to identify cultural
speci�cs, di�erences or similarities in multiple nations
(Radojevic-Kelley, 2011).
There are many reasons why entrepreneurs are en-

tering into their own business ventures, and personal
freedom, independence and desire to create some-
thing new are the most frequent and primary mo-
tives (Williams, 1983; Allen, 2011). In addition, it
is not rare that the entrepreneurial desire arises from
dissatisfaction with the work for others and personal
frustrations, but still it may also be a result of per-
sonal aspirations and ambitions for self-actualization
and personal achievement of something better and
higher (Barringer & Ireland, 2009). There is also a
bright side of urge for launching an entrepreneurial
businesses � individuals become entrepreneurs to pur-
sue their own interests, ideas or just because their
own joy for creation (Shumpeter, 1934; Shane, 1993).
Researchers Barringer and Ireland (2009) have con-
cluded that people become entrepreneurs because
they want to have their future in their own hands,
they want their own control, greater wealth, they
have an enthusiasm and passion for novelty and they
are attracted to obscurity.
However, despite the enthusiasm and innovation,

all around the world entrepreneurs have a lot of trou-
ble �nding �nancial and other resources for launching
their own start-ups, and this situation is further ag-
gravated by the fact that they are inexperienced, un-
known and have an untested new ventures (Barringer
& Ireland, 2009; Mantell, 2009). Struggle for rais-
ing capital is inevitable because young entrepreneurs

usually have a little business knowledge and experi-
ence. In a developing countries, such as Serbia, an
additional and alternative ways of funding are very
limited, and until recently did not even exist. De-
velopment of business incubators are signi�cant for
empowering the entrepreneurship, because it provides
entrepreneurs more means, ways and chances to oper-
ate, grow and start their ventures (�eli¢, et al., 2015).
A Business Incubator is an economic and social de-

velopment entity designed to advise potential start-
up companies, help them to establish, and accelerate
their growth and success through a comprehensive
business assistance program (Mubara Al-Mubaraki
& Busler, 2013). Development of business incuba-
tors represents an excellent tool for economic devel-
opment, because they are supporting start-up compa-
nies and their business development. The main tasks
of business incubators are re�ected in providing ser-
vices in various �elds (InfoDev., 2015):

• start-up consulting and business planning,

• consulting in all areas important for business de-
velopment and growth;

• consulting for access to �nancing; and

• training and networking.

The mission of the business incubator is the estab-
lishment and empowerment of successful businesses
that will be �nancially viable and freestanding and
after incubation program. By creating new jobs, they
are directly a�ecting on revitalization of communities,
commercialization of new technologies and creation of
wealth for local and national economies (Mubara Al-
Mubaraki & Busler, 2013). The etymological roots
of the incubation concept lie in Europe. In ancient
times, in order to have a visionary dream, people
would go to a Roman (or Greek) temple, and lay
themselves down on fresh hide from newly sacri�ced
animals. This practice was called incubation. One of
the most advanced reasons for practicing the incuba-
tion was to obtain a vision on how to overcome one or
another disease, which explains why the incubation
preferably took place in the temple of Aesculapius,
the God of medicine (Aernoudt, 2004).
Two pioneering programs�Stanford Research

Park, California, established in 1951 and the Indus-
trial Center of Batavia, NewYork, an incubator estab-
lished in 1959 � started the Technology Business In-
cubator movement in USA (Mian, et al., 2016). The
�rst wave (till 1980) of incubator programs aimed at
economic restructuring and job creation. These pro-
grams provided a�ordable space and shared services.
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By 1980, there were 20 research parks and 11 busi-
ness incubators in the United States (Mian, et al.,
2016). By 2000, an estimated 600 incubators and 160
research parks were in the United States. The re-
search/science park model evolved from a stand-alone
technology garden to a networked commercialization
enabler. The second wave of incubation programs of-
fered a more complete menu of value adding-services,
including: counseling, skills enhancement and net-
working (Mian, et al., 2016). Since the new millen-
nium, research parks have moved towards a mixed-use
science park equipped with a technology incubator.
In some cases, the facility cohabits with commercial
and residential facilities. Currently, there are over
1,250 incubators in the United States and many more

globally (more than 7,000) (Mian, et al., 2016).
The process of business pre-incubation is set up

to exceed the gap between the occurrence of a busi-
ness idea and the establishment of a company. The
so-called pre-incubator a�ects entrepreneurial activ-
ity in the process of becoming entrepreneurs, while
business incubators aimed at the survival and devel-
opment of their entrepreneurial �rms (Estonia Latvia
Programme, & SIB Net, 2012). On the other side,
there are certain similarities in terms of provided ser-
vices, which can overlap both stages of pre-incubation
and incubation (Figure 1). The purpose of this study
is to show how business incubators can be organized
according to co-working model and thus strengthen
the pre-incubation stage.

Figure 1: Di�erences and similarities of business pre-incubators and business incubators (Estonia Latvia Pro-
gramme, & SIB Net, 2012)

Pre-incubation process involves a �risk-reduced en-
vironment where entrepreneurial ideas can be tested
for market viability before progressing into the busi-
ness incubator� (Dickson, 2004). The de�nition is
fairly comprehensive and designates all those activi-
ties that prepare young entrepreneurs to step into the
process of business incubation (Figure 2). The main
services that pre-incubators o�er during the period of
pre-company formation are (Dickson, 2004):

• pre-incubators support only entrepreneurial
projects and not already registered companies;

• pre-incubators provide a �risk mitigation strat-
egy� both to the incubation sta� and the pre-
incubated;

• pre-incubation time is limited and may vary, and

de�ned as `probationary period';

• pre-incubation is considered as a part of a wider
process of incubation, where there is a strong
relation between the enterprise education, pre-
incubation and business incubation.

In the higher education environment, pre-
incubation process, as well as a co-working space, is
seen as a necessary facility to �ll the gap that exists
between higher education establishments and science-
based business incubators. As opposite to business
incubators, which o�er support to new enterprises
which are already established, pre-incubators o�er
services and support at a very early stage of the start-
up process until the establishment of the new start-up
(Efthimiadou, et al., 2011). In pre-incubation process
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participants have a professional support needed in de-
veloping the business idea and plan, testing the mar-
kets and building up the resources (Dickson 2004).
Activities in pre-incubation usually imply a �rst as-
sessment of the idea, training, and one-to-one assis-
tance necessary to put the (future) entrepreneur (i.e.
member of co-working space) in the conditions to
write a fully complete business plan. Pre-incubation
process is essential for the entrepreneurial success be-
cause it implies �the expertise (coaching and direct
advice) and the facilities (minimum a workstation) to

support potential entrepreneurs in the development
of their business ideas and in the elaboration of the
business plan� (Commission, 2010).

Small �rms and start-ups have speci�c challenges
to overcome, in relation to their size. Open spaces
and incubator type spaces, as well as co-working
spaces, play an important role in reducing the bar-
riers to entry for new players and encouraging en-
trepreneurship in even risk averse cultural contexts
(Akçomak, 2011).

Figure 2: Process of business incubation (Dichter, et al., 2010))

In pre-incubation stage (Figure 3) stat-ups are fo-
cused on development of: idea, team, business model,
MVP (minimum viable product). After development,
start-ups test MVPs and business model, collect data
from tests, learn from them and change MVP and
business model. This stage is named by Steve Blank
Searching stage, and for this stage start-up do not
have need for formal organization/company. By Steve
Blank model (Figure 4) company establishment is
part of execution phase. Before Steve Blank model,

incubation was based on Stage-Gate (Figure 5) and
waterfall model of product development. As we now,
start-ups are not smaller versions of large companies
(Blank & Dorf, 2012), and traditional new product
development models that are suitable for big com-
panies (Stage-Gate and waterfall model) will create
more damage than use. This means that incubator
in pre-incubation stage need to be less formal and
more �exible.
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Figure 3: Pre-incubation stage (Dichter, et al., 2010))

Figure 4: Customer Development Model (Blank & Dorf, 2012))

Flexibility is important, but a not only advantage
of co-working concept and reason why is favorable to
use this concept for pre-incubation. Co-working space
can be considered as a signi�cant resource where en-
trepreneurs have the access to other professionals, do-
ing related or complementary work that lower barriers
to trying out new ideas, and their transaction costs
through reducing their own resource and information

expenditures (Pearce-Neudorf & J., 2014). By shar-
ing resources (rent, electricity, internet charges, etc.)
there is also the bene�t of a lowered barrier to try-
ing out a business idea. Co-working spaces help their
members to �nd solution to problems that they can-
not necessarily easily solve or a�ord by themselves
with the minimum of fuss.
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Figure 5: Stage-Gate (Cooper, 2001))

Business incubators are organizations for support
the start-up companies with potential for growth and
development, and types and models vary depending
on the region's problems to be solved. Business incu-
bators have large venues that their tenants used for
their businesses. For example, Business Incubator in
Novi Sad, Serbia, as a service-oriented incubator is
located on the area of 800 square meters.
Generally, in Serbia there are two categories of

business incubators, depending on the focus of their
business. So, there are incubators with focus on
(�eli¢, et al., 2015):

• development of jobs (related to the industrial
economy) and

• creating scalable technology-oriented start-ups
(such as business incubators in Belgrade and
Novi Sad).

In the next section, it will be presented the case study
on Business Incubator Novi Sad, with an emphasis on
its structural evolution. Changes in its business struc-
ture have led to some spatial changes and thus have
created a new business model as a co-working incuba-
tor. Those changes have resulted to the expansion of
activities, tenants, visitors and number of start-ups
in Business Incubator, its development path and its
better positioning in the entrepreneurial community.

4 Case of Business Incubator
Novi Sad

From its establishment on 2010, during �rst �ve years
Business incubator Novi Sad supported development
of 37 start-ups, which are employ more than 165 en-
gineers. Beside this results, Incubator is involved as

partner in several national projects: innovation in-
frastructure projects sponsored by Ministry of Edu-
cation, Science and Technology Development, Serbian
Development Agency, cross-border project (HU-SRB
� COMPLEXIM) and European projects: TEPM-
PUS (WBCINNO, iDEAlab, MAIN), ERASMUS+
IF4TM and COSME: European Enterprise Network
and Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs.

National projects were focused on infrastructure
development and service development. Through in-
frastructure, part of national projects incubator man-
age to reconstruct 110 m2 from classical o�ces to
open space. It is known that o�ce layout and de-
sign also helps workers to develop collaborative rela-
tions and facilitate interactions between them (Fuzi,
et al., 2015), particularly because they can decide how
the space will be used and how its features will em-
power the spirit of sharing and cooperation (Fabbri &
Charue-Duboc, 2014). By merging �ve o�ces (Fig-
ure 6) in one open space, incubator manages to create
additional 8 working places and add �exibility to the
entire space. This open space now can accommodate
about 80 people for meetups, lectures, training and
di�erent types of events. Through hosting events and
meetups incubator will be in focal point of Novi Sad
start-up ecosystem. The �ow of people through co-
working brings new people, new ideas and knowledge
to incubator and existing start-ups. Co-working is
also new pro�t center that can generate theoretically
30% more income than 5 o�ces. Co-working provides
additional �exibility for existing start-ups, which can
use additional working place in co-working when they
exploit all the resources of his o�ce. Also co-working
is open for freelancers and teams which are in search-
ing stage of Customer Development Model (Figure
6).
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Figure 6: Business incubator Novi Sad �rst �oor map (left before reconstruction, right after reconstruction))

Figure 7 represents the particular incubation pro-
cess of Business Incubator Novi Sad with all of
its activities, inspired by Dichter et al. (2010)
model of business incubation. For Business Incubator
Novi Sad, Facebook pages (incubator's page, Startup
Weekend Novi Sad page and nStarer page) are used
for stimulating and capturing interest for incubator
services and events. Facebook leads are channeled
to Incubator's blog and events like Startup Week-
end Novi Sad or nStarter meetups. Pre-incubation

is based on nStarter program. This program is based
on 4 months competition during which competitors
are developing ideas from scratch and searching for
repeatable and scalable business models. Intensive
training, mentoring and networking are key parts of
this searching stage (Figure 4). nStarter program
ends with a grand �nale in format of Demo day. Incu-
bation stage is next step for best nStarter graduates
teams.

Figure 7: Business incubator Novi Sad incubation process

To incubate and register business, teams need to
have measurable traction/scalable business model.
Incubation is based on six six-month stages. Each
stage begins with de�ning the objectives for next six-

month period and presenting results for previous six-
months. Evaluation is based on expert group decision
making. For start-ups in incubation stage incuba-
tor providing tailor-maid services based on consult-
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ing, mentoring and couching. In other to support
growth, Business Incubator Novi Sad provides addi-
tional services through European Enterprise Network
o�ce and Vojvodina ICT cluster.
The two examples how pre-incubation can help en-

trepreneurs to reduce risk by learning, networking
and anticipating strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats, are presented in the sequel.
Example one, sad story. Great business idea, by

founder without technical knowledge and experience
in managing team. He decide to outsource devel-
opment to unexperienced team that provide biggest
promises by lowest price. He believed that contract
and promises are good guaranty for protecting idea
and �nishing the project, without knowledge how to
control and manage whole project. Instead of six
months, project was prolong to two years, without
any real control by founder and a chance to change
the outcome. Lesson: the importance of contacts,
collaborative experience and social networks are once
again emerging as more powerful in relation to the
technical knowledge. The Business Incubator Novi
Sad is now working intensively to strengthen these
elements, spreading the spectrum of its incubation
activities to the increasing number of activities in a
pre-incubation stage (description of Figure 7).
Example two, good start. Business idea was de-

velop by founder from industry, who anticipate spe-
ci�c problem, try to �nd satisfying solution, but he
was not happy with any solution on the market. He
approaches to one student's team after Startup Week-
end Novi Sad, which was organized by Business Incu-
bator Novi Sad, and proposed partnership. Student
team was interested for cooperation, and they ap-
proach incubator for help. Incubator provided them
working space and mentoring, and enabled network-
ing. After eight months of development, software is
functional and service is provided to four clients/beta
testers. It can be concluded that in order to have suc-
cessful startup, founder need to have multifunctional
knowledge or to develop multifunctional team. Team
need to be dream team 3H (Hipster, Hacker, and Hus-
tler) (Ellwood, 2012). This situation is more certain
If an entrepreneur takes all of the advantages and op-
portunities provided by (pre)incubation process.

5 Conclusion

The positive e�ects of working in a co-working space
are re�ected in the higher level of productivity, cre-
ativity, wellbeing and social embeddedness (Fuzi, et
al., 2015). The study of Foertsch (2012) has shown
that 85% of co-working members felt less lonely and

75% of them reported to be more productive since
joining the co-working communities. Case of Busi-
ness incubator Novi Sad has shown that co-working
can be used for pre-incubation as part of search stage
of Steve Blank model and for optimization of costs
of established start-ups that are in incubation pro-
cess. Co-working with educational component is ideal
model for students' start-up teams, as they need to
test business idea in short time frame of one semester.
Non-formal learning through meetups, networking
events is more acceptable to generation Y.
Cooperation of Business Incubator Novi Sad and

University of Novi Sad contributes to establishing
stronger relations between research, learning and in-
dustry (the concept called triple helix), and thus in-
�uences the transformation of education. Encour-
aging students' entrepreneurship during their educa-
tion, stimulate their professional engagement in in-
dustrial �ows during their studies and practical ap-
plication of acquired knowledge. In that manner, stu-
dents who are interested in starting their own busi-
ness have the opportunity to gain both formal and
informal education during their studies which also in-
creases the e�ciency of the education system. The
growing number of participants in the events orga-
nized by the Business Incubator Novi Sad in its co-
working space indicates increased interest of younger
people for entrepreneurship, as well as sustainability
of this concept in the long term.
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Abstract

Universities have emerged as central actors in the
knowledge-based economy, expected to play an ac-
tive role in promoting technological change and in-
novation. Academic spin-o� companies are seen as
performing a range of important functions, including
a way to strengthen the relationships with the local
business community and, particularly in depressed
areas, a way to contribute to restructuring regional
economies. University spin-o� ventures are created as
a result of scienti�c-research activities. The interest
in the commercial application of knowledge created
by universities is rapidly growing, indicating that it is
turning to entrepreneurship natural stage in the evo-
lution of modern universities, so that changes their
traditional role, limited to providing education and
conducting research activities. The aim of this paper
is to show a more intensive development of univer-
sity spin-o� enterprise in the last few years and their
impact on the development of entrepreneurial orien-
tation of the University, which potentially represents
a signi�cant generator of economic development in
the city of Novi Sad.
Keywords: University spin-o� ventures, En-
trepreneurship, Innovation, Economic growth

1 Introduction

Creation of a new value is not possible without the
activation of all available creative potentials and con-
tinuing search for new business chances. Overcoming
of traditional business routines and innovation orien-

tation become the condition of survival and market
position strengthening.
Education and knowledge expansion becomes in-

creasingly important and appreciated, and the uni-
veristies are the points which now become the driv-
ing force of the economic development of a country.
Previously, university mission was only education and
science, however, now, a new task has been developed,
which is the response to constantly changeable envi-
ronment, to the internalisation of studies and science,
as well as increased competition. University become
increasingly signi�cant platform for social transfor-
mations and increasingly participate in innovations
and, in a way, replace industrial companies. There-
fore, the objective of this paper is to show the signif-
icance of university inclusion in the operation sphere
through a successful example of the University of Novi
Sad.

2 Literature review

2.1 University entrepreneurial orien-

tation

The advancement of science and technology also re-
sults in the accelerated knowledge development. En-
terprises become increasingly aware that they may
not operate on their own and that they need part-
ners to expand their knowledge and maintain their
competitiveness. The changing role of universities be-
comes increasingly important objective: from institu-
tions of only educational nature to entrepreneurially
oriented institutions, which should also take economic
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consequences of their researches into consideration.
Universities are adjusting to recent changes in the

economic environment, and expectations for their
contribution to innovation and economic develop-
ment. As government funding becomes scarcer, uni-
versities are forced to diversify their revenue sources,
become more e�cient, and shift resources towards
greater commercialization of knowledge. As a re-
sponse, universities are encouraged to become more
�entrepreneurial� [1]
Entrepreneurship at universities ensures the inten-

si�cation of science and research activity and prac-
tical projects by faculties to ensure the commercial-
ization of their scienti�c and research results and in-
crease the level of entrepreneurial orientation. En-
trepreneurial orientation does not only mean the in-
dustrialization of patents and projects and produc-
tion for economic development, but it may also be a
type of academic learning using research and practice.
In recent years, entrepreneurial orientation of en-

terprises has, to the highest extent, been re�ected in
the creation of spin o� companies. Spin o�s are com-
panies with focus on technology transfer from univer-
sities into real business environment with important
role in region's economic development [2].
Cooperation between industry and universities is

not only the advancement of product technology or
innovation creation. It also means exchange of re-
lations, in which the transfer of knowledge between
them is very important, because, through such trans-
fer, both sides may achieve better results in the pro-
cess of research and/or operation. Success in sharing
knowledge is of the crucial signi�cance for the ade-
quate growth of both participants. Nowadays, con-
temporary universities are fully opened to society.
They are expected to lead towards scienti�c and tech-
nological development and develop and create new
enterprises and products.
To establish quality cooperation between a univer-

sity and organisation, it is necessary for both sides
to feel and understand the need for such cooperation
and start cooperating, using available �nancial instru-
ments and support programs at national and interna-
tional level. Such cooperation enables them to share
their mutual investment in the development of new
technologies, used for the development of products
and processes and ensure higher competitiveness to
organizations. Public-private partnership is what is
missing with the aim of creating the synergetic e�ect.

2.2 What is a University Spin-o�?

University spin-o�s represent companies that founded
on the basis of some technological advance and the

founders are for the most part engineers and scien-
tists, with some marketing/sales and business expe-
rience present in the multi founder teams [3].
Di�erent authors see university spin-o�s from dif-

ferent perspectives:

• As mediators between basic reseach and its use
in practice [4];

• As sources of employment [3];

• As instigator of higher innovation e�ciency [5];

• As contributor to a regions' economic develop-
ment [2];

• As econimic actors that traditional boundaries
between basic and applied research [6].

Roberts and Malone (1996) identi�ed four principal
entities involved in the spin-o� process: [7]

1. the technology originator, the person or organi-
zation that brings the technology from basic re-
search to it beginning;

2. the parent organization in which the R&D is con-
ducted by the technology originator;

3. the entrepreneur who takes the technology and
attempts to create a new business venture cen-
tered on the technology, and

4. the venture investor that provides funding for the
new company.

There are several ways to transfer technology from
parent organisation, and some of the most important
are transfer of people and trainings as well as coop-
eration in product development and consulting. In
the beginning, university spin-o�s transfer technology
from their parent organization but later they transfer
that technology to their customers.
When it comes to key elements of success of spin-

o�s some authors state that distance between univer-
sity and company is very important for intensity of
university� industry interaction [8]. Companies lo-
cated close to major universities achieve higher inno-
vation rates than some another companies that reside
elsewhere [9]. The dynamic business environment is
one which has strict demands in the �eld of technol-
ogy creation and its development. University spin-o�s
are seen as good contributors in achieving those strict
demands.
Unpredictable environment brings a number of ob-

stacles that spin o� are facing with. Obstacles for
spin-o�s may include: [10]

• shortage in management skills;
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• shortage in market knowledge and marketing
skills to access the market;

• and �nancial obstacles such as lack of cash �ow
and lack of investment capital.

One of the main obstacles is shortage in marketing
skills because idea of creation of most spin o�s com-
panies evolve in non commercial environment. On the
other hand, business environment require completely
di�erent resources and routins [11].
Highly innovative spin-o�s attempt to overcome

initial obstacles more quickly and more profession-
ally. Highly innovative spin-o�s (53.5%) spending a

minimum of 25% of turnover (or other income) on
R&D [11].
In their �rst years highly innovative spin-o�s are

more vulnerable than medium and low-innovative
spin-o�s. Their �rst years are problematic because
they need to encounter both the entrepreneurial com-
mitment threshold and the credibility threshold in
years zero to one.
One of the most important issues related to Univer-

sity spin-o�s is Intelectual property (IP). Protected
intellectual property represents an asset that can be
used as a resource to create spin-o�s. It is very sensi-
tive and wide �eld of research so it will not be topic
of this paper.

Figure 1: A multistage holistic model for creating university spin-o�s [13]

2.3 Creation of spin-o�s

Creation of spin-o�s includes some steps and phases
depends on their size and complexity[12].

• Stage 1: to generate business ideas from research;

• Stage 2: to �nalize new venture projects out of
ideas;

• Stage 3: to launch spin-o� �rms from projects;

• Stage 4: to strengthen the creation of economic
value by spin-o� �rms.

Based on the four stage model, authors will show and
discuss a more holistic multistage conceptual model
in order to �ll the gaps that have been identi�ed in
previous studies and researches.
Capabilities and competencies are fundamental de-

terminants of creating market viable technology spin-
o�s, and that represents �rst stage. These capabili-
ties represent a precondition to research (stage 2). In
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stage 3 terms and conditions of funding permitting,
the university or innovator discloses an innovation.
Stage 4 is oriented to economic and social value is
created through university spin-o�s via �nancial re-
turns to the inventor and university.
Numerous studies have shown that one of the main

reasons for failure of �rms in general, and of ASOs in
particular, is not so much the poor quality of the busi-
ness opportunity as the poor quality of management
[14].

2.4 Development Stages of University

Spin o� Ventures

Development of university spin o� ventures is the pro-
cess implemented in several stages [11]:

• Research phase- At the research phase focus is
put on academic research within academic com-
munity and Intellectual property; commercializa-
tion is coming in next stages.

• Opportunity phase �Scienti�c knowledge and
market requirements are synthesized at the op-
portunity phase. There is a need for networking
with external experts.

• Pre-organization phase � It is necessary to �nd
adequate support on university for the new busi-
ness opportunity.

• Re-orientation phase � This phase involves build-
ing and then re-building the business. The main
task for Universities is to develop policies for sup-
porting new business activities.

• Sustainable High Growth Phase- New business
need to develop ability to eliminate defects from
earlier phases and make them in strengths, ca-
pacities and social capital.

3 Research methodology

This paper describes research done at University of
Novi Sad about spin-o� development and their role in
creation of University enterpreneurship orientation.
Data were collected from the database of Agency for
business registry.

3.1 Research sample

On the date of reserch completition the overall num-
ber of University spin-o�s were 120. In database of
Agency for business registry there are full data only
for 78 companies, 26 companies do not show data re-
lated to turnover and number of employees, and 16
of them are removed from the register. Spin-o� com-
panies that operate on the teritorry of Novi Sad have
had dynamic development over the years (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Spin o� development at University of Novi Sad

During the 1990s spin o� companies did not have
dynamic development because of in�ation and wars.
From 2001 to 2008 number of spin-o�s was increased,
but from 2009 to these days that number was de-
screased due to global economic crisis. When it comes

to industry type of spin-o� companies at University
of Novi Sad it can be seen on the graph that 55%
of companies operate in the �eld of Information and
communication technologies (ICT). Professional, sci-
enti�c, innovative and technical activities have a sig-
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ni�cant number of spin o�s that operate in that �eld
(24%). Processing industry is represented with 15%,
and other industry types that are speci�c for spin-o�s
that operate at University of Novi Sad are as follows:

Figure 3: Industry type of spin o� companies

• Wholesale and retail (3%),

• Agriculture, forestry and �shery (1%),

• Construction (1%),

• Art, entertainment and recreation (1%).

Figure 4: Total turnover of spin o� companies (from
2006 to 2014

3.2 Analyses of respondent business

activities

Total turnover of spin-o� companies are increasing
according to their number on the market (Graph 4).
In 2006, 2009 and 2012 companies achieved the

highest turnover, but in 2013 and 2014 this rate de-
screased because of economic crisis as mentioned be-
fore. When it comes to the number of employees in
spin-o� companies, Graph 5 includes only companies
with complete data (65%).

Figure 5: Number of employees in spin-o� companies
(from 2006 to 2014)

In 2007 was the biggest number of employees in
spin-o� companies while in 2009 that number was
the smallest one. Last several years there no signf-
icant changes when it comes to number of employ-
ees in spin-o� companies that operate within Univer-
sity of Novi Sad. Total turnover in processing indus-
try was increased by 16,5% in 2012 in comparasion
with 2011, and next year was increased by 37,6%. In
2014 total turnover in processing and ICT industry
was descreased in comparasion with 2013. Wholesale
and retail as well as art, entertainment and recreation
had a enormous growth in 2014 in comparasion with
2013. In the last three years ICT industry recorded
the best results in comparasion with other industries
especially in 2012.
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Figure 7: Number of employees in spin-o� companies according to their industry type (from 2012 to 2014)

Figure 6: Total turnover of spin-o� companies according to their industry type (from 2012 to 2014)

The highest number of employees in the period
from 2012 to 2014 was in the �eld of ICT indus-
try. Due to economic crisis the number of employees
in this type of industry descreased but next year is
recorded growth by 7.5% and it continues to these
days.

3.3 Discussion

It may be seen from the research result and the num-
ber of established spin o�s that the University of Novi
Sad has, already in the previous years, had the char-

acteristics of entrepreneurial orientation, which have,
in the meantime, been intensi�ed. In the current time
of globalisation, educational institutions i.e. faculties
must be not only those providing theoretical bases to
young people for their future development, but cur-
ricula at the universities are developed and adjusted
to speci�c requirements of companies. Development
and stimulating creativity and ideas with students are
increasingly dealt with, where such students are given
a chance to create innovations from such ideas.

At the University of Novi Sad, there are as many as
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120 spin o� universities. Since 1990 up to date, such
number has increased every year. Company owners
are many former faculty students, faculty personnel,
and even faculties themselves. There is the example
of the Faculty of Technical Sciences of the University
of Novi Sad, which is the co-owner of several spin
o� companies and which has had a big signi�cance
in their development. Due to the big economic cri-
sis, the performances and the number of the spin o�
companies have fallen, but their signi�cance is indi-
cated by the datum that soon afterwards, they have
begun developing, especially in the �eld of informa-
tion and telecommunication. For that reason, Faculty
of Technical Sciences is dominant in �eld of spin-o�s
development.
It may be concluded that the growth in the num-

ber of the spin o� companies has a positive impact to
the development of the University, local community,
country, and even the region. It is necessary to pro-
vide higher �nancial support to spin o� companies,
because they are the ones impacting the development
of researches and science, innovations, and foster the
economic development of a country.

4 Conclusion

Literature review and research results presented in
the paper shows that traditional and entrepreneurial
visions of universities and university research can suc-
cessfully co-exist in the same milieu without harming
each other in order to foster both the creation of new
research knowledge and its transfer into commercial
and non-commercial applications.
The support of experienced researchers, the con-

solidation of social capital (networks) and a high de-
gree of novelty of research knowledge would have the
largest marginal impact on the likelihood of univer-
sity spin-o� creation.
The example presented in this paper shows that the

University of Novi Sad has a positive entrepreneurial
orientation. When the University participation in nu-
merous cooperation projects with the economy, sup-
port to business incubator, and creation of science
and technological park are added to this, it further re-
sults in the proactive role of the University and great
contribution in the development of the environment.
Unfortunately, such example is not the rule, rather
an exception.
The further research should be focused to the ex-

pansion of the base of surveyed companies with the
additional data (key �nancial indicators, evaluation
of innovative activities, employee turnover, relations
with external environment, etc.) which would contin-

uingly be monitored, including the observation of the
data for the evaluation of stability of external environ-
ment, development level, and other relevant elements.
In such manner, this example of good practice could
also be transferred to other areas (universities), which
would, to a signi�cant extent, impact community de-
velopment. Understanding the method of the oper-
ation of entrepreneurial universities, the overall soci-
ety would better understand and support such activ-
ities, and have more bene�t from the resources input
and created by universities in the society/knowledge
based economy.
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Abstract

The importance of non-formal education is increas-
ingly growing in the modern world. It becomes a
crucial factor for success and competitive advantages
in the labour market. The media channels have a
very important role in the promotion of various ed-
ucational programs as they become the actuality of
our society and a result of technology that a�ects the
ways in which we share and collect information. Var-
ious media channels are suitable providers of infor-
mation about the opportunities for non-formal edu-
cation. The new, social media attracted the attention
of educational institutions that have recognized their
importance and contribution in education. Aware of
the importance of the role of non-formal education,
in this paper we will explore the respondents' per-
ception of the importance of this form of education
in the labour market and which media (classic or
new, modern), respondents prefer to use as sources
of information about non-formal entrepreneurial ed-
ucation in Croatia. For the purposes of this research
a deliberate sample was used, respectively all partic-
ipants of '3PSplit' one of the largest non-formal en-
trepreneurial educational events in Split, Croatia.
Keywords: Education, Non-formal Education, Me-
dia, Entrepreneurship

1 Introduction

The importance of non-formal education is increas-
ingly growing in the modern world. It becomes a
crucial factor for success and competitive advantages
in the labour market. According to Eurostat survey,

which deals with the statistics of the European Union,
50 percent of young Europeans enter the labour mar-
ket with the help of various forms of non-formal ed-
ucation [1]. Non-formal education serves to comple-
ment the formal education and to allow any person to
play an active role in all the activities and programs
that were unavailable in the context of formal educa-
tion. The media channels have a very important role
in the promotion of various educational programs as
they become the actuality of our society and a result
of technology that a�ects the ways in which we share
and collect information. The media could be vari-
ously interpreted with regard to the scienti�c �eld or
area of social activity [2]. By the term "media" in
this paper, we consider the classic and the new social
media. It is hard not to notice and not feel the in-
�uence of the media in education, particularly social
media, whose importance is growing. Today the me-
dia has become the industry with variety of content
in which on a daily basis new opportunities are open-
ing. On the other hand, social media is becoming the
product of an individual, anyone with Internet access
can create and maintain their own "media" such as
Facebook pages, Twitter, blog or LinkedIn and many
others. Therefore, it could be said that various media
channels are suitable providers of information about
the opportunities for non-formal education. Today
social media represent one of the latest examples of
communication technologies that are accepted by so-
ciety, o�ering inter-communication and social space
which excite and motivate young people to acquisi-
tion of new knowledge.
Aware of the importance of the role of non-formal

education, in this paper we will explore the respon-
dents' perception of the importance of this form of ed-
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ucation in the labour market and which media (classic
or new, modern), respondents prefer to use as sources
of information about non-formal entrepreneurial ed-
ucation in Croatia. Based on the research results the
theoretical and practical implication will be demon-
strated.

2 Formal vs. Non-formal Edu-
cation

This section is focused on de�ning the key di�erences
between the main forms of education (formal, non-
formal). Non-formal education is becoming more and
more appreciated and gets an increasingly important
role in society. Unlike formal education, which in
most cases do not deal with individuals and their
skills in non-formal education individuals choose in
which areas they want to improve their skills [3]. To-
day, non-formal education has a key role in employ-
ability. Through this form of education that con-
tributes to the development and improvement of per-
sonal skills it is possible to increase the chances of
getting a job or starting a new job on your own. Ac-
cording to Kuka [4] non-formal education allows the
individual to keep up with the technological pace and
educational trends.

Through non-formal education such as seminars,
training and projects individuals develop their critical
thinking, attitudes and values and increases the gen-
eral level of knowledge[5]. Through various forms of
non-formal education, young people are encouraged
to actively participate and contribute to the com-
munity and thus develop their skills, acquire good
practice and positive experiences. In the structure of
formal education, the emphasis is on the teacher and
the educational system while in the non-formal educa-
tion emphasis is on pupil / students and the program
drawn up according to the characteristics and needs
of the pupil / students[6].
Entrepreneurial education is the most promising

way to economic development. Results of research
conducted by EduCentar and MojPosao.hr [7] show
that acquiring new knowledge, abilities and skills in
modern world of rapid change is necessary. Improv-
ing the knowledge and skills through non-formal ed-
ucation can help in career advancement. The most
important di�erence between non-formal and formal
education and the main cause of the attractiveness of
non-formal education is the fact that it has the volun-
tary character. The concept of non-formal education
appears under di�erent names such as non-traditional
model of education, extracurricular education, uncon-
ventional learning [3].

Table 1: Characteristics of formal and non-formal education[8]
Characteristics Formal education Non-formal education
Educational process Pedagogical o�er is exter-

nally planned
Pedagogical o�er is orga-
nized according to needs

Educational content From theory to practice From practice to theory
Orientation to the input /
output information

Prevailing geared towards
input information

Prevailing geared towards
output information

Intention Deliberately Deliberately
Individuality Learning in groups ( the

same age )
Learning in groups ( of dif-
ferent ages )

Flexibility Slight �exibility ( educa-
tional facilities and con-
tents are established)

Greater �exibility educa-
tional facilities and con-
tents are �exible).

Certi�cate Mandatory certi�cation Possible certi�cation
Financing State �nancing Self-�nanced, free of

charge
Access and voluntariness Access mandatory Voluntary access

It is important to emphasize that non-formal ed-
ucation does not exclude formal education, rather is
used to upgrade the knowledge and activities that are
neglected in formal education.

3 Media

From earliest childhood we live surrounded by var-
ious media. Their impact on ourselves, the world
around us, is extremely large. The media should
be social responsible, acting in the public interest,
society as a whole and particularly the smaller and
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weaker groups and in this respect must promote di-
versity and quality of the program [9]. The media
can be divided into several groups, depending on the
method of receiving and transmitting messages [2].
Looking at the historical aspect, the media can be
divided into classical and new (social) media. The
classic media are the press, radio, �lm and television
and the new (social media) are Internet, multimedia,
computer games, digital photography, social media.
Social media dominate today and their development
increasingly in�uence and transform our lives. Most
of the information about the people, environment,
events we receive from the media [10]. The media
play a social role. They inform, educate and enter-
tain. The media serve the individual and society to
ful�l their free time. Consciously or unconsciously,
with the use of media people change. Media in�uence
the attitudes, opinions and behaviour of an individ-
ual or the entire society. Therefore, it is necessary
to point out the importance of the media in everyday
life and in the educational process. By using media in
an easier and faster way we acquire the information
and educational content.

3.1 Classic media

The term "old" (classic) and "new" media enter into
wide use after the advent of the Internet (World Wide
Web), which has greatly changed the way we commu-
nicate [11]. Classic (old) media have become synony-
mous with the traditional forms of mass media: tele-
vision, radio and newspapers. Classical media pro-
vide users with the opportunities for learning, social-
izing, relaxation and gathering information. Under
the term �classic media� are included all media which
are based on the vertical communication. Inglis [12]
states that vertical communication involves the distri-
bution of messages and information to a large number
of isolated recipients who do not have the possibil-
ity of retaliatory reactions to received information.
Vertical communication is based on the principle of
"One-to-many" and in terms of interactivity means
that recipients of media messages and information
have very limited opportunities to participate in this
kind of communication.

3.2 The new social media

In recent years there has been an expansion of social
media and the way how users perceive the Internet.
Internet is no longer a one-way communication chan-
nel where users download information, data and other
resources from the relatively small number of content
authors. Internet is now a two-way communication

channel where people are visiting social networks to
share, exchange and evaluate friends, content and so-
cial events around them. The role of Internet users
has changed over the years from ordinary users to cre-
ative authors who themselves create and share their
content. The phenomenon of social networks in the
past years has left a deep mark on the entire soci-
ety. Kaplan and Haenlein [13] de�ne social media
as "a group of Internet applications that are built
on the ideological and technological foundations of
Web 2.0 technologies that allow the creation and ex-
change of user-generated content". Social media has
many forms, including magazines, Internet forums,
blogs, social blogs, microblogging, Wikipedia, pod-
casts, photographs or pictures, video, and website for
social labelling. Social media are readily available
and represent a set of di�erent tools that go beyond
the sphere of social communication, and are chang-
ing the way organizations, companies and individuals
communicate. Blogs and other social media are of-
ten used as tools in the educational process of the
individual. It can be said that the key characteristic
of all social media is improving the impact on online
user community, rather than individual users. Ka-
plan and Haenlein wrote the article in the Business
Horizons in 2010, which points out that there are six
types of social media, such as [13]:

• Collaboration projects (Wikipedia)

• Blogs and micro blogs (Tumblr, Twitter)

• Content Network (Youtube)

• Social networking sites (Facebook, Google Plus)

• Virtual Worlds (World of Warcraft), and

• Virtual Social Worlds (Second Life)

Today, more than ever, the impact of social me-
dia, particular popular applications such as Facebook,
Twitter, Wikipedia and YouTube is acknowledged.
Social media allow users to communicate with each
other, create and share their interesting features, as
well as to categorize, criticize and recommend exist-
ing content and information. Social networks did not
only change the way we communicate but the way of
doing business, research and education. The media
today are "doomed" to mutually cooperate. Clas-
sic and new (social) media are equally important in
performing their main goal and that is the transfer
of information. What sources of information will be
used is a matter of personal choice of the individual?
Some of the major di�erences between the classical
and new (social) media are shown in Table 2:
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Table 2: Di�erences between classic and new (social) media[14]
Classic media New (social) media
Information Communication-Interaction
Information are placed The users take information
Content created by professionals Content created by everybody
They choose the time , place and
what is important

We choose what we want to know
when and where

Dependent Independent
Limited space Unlimited space
Inaccurate measurement of suc-
cess

Precise measurement of success

As we previously pointed out classic media are
characterized by vertical communication or one-to-
many communication system. Users receive only the
information distributed by classic media and cannot
in�uence the creation of their content. This is not
the case with the new (social ) media where users
participate in the creation of information and the in-
formation �ow has a lot more freedom as opposed to
classic media. The main di�erence between classic
and social media is that information on social net-
works available to everyone and cheaper while the
traditional media need signi�cant �nancial resources
for advertising. Kietzmann [15] states the fundamen-
tal characteristics that de�ne the main di�erences be-
tween classic and social media are:

Reach � New (social) media are decentralized and
less hierarchically organized while classic media use
centralized framework for the organization, produc-
tion and dissemination. Traditional and social media
have the ability to reach a global audience.

Availability - The content of classic media may be
privately or publicly owned and the content of social
media available to the general public.

Usability - Classic media require special skills and
training for creating the content, and social media do
not require any special skills rather modest reinter-
pretation of existing skills.

Immediacy � In the classic media waiting time
between communication can be long (days, weeks or
even months), with social media waiting time in com-
munication can be determined only by the partici-
pants.

Continuity - When the content in classic media is
created it cannot be changed (for example, an article
in the newspaper which was printed and published
cannot be changed), while the articles on social net-
works can be changed and commented.

4 Research methodology and
Sample

The objective of this research was to determine which
media (classic or new, social), respondents prefer to
use as sources of information about non-formal en-
trepreneurial education in Croatia. Under the term
�the media� this paper refers to the classic and mod-
ern (new) social media.
For the purposes of this research a deliberate sam-

ple was used, respectively all participants of '3PSplit'
one of the largest non-formal entrepreneurial educa-
tional events in Split, Croatia, which is organized by
the Faculty of Economics. In order to investigate the
attitudes of respondents a primary research was con-
ducted using a sample of 378 respondents. Primary
date in this survey was collected using a questionnaire
as the measuring instrument.
A questionnaire, consisting of 21 questions, was

obliged to be �lled in by all the participants who
wanted to take part in '3PSplit' event. The ques-
tionnaire consists of two parts. The �rst part of the
questionnaire there are questions by which people's
perceptions of the media (traditional and modern)
and attitudes of formal and informal education. In
the second part of the questionnaire examined the
demographic and geographic characteristics of sub-
jects such as sex, age, country of birth, employment
status and the like.
The empirical part of this work uses quantitative

methods. The analysis used descriptive statistics,
Mann-Whitney U test in order to test hypotheses.

4.1 Research hypothesis

Following research hypotheses are de�ned in order to
bring clarity and precision to research objective:
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Non-formal education today

has a greater signi�cance in the labour market than
a formal education.
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Non-formal education gives young people the possi-
bility to develop their values, skills and competencies
others than the ones developed in the framework of
formal education. With this hypothesis we want to
demonstrate that non-formal education strengthens
entrepreneurial skills and the possibility to be em-
ployed in existing and to run their own companies.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Respondents are informed

about the various forms of non-formal education
through social media to a greater extent than through
the classical media.
Hypothesis 2a (H2a): Facebook is an important

source of information on non-formal education.
Technological changes occur leading to the modern-

ization of classic media and signi�cantly a�ect their
shape adapting them to modern means of commu-
nication. The pervasive nature of Facebook, which
have millions of members who communicate, attract
the attention of educational institutions and educa-
tional workers (Wagner, 2011). With this hypothesis
we want to demonstrate that Facebook, according to
interest of respondents, is the most frequent social
network / media for gathering information on non-
formal education.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): Respondents who use to

higher extent new (social) media for the purpose
of gathering information on non-formal education
have attended more entrepreneurial educational pro-
grammes so far.
With this hypothesis we want to prove that there

is a di�erence in perception between respondents who
collect information through modern media and those
who collect information through classical ones.

4.2 Research results

4.2.1 Characteristics of the Sample

In this section we are introduced to the general char-
acteristics of the sample. So, in the sample of 378
respondents 36% were male while 64% of respondents
were female.
According to respondents' age the largest number

of respondents aged 21-30 (81%). Therefore, the con-
clusions reached in this research will be mostly af-
fected by the attitudes of respondents aged 21-30
years. Observing respondents by education it can be
seen that most respondents (47%) has completed sec-
ondary education, which is not surprising considering
the fact that students represent the majority of par-
ticipants of the observed events. Looking at respon-
dents by employment status it can be seen that most
of the respondents were students (45%), while (20%)
of respondents are students who also work which is
not surprising considering the fact that students rep-
resent the majority of participants of the observed
events. About starting their own business think
(13%) of respondents, while the number of unem-
ployed respondents who attended this event is (14%).

4.2.2 Statistical analysis and hypothesis test-
ing

After presenting the general characteristics of the
sample, in the following section we use statistical
analysis for hypothesis testing.
H1: Non-formal education today has a greater sig-

ni�cance in the labour market than a formal educa-
tion.

Table 3: Formal education is enough for performing exiting or future job
No. of respondents Structure (%) Cumulative (%)

Strongly disagree 71 18.78 18.78
Disagree 158 41.80 60.58
Neither disagree nor agree 107 28.31 88.89
Agree 38 10.05 98.94
Strongly agree 4 1.06 100.00
Total 378 100.00 100.00

It is evident that the majority of respondents
(60,58%) believes that formal education is not enough

to perform the job, and only (11,11%) of respondents
agrees that their formal education is enough.
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Table 4: I am satis�ed with the formal educational system
No. of respondents Structure (%) Cumulative (%)

Strongly disagree 69 18.25 18.25
Disagree 131 34.66 52.91
Neither disagree nor agree 132 34.92 87.83
Agree 41 10.85 98.68
Strongly agree 5 1.32 100.00
Total 378 100.00 100.00

Furthermore, more than half of respondents are dis-
satis�ed with the system of formal education (52.91%

of respondents).

Table 5: The knowledge gained through formal education meets the requirements of the labour market
No. of respondents Structure (%) Cumulative (%)

Strongly disagree 80 21.16 21.16
Disagree 158 41.80 62.96
Neither disagree nor agree 110 29.10 92.06
Agree 27 7.14 99.21
Strongly agree 3 0.79 100.00
Total 378 100.00 100.00

The majority of respondents (62,96%) believes that
the knowledge gained through formal education does
not meet the requirements of the labour market, and

less than (10%) of the respondents agreed with this
statement.

Table 6: The experiences and skills gained through non-formal education are becoming more important than a
degree of formal education

No. of respondents Structure (%) Cumulative (%)
Strongly disagree 5 1.32 1.32
Disagree 36 9.52 10.85
Neither disagree nor agree 108 28.57 39.42
Agree 153 40.48 79.89
Strongly agree 76 20.11 100.00
Total 378 100.00 100.00

A majority of respondents gives high importance to
the experience and skills gained through non-formal
education.
Therefore, the hypotheses H2a, which assumes that

skills gained through non-formal education today
have a greater signi�cance in the labour market than
a degree of formal education can be accepted.
H2: Respondents are informed about the various

forms of non-formal education through social media
to a greater extent than through the classical media.
H2a: Facebook is an important source of informa-

tion on non-formal education.
The hypothesis proves / disproves based on a group

of questions about the level of awareness of respon-
dents about non-formal educational events through
various social and classic media channels.
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Table 7: Descriptive statistics - To what extent are you usually informed through social media about the various
forms of non-formal education (question 1)

Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum
Std.

deviation
Coe�cient of
Variation

1. [Twitter] 1.333333 1 1 1 5 0.777673 58.32544
1. [LinkedIn] 1.484127 1 1 1 5 0.950227 64.02596
1. [Google+] 2.029101 1 1 1 5 1.363293 67.18705
1. [Blogs] 2.124339 2 1 1 5 1.233008 58.04196
1. [E-mail] 2.989418 3 3 1 5 1.308975 43.78695
1. [Facebook ] 4.063492 4 5 1 5 1.124216 27.66626
1. [Relevant web pages] 3.62963 4 5 1 5 1.311193 36.12469

Table 8: Descriptive statistics - To what extent are you usually informed through classic media about the various
forms of non-formal education (question 3)

Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum
Std.

deviation
Coe�cient of
Variation

3. [Radio] 2.39 2 2 1 5 1.09 45.58
3. [Television] 2.59 3 3 1 5 1.14 43.96
3. [Specialized magazines] 2.99 3 3 1 5 1.21 40.33
3. [Other publications] 2.60 3 3 1 5 1.08 41.39

When analysing H2 we can notice, with regard to
new (social) media that Facebook and Relevant web
pages had the highest rank when it comes to deliv-
ering information about non-formal education. To a
modest extant e-mail is also a popular channel. It is
interesting that Twitter and LinkedIn had the worst
rank taking into account that LinkedIn is a business
network, but not everybody uses it and especially stu-
dents. When we look at the table 8 and classic me-
dia, we can see a similar rank for all. Majority of
the respondents gave a rank of 3 or more to inform-
ing via classic media, while the most common answer
was rank of 3. The radio is less used media in these
contexts.
When we look at the whole picture we can see that

classical media are perceived as a more important
source of information about the various forms of non-
formal education than Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+,
Blogs but Facebook and Relevant web pages are the
most popular media channels in general.
Therefore, the hypotheses H2, which assumes that

respondents are informed about the various forms

of non-formal education through social media to a
greater extent than through the classical media can
be partially accepted.

From a descriptive statistic it can be seen that in-
forming respondents about the various forms of non-
formal education comes through the social network
Facebook, to higher extant. Median value of 4 means
that half of the respondents gave a rank of 4 or more
to informing via this social networks, while the most
common answer was rank 5. The respondent who
gave the lowest ranking to informing via social net-
work Facebook has given 1, while the respondent who
gave the highest ranking gave a rating of 5. The stan-
dard deviation of the response from the mean values
is 1.124-what is 27.67% (coe�cient of variation), from
which it can be concluded that the mean value is a
representative indicator and there is no big dispersion
in the structure of the answer.

Therefore, the hypotheses H2a, which assumes that
Facebook is a signi�cant source of information on
non-formal education can be accepted.
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Figure 1: To what extent are respondents usually informed through social and classic media about the various
forms of non-formal education

H3: Respondents who use to higher extent new
(social) media for the purpose of gathering informa-
tion on non-formal education have attended more en-
trepreneurial educational programmes so far.
From table 9 we can see that the respondents

gave the highest average score to trainings and pro-
grammes for soft skills development, while the lowest
average rating is assigned to entrepreneurial educa-
tion (for starting up a new business).

Table 9: To what extent you have been non-formally educated so far according to the following categories
(question 9)

Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum
Std.

deviation
Coe�cient of
Variation

9. [Entrepreneurial
education (for
starting up a new
business)]

2.24 2 1 1 5 1.18 52.60

9. [Trainings and
programmes for
Soft skills develop-
ment]

2.92 3 3 1 5 1.26 43.25

9. [Positive atti-
tude and life values
education]

2.44 2 1 1 5 1.25 51.42

For analysing di�erences in the respondents' per-
ception of non-formal entrepreneurial education de-
pending on whether they use to higher extant social
or classic media for the purpose of gathering informa-
tion about non-formal education we use nonparamet-
ric Mann-Whitney U test.
Based on the results of the Mann-Whitney U test

it can be concluded that there is a statistically signi�-
cant di�erence in perception of entrepreneurial educa-
tion with respect to the frequency of the use of social

media in oppose to the classical media. Therefore,
respondents who are more devoted to the use of so-
cial media give greater signi�cance to entrepreneurial
education as opposed to respondents who are more
devoted to classic media.
Therefore, the hypotheses H3, which assumes that

espondents who use to higher extent new (social) me-
dia to inform about non-formal education have at-
tended more entrepreneurial educational programmes
so far can be accepted.
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Table 10: Mann-Whitney U Test - By variable IF social media (d); classic media (k) Marked tests are signi�cant
at p <.05000

Z - adjusted p-value Valid N - k Valid N - d
9. [Entrepreneurial education (for
starting up a new business)]

-2.0006 0.045437 310 68

9. [Trainings and programmes for Soft
skills development]

-0.38755 0.698348 310 68

9. [Positive attitude and life values ed-
ucation]

-0.60633 0.544295 310 68

5 Conclusion

The objective of this research was to determine which
media (classic or new, social), respondents prefer
to use as sources of information about non-formal
entrepreneurial education and how signi�cant non-
formal education is in opposed to formal. Using quan-
titative methods hypothesis are tested based on the
date collected through questionnaire. According to
respondents' perception non-formal education today
has a greater signi�cance in the labour market than a
formal education. Classical media are modest source
of information about non-formal entrepreneurial edu-
cation and Facebook and Relevant web pages are the
most popular media channels in general. c Respon-
dents who are more devoted to the use of social media
give greater signi�cance to entrepreneurial education
as opposed to respondents who are more devoted to
classic media. There are many reasons way new social
media are popular and useful for promotion of non-
formal entrepreneurial education: (1) Simplicity - so-
cial media channels are extremely simple to use, even
for people with basic IT experience, and only a com-
puter and internet connection are required, (2) Much
cheaper than using traditional media - traditional me-
dia can be extremely expensive. However, most social
media is completely free to use and the only cost is
the time sta� need to spend updating pro�les and in-
teracting with audience. Social media can be used to
create and distribute articles, videos, audio and more
for a fraction of what it would cost for this content
to appear in traditional media, (3) Finding people
with common interests - social networking is also a
great way to meet entirely new people, seeking out
groups that are focused towards our special interests
and hobbies and connect with local people that share
the same interests,(4) Real-time information sharing
� people can exchange information in real-time via a
chat and this approach can make events more inter-
active and help to reach a larger audience, (5) Profes-
sional networking - For practitioners and academics,
social networking sites allow users to create networks

of like-minded people and to �nd mutual friends and
possible clients, employers, or business partners.
Presented research results have a few limitations

which needs to be highlighted. Selected sample (all
participants of '3PSplit' one of the largest non-formal
entrepreneurial educational events in Split, Croatia,
which is organized by the Faculty of Economics)
seems to be very biased towards non-formal educa-
tion. One of the limitations is the possibility of ex-
istence of dishonest answers of the respondents and
their bias when they �ll out a questionnaire. Respon-
dents �lled out the questionnaire online. The disad-
vantage of online survey is the inability to clarify a
particular problem that may occur due to a misunder-
standing or incorrect �lling, and that can a�ect the
results and quality of the research. This research may
be useful for all institutions where entrepreneurial ed-
ucation and personal development is the core activity,
whether it's HEIs, non-governmental organizations or
other type of organization. The new, social media at-
tracted the attention of educational institutions that
have recognized their importance and contribution in
education. Social media today can help these insti-
tutions to create and manage a common community,
keep users informed about educational events, make
the best use of study time, and provide a richer ex-
perience for resources (videos, online courses, work-
shops, and articles) that could be shared very easily
and help in learning and retaining knowledge.
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Abstract

This paper aims to provide an overview of Open Inno-
vation practices in small emerging economy of B&H,
but also to contribute to the literature on Open In-
novation in transitional context. By looking into 200
companies from di�erent sectors, the study indicates
speci�cities of R&D collaboration in emerging econ-
omy of a particular type including the most frequent
stages within innovation funnel in which companies
share their knowledge and capabilities. Though Open
Innovation practices haven't yet been recognized as
access to lacking resources or adequate response to
competition, this can be seen as important research
�eld in the future work especially when it comes to
new concepts and models of OI practices in emerging
economies.
Keywords: Open Innovation, R&D collaboration,
Emerging economy, Survey

1 Introduction

Nowadays, companies face high market uncertainty
and the constant challenge not only to innovate but
actively collaborate with external environment (in-
cluding customers, suppliers, universities, research
centers, consultants, competitors, etc.) in order to
remain competitive. Key motivation to collaborate
with externals can be revealed in possibilities of mu-
tual learning and wider access to competences in-
creasing company's �exibility in answering market
needs. In line with this, majority of modern inno-
vation models have interactive character relying on
interaction with lead users/customers, suppliers and
other externals. The main reasons include shorter in-
novation cycles, escalating costs of R&D and scarcity
of resources (Gassman and Enkel, 2006). By use of

external resources and capabilities, company signi�-
cantly enhances its innovation capacity (Chesbrough,
2003). The fundamental advantages are seen in the
access to new and complementary knowledge as well
as unique resources. Thus, Stucki and Finger (2009)
argued that companies in their e�orts to be compet-
itive and to ensure pro�tability and growth need to
be �exible in acquiring external resources and capa-
bilities. �Inter-company collaboration and the devel-
opment of company networks in many of traditional
and emerging industry sectors have been recently rec-
ognized as essential requirements for competitive suc-
cess� (Chapman and Corso, 2005; pp. 342).

However, although emerging countries face lack of
resources, Open Innovation (OI) practices haven't yet
been recognized as access to lacking resources or ade-
quate response to competition. Traditionally, compa-
nies tend to control all innovation activities (Elmquist
et al., 2009) protecting their own knowledge and
capabilities as core competences. They exclusively
rely on internally developed products/services. Sim-
ilarly to Western counter-parts emerging economies
face challenges of market uncertainty but also spe-
ci�c challenges related to local and socio-cultural con-
text. This study aims to indicate those speci�cities
guided by following questions: Do companies collabo-
rate with externals in their innovation activities? Do
they implement Open Innovation? Who are the most
common partners in innovation activities? In which
stage of innovation process companies prefer to use
external resources/capabilities?

The paper provides insights into open innovation
practices in small emerging economy by looking into
200 companies in B&H and thus contributing to em-
pirical studies in OI especially when it comes to tran-
sitional context. Based on research results the inno-
vation patterns for companies in emerging economies
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could be identi�ed including new and more suitable
concepts and methods.

2 Research context

Before dissolution of Yugoslavia B&H was one of the
six former socialist republics with highly developed
R&D infrastructure and a large number of scientists
and researchers in the industry. The majority of
state-owned companies had their own R&D centers
and capacities. However, in 90s this infrastructure
was seriously disrupted not only physically but also
by brain-drain. Due to non-systematic and rash pri-
vatization of state-owned companies including lack of
R&D funding and adequate public support, R&D sec-
tor is neglected as well as its signi�cance for long-term
growth. On the other side, companies exclusively rely
on internal innovation resources and capabilities pro-
tecting them as �real� competitive advantage. How-
ever, emerging economies su�er from a lack of re-
sources including not just capital but knowledge and
human resources. Very often they are not capable
to innovate on their own. Sourcing knowledge from
the outside as well as �nding external paths for com-
mercialization of internally developed innovations (OI
practices) can be seen as their response to full mar-
ket liberalization but also as a way of strengthening
competitiveness.

3 Empirical analysis

3.1 Sample

As noted above, target population consists of 200
small, medium and large companies operating in

B&H. The demographics of the target population also
included equal proportion of manufacturing and ser-
vice companies from public and private sector. More-
over, in the sampling process, locally-owned compa-
nies were preferred. Survey respondents were CEOs
or heads of R&D departments if such exist.

3.2 Survey instrument and data col-

lection

Data were collected using online questionnaire com-
prised of multiple-choice and open-ended questions
organized in two main sections. The �rst section
asked questions related to demographics about re-
spondent and company's details such as: number
of employees, industry, type of company (public vs
private), etc. The second section included ques-
tions related to Open Innovation including type of
external partner (customers, suppliers, universities,
etc.), innovation process phase within R&D col-
laboration (idea generation, experimentation, prod-
uct/process development, commercialization). More-
over, all questions were clearly and undoubtedly de-
�ned in order to get valid and comparable responses.

3.3 Research results and Analysis

Research results indicate that 49% companies came
from manufacturing industry followed by public insti-
tutions and companies from energy and trade sector
(Figure 1).

When it comes to existence of formal R&D depart-
ment (Figure 2), most surveyed companies (79,6%)
do not have formal R&D department or employees
responsible for R&D activities. Companies very often

perform innovation activities periodically, so R&D
spending is not continuous and basically it's not con-
nected to innovation success which depends on cus-
tomer acceptance.

Moreover, as shown by Figure 3, majority of sur-
veyed companies (79,6%) prefer reliance on internal
resources and capabilities. Even those companies
which collaborate with externals in performing their
innovation activities (20,4%), they very often source
knowledge and capabilities from the outside rather
than commercialize their internally developed prod-
ucts/processes using external market paths.

The most common form of acquiring new knowl-

edge/technologies or commercializing internally de-
veloped knowledge/technologies (such as patents, li-
cences, joint research, outsourcing, open source so-
lutions, etc.) is Informal agreement for majority of
external partners except for Universities and Reserch
Agencies where Joint Research is pre�erable form
of R&D collaboration. Generally, joint research ac-
tivities include research cooperation between busi-
ness sector and research institutions based on mutual
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Figure 1: Distribution of companies per type of industry

Figure 2: Distribution of companies with formal R&D department or group of employees responsible for R&D
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Figure 3: Distribution of companies with established collaboration per type of partners and type of collaboration

equality and formal agreement. In this way, syner-
getic e�ects and enviable e�ciency are expected com-
paring to independent research.

The distribution of companies which source knowl-
edge/technologies from externals per type (form) of
R&D collaboration and partner follows.

Also, Figure 3 depicts that companies are mostly
willing to share their internal capabilities and re-
sources with their customers and public institutions
but least with competition what is expected consider-
ing their previously indicated protectionist behavior.
Finally, when it comes to stage of innovation pro-

cess within R&D collaboration between sampled com-

panies and externals is innovation commercialization
(66%), while experimentation phase is the least fre-
quent (44,5%), as shown in Figure 4. Certainly, this
does not imply that one company cannot collaborate
in di�erent stages (more than one) within innovation
funnel or that each sampled company collaborates at
all.

4 Concluding remarks, limita-
tions and recommendations

This paper aimed to provide an overview of Open
Innovation practices in companies in small emerg-
ing economy of B&H, but also to contribute to lit-
erature on Open Innovation in transitional context.
By looking into 200 companies from di�erent sectors,
the study indicates that the most frequent forms of
R&D collaboration include Informal agreements and

Joint research activities, while innovation commer-
cialization represents preferable stage within innova-
tion funnel in which companies are willing to share
their knowledge and capabilities.

Moreover, research �ndings show that existence of
formal R&D within company is not necessarily linked
to company's innovativeness and level of innovation
activities which is in line with recent �ndings that
R&D spending is not measure of innovation and its
success (Strategy&, 2015).

Although, this study indicates speci�cities of OI
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Figure 4: Distribution of companies per type of collaboration phase

practices in emerging economies potential correla-
tions and details are not considered. This can be
seen as important research �eld in the future work
especially when it comes to new concepts and models
of OI practices in emerging economies. De�nitely, OI
practices can be adequate response to market liberal-
ization and increasing competition but also strategy
to overcome resource constraints.
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Abstract

Entrepreneurial skills and competencies which can be
taught during the educational process have a proven
positive impact on students and pupils by cherishing
and developing their necessary skills and competen-
cies, leading them to greater interest in creative think-
ing and positive change in personal and career atti-
tudes. This may explain why there is such a wide vari-
ety of entrepreneurship education programmes based
on practical work introduced in recent years. These
programmes are the most e�ective way to promote
entrepreneurial mindsets and skills through �learning
by doing�.
The idea of this paper is to present best practice ex-

amples on how to structure and systematically create
student-cantered curriculum with the goal of enabling
them with competencies adequate for the labour mar-
ket. Main focus for achieving this is practical work
that is organized on all educational levels through
di�erent types of education: national and European
projects, school cooperatives in elementary and sec-
ondary schools, training �rms in secondary education
and students' companies at HEIs.
Increasing level of both theoretical practical knowl-

edge and skills of pupils and students will help pro-
duce a knowledge based society, with pupils and stu-
dents who are creative, innovative and open to new
experiences and changes. Use of practical work and
focus on �learning by doing� is increasing the en-
trepreneurial state of mind of teachers which can help
them �nd appropriate methods of implementing en-
trepreneurship in classes. This approach can make
pupils and students open for creating and sharing new
ideas throughout their education which could result

in new products and services and thus stimulate the
economy. For school management the development of
entrepreneurial education in institution will not bring
bene�ts only to them, but to their teachers, pupils,
students and everyone in the local and regional com-
munity who can learn how to function successfully in
an entrepreneurial environment.
Keywords: Education for Entrepreneurship; Practi-
cal Work; Training Firms; Students' Companies; Stu-
dent Cooperatives; Student Business Incubator.

1 Overview of education for en-
trepreneurship

Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship indicates an
individual's ability to translate ideas into action [1].
It includes creativity, innovation and risk taking, as
well as the ability to plan and manage projects in
order to achieve the set goals. It supports the daily
activities of an individual, not only in private but
also in business life, raising his awareness of the im-
portance of the business environment and exploiting
opportunities and is the basis for the development of
speci�c skills and knowledge required to perform so-
cial or business activities. That includes awareness of
ethical values and the importance of promoting good
governance [2].
European Commission has been a long term sup-

porter of entrepreneurship education as it sits at the
heart of an �entrepreneurial ecosystem for Europe�.
Europe 2020 strategy de�ned entrepreneurial learn-
ing as a key competence and as one of the key policy
priorities, which encourages and prescribes a strategic
approach to enhancing entrepreneurial literacy of ev-
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ery citizen through lifelong entrepreneurial learning.
This requires improving the quality of education and
strengthening knowledge and innovation as means for
smart growth by using information and communica-
tion technologies, ensuring that innovative ideas get
turned into new products and services that create
growth and quality jobs.
This paper's idea is to present best practice ex-

amples on how to structure and systematically create
student-cantered curriculum with the goal of enabling
them with entrepreneurship competencies adequate
for the labour market. Development of entrepreneur-
ship education has been one of the crucial policy goals
for EU member states, it is identi�ed as one of three
areas for immediate intervention in the Entrepreneur-
ship 2020 Action Plan [3], and has become a priority
in the EU's Europe 2020 strategy [4].
At the end of their formal education students are

facing lack of entrepreneurial skills and lack of speci�c
knowledge that labour market requires, prolonged
time-frame in �nding the adequate job. This paper
is presenting best practice examples on how to struc-
ture and competencies responding to the labour mar-
ket needs. According to Europe 2020 approx. 50%
of all students reach medium quali�cation level but
this often fails to match labour market needs. So,
it is necessary to strengthen knowledge and innova-
tion as means of smart growth. Practical work on
all educational levels, such as work in school cooper-
atives, training �rms or students' companies, answers
this need with teaching pupils and students how to be
more innovative and creative in order to make them
more competitive on the labour market in the future.
Better integrated entrepreneurship programmes

and activities in the established curriculum for
schools is emphasized in the Oslo Agenda for En-
trepreneurship Education. Entrepreneurial compe-
tence is incorporated in majority European national
curricula as one of the eight key competences [5]. Fur-
thermore, in the Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learn-
ing 2010 � 2014 of the Republic of Croatia one of the
main aims is to introduce learning and training for
entrepreneurship as a key competence in all forms of
formal and informal forms of education and learning.
This paper answers this needs as it introduces learn-
ing and teaching methods via practical work, which
boosts transversal skills, especially entrepreneurial
skills among pupils, students, teachers in elementary
and secondary schools and professors at HEIs. The
main idea of this paper is to systematically show good
practice examples for student-cantered education for
entrepreneurship with the goal of enabling them with
competencies adequate for the labour market. For
achieving this, practical work should be crucial part

of every subject / course no matter on which educa-
tional level is organized and implemented. Through
di�erent types of education: national and European
projects, school cooperatives in elementary and sec-
ondary schools, training �rms in secondary education
and students' companies at HEIs, practical work be-
comes more and more appreciated teaching and learn-
ing method when it comes to the target groups.

2 Practical approaches for
teaching entrepreneurship on
di�erent educational levels

In primary education, about one in three EU Mem-
ber States does not include entrepreneurship educa-
tion as a compulsory component in its steering docu-
ments, and at primary and secondary education lev-
els, it is not always clear which speci�c skills or learn-
ing outcomes are addressed through entrepreneurship
education curricula and whether these address all as-
pects of the key competence [6], which shows that
entrepreneurship education is still not appropriately
recognized on primary and secondary education level.
On the other hand, where entrepreneurial cur-

riculum is embedded into educational plans, en-
trepreneurship is mostly taught as a cross-curricular
subject, because of the nature of entrepreneurship as
a key competence. Under this approach, rather than
being explicitly mentioned as part of a particular sub-
ject, entrepreneurship objectives are expressed as be-
ing transversal, horizontal or cross-curricular. They
form part of the values and competences to be de-
veloped throughout all subjects and curriculum ac-
tivities [7]. Research suggests that entrepreneurial
education in schools works best when it is embed-
ded across the whole curriculum rather than as a
`bolt on' added extra. Case studies from some of
the best schools show how teachers are introducing
entrepreneurial knowledge and understanding, skills
and aptitudes through the full and varied range of
subject disciplines [8].
Entrepreneurship is mostly taught through cross-

curricular approach, using active teaching methods
and seeking student's active involvement, and al-
though there is no one single approach which could
be applied on all learning environments, there are
good examples of practical approach for teaching en-
trepreneurship and validating their learning outcomes
which could be applied in wide range of learning en-
vironments.
Early and pre-school education institutions can or-

ganize activities on entrepreneurial principles and in-
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troduce methodical games that are based on the ba-
sic economic fundamentals. In primary education,
programmes can be based on the principle of adopt-
ing the basic economic postulates that students en-
counter in everyday life (decision-making, exchange
of goods, creativity), and student cooperatives are
proven to be a good example. In secondary education,
economic postulates that students encounter are ex-
panded and there are examples of subjects that enable
the development student's entrepreneurial competen-
cies, such as �Business of Training Firms�. Higher ed-
ucation institutions are increasingly introducing op-
tional subjects and modules of economic and en-
trepreneurial content, and student business incuba-
tors start to open within the higher education in-
stitutions, with the idea of boosting entrepreneurial
competences among students [9].
In VET education, it is necessary to ensure that

VET students develop wider competencies alongside
immediate job skills so they can more easily move
from one job to another over their working life or shift
to another career path. Unfortunately, this is still
not such a common thing to do in Croatia. Blending
school and workplace learning together is a powerful
and e�ective method for:

• Developing many soft skills;

• Preparing young people for jobs;

• Smoothing initial transitions into the labour
market.

Su�cient attention is given to general academic skills
as well as practical skills, since upper secondary vo-
cational programmes often need to prepare students
for further study as well as for jobs. Strengthen nu-
meracy and literacy skills, which are often weak for
students in vocational programmes and are increas-
ingly important in the labour market [10] is a key
method in combing both theoretical knowledge and
practical work in secondary schools.
Teachers in primary and secondary education

mainly use conventional teaching methods, although
they recognize the importance of creativity in the
teaching process. Less traditional methods such as
experimenting with new ways of teaching and learn-
ing, play work, group work and multi-disciplinary
work are `always' applied by only a few teachers
(15%, 11%, 9% and 5% respectively) [11]. In learning
process linked to entrepreneurship education, teach-
ers should give more emphasize on non-conventional
teaching methods, such as a practical work.
The practical ways of teaching entrepreneurship

has been identi�ed at EU level through the 2012

rethinking Education Communication, which states
that young people should bene�t from at least one
practical entrepreneurial experience before leaving
compulsory education [12], and the following part
of this paper will present the best practices in en-
trepreneurship education on di�erent educational lev-
els, including practical approaches used by Education
Group Zrinski.
Education Group Zrinski is an institution consist-

ing of Private Grammar and Economic School Kata-
rina Zrinski (PGSES-KZ), University College of Eco-
nomics, Entrepreneurship and Management Nikola
Subic Zrinski (UCEEM-NSZ), Open University Petar
Zrinski (OU-PZ) and Innovation and Development
Centre Zrinski.
All the institutions within the Education Group

Zrinski have extensive experience in national and in-
ternational (European) projects in entrepreneurship
education and have a developed network of insti-
tutional partnerships with educational institutions
across Europe. Pupils, students, teachers, professors,
members of school management and non-teaching
sta� are actively involved in project work every school
and every academic year on national, regional and
European level.

2.1 Education for entrepreneurship

in kindergartens and elementary

schools

2.1.1 Children's Days of Entrepreneurship
(kindergartens and elementary schools)

The value of the project �Children's Days of En-
trepreneurship� is re�ected in the fact that it's �-
nancing by the Ministry and is renewed on a yearly
basis and that every year, so it successfully contin-
ues its cycle. Children's Days of Entrepreneurship
include projects: Children's Days of Entrepreneur-
ship in Elementary Schools and Children's Days of
Entrepreneurship in Kindergartens.
Thanks to active methods of teaching, children take

part in the retail of raw material, equipment, manu-
facture, sales, income review, expenditure and promo-
tional activities. Through all this, they come to the
understanding of money, create new values in produc-
tion processes, perceive the importance of teamwork
and cooperation with the closest local community
and their colleagues, friends and teachers. Through
games, children are exposed to the basic economical
and entrepreneurial terms, such as retail, production,
sales, income, expenditures, investment, and pro�t,
all in an acceptable and comprehensible manner.
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Programme is led by teachers from elementary
schools, who are trained and supported by experts
/ trainers. In elementary schools children have the
ideal age for learning about money, so at that age is
advised that the child learns to dispose of their pocket
money and that it would be useful to have their own
savings (for example for a bicycle or other objects
of desire). The basic value of this project re�ects in
the fact that it gives an indication of the educational
system which would be more realistic regarding the
development of the economy and as such form the
core competitiveness.
Elementary school pupils, who are guided by train-

ers, participate in educational workshops, in which
they, through speci�c examples adopt the basic eco-
nomic concepts and gained speci�c knowledge and
entrepreneurial skills. Pupils have opportunity to
present to their parents, teachers and community rep-
resentatives and the media, products they made and
knowledge they gained in the workshops. As a re-
sult of children's inexhaustible imagination, children
make an interesting and diverse items such as umbrel-
las, souvenirs, racks, baskets, fruit juices and more.
After all the workshops for elementary school pupils
and children in kindergartens were held, workshops
involving all teachers and educators in kindergartens
are conducted. Members of the professional team for
implementing the project, are �rst explaining purpose
of the workshops to them and then suggest ways to
apply them in everyday teaching. This is followed by
an active part for the elementary school teachers and
educators in kindergartens. Their task is to think
about what entrepreneurship is for them and how en-
trepreneurship can be placed in the school environ-
ment and write their ideas on a poster and present
it.
Besides projects like mentioned above, suitable ed-

ucation for entrepreneurship in elementary schools
(also, in some VET secondary schools) is work in
school cooperatives which has many similarities with
practical work described in this chapter.

2.1.2 Student Cooperatives in elementary
schools

Student cooperative is a special school subsystem,
a student organization through which a productive
work is introduced into educational process [13]. In
Croatian schools, student cooperatives appeared at
the end of the 19th century, and today there are
around 300 cooperatives, organized as part of the
Croatian Association of student cooperatives. The
main objective of student cooperative is not an eco-
nomic success, but to enable a large number of learn-

ing opportunities for students [14].
The great positive meaning of student cooperatives

lays in its voluntary nature and quality of the imple-
mentation of programmes and tasks. Through vol-
untary membership in a cooperative, a student is set
to work in it in the best possible way, thus becoming
co-responsible for its operation, success or failure.
Student cooperative consists of production sections

� a groups of students which carry out a production
activities. They are formed on a voluntary basis, ac-
cording to the wishes and interests of the students,
organized in a form of extra-curricular activities and
guided by heads of sections, also on a voluntary ba-
sis. Heads of sections can be teachers, parents or
associates with experience, will, experience and nec-
essary competencies in the area in which the section
operates. Each student cooperative seeks to con-
�rm itself in the real market. Whether it will suc-
ceed depends largely on the quality of products or
services provided and marketing skills of its mem-
bers. In addition to the real market, the products
of student cooperatives can be found in the internal
school or local markets � fairs and sales exhibitions.
There are di�erent types of activities in which stu-
dent cooperatives can engage, but for the most part
they are focused on the preservation of cultural and
natural heritage and ecological agriculture. Funds
which are generated through activities on the market
are booked through the school account, or are sep-
arately recorded and used solely for the purpose of
student cooperative activities. The decisions regard-
ing the use of funds are brought together among the
involved students and the head of section or student
cooperative. Special emphasis is placed on develop-
ing entrepreneurial competence, and its main com-
ponents - business skills (resource management, pro-
duction process, exploring the market, management
of pro�ts), entrepreneurial skills (individual decision-
making, development of teamwork skills, coping with
unfamiliar situations, perseverance, creativity, rea-
sonable risk taking, etc.) and entrepreneurial spirit,
cooperativeness and proactive way of thinking [15].

2.2 Education for entrepreneurship in

secondary schools

Entrepreneurship can be integrated in di�erent sub-
jects, such as Math, (Foreign) Languages, Science and
Arts. Teachers are great sources of ideas for learning
activities that provide experience in entrepreneurial
skills and often they don't even know they are do-
ing so. Any teacher in secondary schools can help
students understand the opportunities of our en-
trepreneurial economy by infusing entrepreneurship-
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related activities in their regular course of study.
National systems of vocational education and train-

ing are very diverse � in some countries it makes lit-
tle sense to refer to it as a single `system'. Within
VET systems many di�erences are strongly re�ected
in labour market structures and in cultural attitudes
(e.g. occupational aspirations). Countries vary on
when vocational specialization starts. VET can en-
gage young people who are less academically minded
in practical tasks, sustain their motivation for learn-
ing, and support their transition to work. But it
is di�cult for adolescents to make considered career
choices and they risk closing o� their options if they
change their mind later.
Education for entrepreneurship in secondary

schools needs to be student-centred, it needs to
steer students in demonstrating innovation, creativ-
ity, readiness to take reasonable risks, proactivity,
leadership, team work abilities � it is all entrepreneur-
ship. Students in general are open to new solutions,
especially if it highlights their personal advantages.
It is the task of school management, all teachers and
especially teachers of economic subjects to introduce
entrepreneurship in elaborative and up-to-date way.
Students will at the end of the school be prepared
for working conditions since the time spent in school
will provide them with the knowledge and skills the
labour market requires.
As most of the skills to be acquired through partic-

ipation in a student company have a cross-curricular
dimension, including transversal and personal skills
as well as basic business skills, education for en-
trepreneurship is more than just that in secondary
school. Working within a student company ful�ls
many of the goals and targets set for other subjects,
and as such has an added value in relation to all sub-
jects [16].
Practical work especially in relation with en-

trepreneurial topics can incorporate the aspect of
improving the vertical mobility in cooperation with
higher education in the same �eld.

2.2.1 Training �rms

Training �rm is an innovative, practically-orientated
teaching method - a model of a company in which the
processes of a real business are made transparent for
the learning process. Key quali�cations such as team
work, a willingness to work hard, �exibility and the
ability to cope with stress and make decisions, com-
petence in resolving con�icts and above all intercul-
tural sensitivity are promoted in a simulated business
world with real partners from the participants' own
country and other countries [17]. Students participat-

ing in mini-company programmes are still a minority.
During the 2003/04 school year, in most countries the
rate of secondary school students involved was esti-
mated to be below 1% of the total, and only in 5
countries above 2%. However, at least 200 000 sec-
ondary school students every year take part in these
programmes in EU 25 and Norway. Information avail-
able on participation by gender shows a good balance
between males and females As regards the number of
schools o�ering these programmes, in most countries
secondary schools involved are less than 15% of the
total: this percentage should be increased [18]. It
is in secondary level education (and particularly up-
per secondary) that student company or training �rm
programmes are more widespread, and that they can
be more e�ective. Experience shows that a real or
�ctitious company such as training �rm can be suc-
cessfully run by a team of secondary school students,
who are intellectually and socially ready to bear re-
sponsibility for working autonomously on a complete
enterprise project. It is at this stage that young peo-
ple will need to complete the acquisition of personal
and non-specialized skills, such as team working, com-
munication and project work, which they will need in
their future professional life.
Training �rms allow that at their best. In PGSES-

KZ, students are working within their own train-
ing �rms during all four years of studying. Subject
called Business of Training Firms is interdisciplinary
teaching subject within which students through their
training �rms are simulating the circulation of goods,
services and money acquire knowledge of the prin-
ciples of loosening the actual business processes, in
order to acquire the necessary competencies for self-
management sectors and small and medium compa-
nies [19]. Also, during secondary school students will
start thinking about their future career; therefore, ex-
posure to entrepreneurship can have the highest im-
pact. Finally, in secondary education young people
are still allowed to experiment and �nd their way (in-
cluding through making mistakes) without too much
pressure [20].
Entrepreneurial attitude is re�ected in giving ini-

tiative, pro-activity, independence and innovation in
personal and social life and in the workplace. It also
includes motivation and decision to achieve any per-
sonal any common social or business goals. One of the
biggest challenges when it comes to practical work
within training �rms in VET schools is motivation.
These activities require from teachers not only spe-
cial knowledge, but also a change in teaching method-
ologies. This requires specialized training. A certain
amount of extra time and out-of-school work is often
needed, in particular for mini-companies dealing with
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real products or services. Additional work of teachers
beyond normal school hours is in many cases neither
recognized nor rewarded, thus discouraging teachers
from getting involved in these activities [21]. Finding
the right type and amount of motivation for teachers
�rst and then students is one of the key tasks of the
school management. The risk that practical training
crowds out broader academic skills and limits path-
ways can be managed if programmes involving early
specialization also require su�cient attention to nu-
meracy, literacy and other general academic skills, as
well as other wider soft competences [22].

2.3 Education for entrepreneurship at

HEIs through student business in-

cubators and student companies

Student business incubator is a methodical � didac-
tic model in the education of young entrepreneurs,
it is a meeting place for education, research and the
economy. Student business incubators are founded in
higher education institutions and within them, stu-
dents �nd mentors to help them develop and imple-
ment business ideas. Student business incubators are
o�ering infrastructure (physical space), equipment,
associated services and the eventual possibility of ini-
tial funding, and so improving cooperation and rela-
tionship between education and research institutions
with the business sector. Student business incuba-
tors have almost all the features of business incuba-
tors, but the main bene�ciaries are students and stu-
dent companies. Students within the incubator, or
before entering the incubator, set up student compa-
nies that are run by students and mentored by ex-
perienced teachers and entrepreneurs, to help them
solve their business issues. In Croatia, there are cur-
rently 11 student business incubators operative, both
on economical and non-economical higher education
institutions [23].
Student business incubator can be understood

through two of its main features, as a combination
of tangible values which are put at disposal for stu-
dents (physical space, equipment, etc.) and a me-
thodical � didactic values gained from a pool of men-
tors which help them in shaping their entrepreneurial
spirit, competencies and ideas. Some higher educa-
tion institutions put more emphasis on physical and
tangible values then on methodical � didactic values
and vice-versa, but the presence of both features is
crucial for successful operation of student business
incubator.
Student business incubator at UCEEM-NSZ is

aimed towards obtaining applicative knowledge and

acquiring competences required for independent man-
agement of SME. By providing business, techni-
cal and educational services, it engages students in
decision-making and prepares them for the challenges
of the business world. Student business incubator's
primary activity is providing help to students during
management of their own companies, as students es-
tablish and register their own student companies at
the end of the �rst year of study and through man-
aging the companies they acquire necessary practical
knowledge on how to run their SME.

2.4 Work in national and European

projects

For the period 2014-2020, EU funds continue to be
available via the Structural Funds and the Erasmus+
programme. Partnership agreements between the Eu-
ropean Commission and individual EU countries set
out the national authorities plans on how to use fund-
ing from the European Structural and Investment
Funds (ESIF) between 2014 and 2020. They out-
line each country's strategic goals and investment pri-
orities, linking them to the overall aims of the Eu-
rope 2020 strategy. In some countries, apart from
the EU funding, national funding is also made avail-
able to support entrepreneurship education. Also for
the period 2014-2020, the main contribution to en-
trepreneurship education is linked to European Social
Fund (ESF) and many EU member states, as well as
candidate states, plan to utilize this funding for en-
trepreneurship education through projects [24].
Exchange of good practices is provided through dif-

ferent national and European projects and also dif-
ferent was of cooperation with elementary schools,
secondary (vocational) schools and HEIs. Di�erences
in education in European countries are visible and
through the exchange of experiences all partners are
able to learn from each other about education for en-
trepreneurship. Di�erent geographical scope grants
the possibility to transfer innovative practice through
wider space. Di�erences between partners from the
point of countries and institutions also strengthen the
transferability of project results because they bring
di�erent points of view and experiences.
Through projects that develop trainings for teach-

ers and other sta� in partner countries transversal
skills of pupils and students can be developed. By
implementing new learning and teaching methods,
projects have an impact on smart growth and in that
way ensuring the development of knowledge society as
one day these children will be the basis for EU econ-
omy development. Enhancing entrepreneurial com-
petences among pupils, students, teachers and profes-
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sors can boost entrepreneurial sector in these coun-
tries and thus create economic growth. This is one
of the strongest bene�ts of European projects in ed-
ucation sector, and the following part of this paper
will present the short review of selected projects in
the �eld of entrepreneurship education, implemented
on di�erent educational levels.

• �Children's Days of Entrepreneurship�, as a prac-
tical approach of introducing entrepreneurship
education in early education levels was presented
in chapter 2.1.1. of this paper. Project �En-
trepreneurial Pedagogy=Entrepreneurial Kids�
was conducted within Lifelong Learning pro-
gramme, sub-programme Comenius Multilateral
projects. Positive results of implementation
of �Children's Days of Entrepreneurship� con-
ducted by Education group Zrinski were the
foundation of this project. During the two years
of implementation of the project, workshops were
conducted for teachers and school management
of 3 partner schools from Kragujevac, Serbia.
This increased pupils' entrepreneurial skills ap-
plying new methods of teaching which teachers
and school management acquired during work-
shops. �Children's Week of Entrepreneurship�
was conducted as well in each of the partner in-
stitutions.

• Erasmus+ project �Doing Business Together� is
implemented by City of Kutina in the period
2015-2017, and one of the project partners is
UCEEM-NSZ with a role of conducting train-
ings and development of a Handbook on the im-
plementation of the curriculum of student coop-
eratives. The main project objective is to en-
courage the introduction of entrepreneurship in
the Croatian and Bulgarian education system by
implementing active teaching methods.

• The project �Modular Curriculum for Training
Firms� was developed based on years of experi-
ence of entrepreneurial education in PGES-KZ
in partnership with the Secondary School Celje,
Slovenia. The main result of this project is a
web application "Business Training Firms" that
allows students a virtual business, no matter
where you are. Within the existing curriculum,
in the case of operations for practice, PGES-
KZ conducted a pilot project of a new mod-
ular curriculum for training �rms, starting in
February 2011. The pilot project lasted one
semester and involved second and third grade
students. All the school teachers participating in
the project needed to identify areas where their

subject can be synergistically related to the busi-
ness activities of training �rms, all in order to
improve learning outcomes. Students are pro-
vided with the support through entrepreneurial
activity, proactivity, innovation and creativity
in direct correlation with the market needs at
the local and regional level. The experts of the
UCEEM-NSZ- a mentors in business incubator,
as collaborators in the project, provided guide-
lines for the establishment and development of
incubators for vocational schools. �Modular Cur-
riculum for Training Firms� developed within the
project can be implemented in other economic
and non-economic vocational schools. The value
of the new curriculum is re�ected in its corre-
lation with labour market needs and implemen-
tation of innovative IT solutions that will raise
the level of computer literacy among students
and thereby make them more competitive in the
labour market.

• Project �School Cooperatives Learning Plat-
form� was implemented within the framework
of the LLP Comenius programme in 2013 and
was led by PGES-KZ. The project main objec-
tive was to promote cooperation between schools
in Italy, Hungary and Croatia through the es-
tablishment of a platform for learning through
school cooperatives. Main project outputs were
knowledge transfer activities and mobilities be-
tween partners which led to the establishment of
a cooperative which produces a real product and
puts it on the real market.

• Project �Developing Skills for Future Jobs� took
place within the PROGRESS programme and
was funded by the European Commission. The
project involved HEIs from Finland, Portugal,
Slovenia and was led by UCEEM-NSZ. All inter-
ested representatives of small and medium en-
terprises in these countries were invited to join
the project and to exchange knowledge and ex-
periences with students through workshops and
lectures and o�er them valuable business oppor-
tunities, which was posted on the web site of the
project. One of the main goals of the project
was the establishment of a network of professors
and students network and creation of Employer
Advisory Groups, which was established in order
to build long-term relationships between higher
education sector and business. Several represen-
tatives of small and medium enterprises joined
the project and shared knowledge and experi-
ence with students through workshops and lec-
tures and o�ered them a valuable opportunity for
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networking. As one of the main outcomes of the
project, "Handbook of Good Practices� was writ-
ten, with the signi�cant subtitle "How to Bring
Entrepreneurial Spirit to Your University?�.

3 Conclusion

The idea of this paper was to give an overview of
practical examples for teaching entrepreneurship, as
well to show the EU's strategic support towards de-
velopment of better entrepreneurial education and
training to support growth and business creation,
which will eventually bring economic and societal re-
turns. Introduction of creative learning and teach-
ing methods has been presented as a crucial pre-
condition, through which teachers wouldn't provide
students with all answers, but rather help them to
analyze, examine and identify the right questions
and to �nd the best answers. Group work, play
work, project work, problem-based learning and other
methods of creative learning styles are crucial, be-
cause entrepreneurship as a key competence is not
intended to be taught through speci�c school subject.
The teachers play the essential role in shaping their
teaching environments. Majority of teachers still use
conventional teaching methods, which shows the ne-
cessity of �train the trainer� activities, which can eas-
ily be achieved through project work and peer learn-
ing from each other's policies and practices. The EU
funding schemes provide strategic support for devel-
opment of entrepreneurial education and this paper
gave a short review of selected projects which sup-
port introduction of entrepreneurial learning on all
levels of education, with the overall idea of support-
ing European Commission's goal which states that
all young people should bene�t from practi-
cal entrepreneurial experience(s) before leav-
ing compulsory education.
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Abstract

Russian startup ecosystem has been developing over
the last two decades. Today, all main elements are
present � business incubators, technoparks, startup
accelerators and venture capital funds. Russian uni-
versities are also on their way to transform into en-
trepreneurially oriented organizations. However, it is
not clear how successful they are in that process and
what is the role of Russian universities in the startup
ecosystem. This article identi�es Russian universities
and their practices in supporting innovation and en-
trepreneurship, which can o�er important guidelines
for the rest of Russian higher education. Prelimi-
nary results show that best practice in innovation and
entrepreneurship related activities at universities are
not exclusive to type (classical or specialized; old or
new) or geographical position (centers of the state or
regions) of university.
Keywords: University, Startup, Ecosystem

1 Introduction

The roles of universities in society have changed and
evolved over time. They started as �accumulators� of
knowledge and then added one by one new functions.
In the knowledge society universities are increasingly
seen as the centers for commercializing research re-
sults and for generating new forms of businesses [1].
As a result, classical universities are being trans-
formed into the entrepreneurial, while new universi-
ties are created with mission based on entrepreneur-
ship and innovation. For example, the number of new
�rms formed each year by MIT alumni is growing:
12,000 in the �rst decade of 2000s and 18,000 in 2014
[2]. Technology commercialization activities are in-
creasingly important as a source of regional economic

development and revenue for the US universities [3].
In Russia, this process started not long ago.

During the Soviet Union period, Russian universi-
ties were primary teaching institutions with low levels
of academic research and for that reason they were
working separately from other educational organiza-
tions and Soviet industrial companies. The primary
research institutions were Academies of Science fo-
cused on basic research, while their branch institutes
conducted applied research. Therefore, the universi-
ties, research institutions and industry had little mo-
tivation to innovate and collaborate and were very
passive in this �eld.

Since 1990s, the Russian economy has changed dra-
matically and the government made active steps to
provide a sustainable basis for technological progress
and growth. Over the last decade, the government
has proposed a series of initiatives to develop the con-
cept of an entrepreneurial university, to build innova-
tion infrastructure and develop entrepreneurship edu-
cation [4]. Universities were given a task of becoming
agents of the economic and technological development
and knowledge commercialization engines. Many of
them opened incubators and technoparks, and the
most active created joint venture funds with private
capital (ITMO Venture Partners at ITMO University,
Phystech Ventures at MIPT) [5, 6]. Moreover, univer-
sities provide di�erent entrepreneurial contests, chal-
lenges and events, for example HSE.SUN, HSE.10K
(Higher School of Economics), Technocrat (MIPT)
etc. However, the e�ectiveness of such activities is
still unclear.

Important characteristic of the process of technol-
ogy commercialization at Russian universities is top-
down approach: almost all new initiatives are com-
ing from state programs, and indigenous faculty ini-
tiatives are very rarely stimulated. Such approach
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brings certain problems. For example, the purpose of
innovation commercialization and its practical imple-
mentation in Russian university society is, de facto,
replaced by other objectives, like creating new in-
tellectual property, �lling and submission of the re-
ports and attracting new grants for scienti�c works
[7]. All of that is done for execution of formal KPIs,
not for building a commercially successful product or
pro�table business. As a result, it brings a lot of
never-used patents, outdated products and total un-
willingness to develop an innovative company [7]. To
overcome this situation the whole system needs to be
rebuilt. International best practices showed that uni-
versities could and should be the drivers of innovative
development (e.g. Israel, UK and USA).
This article aims to brie�y describe startup system

in Russia and to discuss the role of Russian universi-
ties in the system. By describing examples of the best
practice we want to deepen understanding of the cur-
rent progress in the process of transforming Russian
universities into entrepreneurial ones and to presume
several steps for further studies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2 we describe and discuss main elements of
entrepreneurial ecosystem in Russia, while in Section
3 we present examples of best practice from Russian
universities and governmental policies. In Section 4
we conclude with a summary of results, limitations
and the future research directions.

2 Entrepreneurial ecosystem in
Russia

An entrepreneurial ecosystem implies cooperative
and productive relationships among di�erent organi-
zations [8]. The word "ecosystem" refers to the ex-
ternal elements � individuals, organizations or insti-
tutions � that are conducive or inhibitive to the choice
of a person to become an entrepreneur, or the prob-
abilities of his or her success following launch. Orga-
nizations and individuals representing these elements
are referred to as entrepreneurship stakeholders [9].
By entrepreneurship stakeholders in this paper, we
understand venture capital (VC) funds available in
Russia, business incubators, technoparks, startup ac-
celerators, universities and government.
Business incubators are the most common infras-

tructure element in Russian ecosystem. According
to the information from 2013, there were 148 busi-
ness incubators working in Russia [14]. However, af-
ter checking the o�cial websites of numerous incuba-
tors we found that many of them were not updated

for a year or longer, so it is questionable if all listed
incubator are still active and operating. Almost all
incubators were founded by government or by state
university. The biggest incubator in Russia is Ingria
Business Incubator with more than 350 residents. It
is located in Saint Petersburg. Like other business
incubators, it o�ers its residents o�ce infrastructure,
consulting in a �eld of business development, wide
network of mentors and trackers and help with invest-
ment attraction. Many of the incubators, which are
still operating became parts of di�erent technoparks
� Ingria, for example, became a part of Saint Peters-
burg Technopark.
Technoparks are getting more and more attention

in Russia. At the moment, there are 16 technoparks
operating in Russia and 52 are under construction
[15]; 26 of them are fully governmental, 32 are pri-
vate and 10 are working or planning to work by
mixed type of funding. Similar to business incuba-
tors, technoparks o�er o�ce space, but in contrast
to them, they also give the opportunity to produce
prototypes of products using their infrastructure, like
centers for prototyping and small manufacturing fa-
cilities. As an example, we could mention several
technoparks located in Moscow and Saint Petersburg
regions: Skolkovo Technopark, Technopark Strogino,
Technopark Pulsar and mentioned above Saint Pe-
tersburg Technopark. All of them are focused on in-
formation technology companies based on science or
high-tech innovations.
Another growing part of the ecosystem are startup

accelerators. There were 25 startup accelerators in
Russia in 2013 year [14], but, again, after checking
the activities on their o�cial websites, it seems that
only few remain active. Even though business incu-
bators and startup accelerators are very similar in
their nature, they have critical di�erences: startup
accelerator activities are more focused on business de-
velopment and investment attraction than on giving
o�ce space. Consequently, the majority of accelera-
tors in Russia are private and working for the share
of companies they successfully accelerated. The same
principle use accelerators founded by the government.
Acceleration programs are usually 3-4 months long
and end with a Demo Day � the �nal event, where
participants of the program present their projects to
in-house and guest investors. Main focus of startup
accelerators are IT and high-tech projects, but it is
also possible to �nd a program for narrow niches, like
�nancial technologies, smart city, agro and biotech or
even mining and metals. Some accelerators charge
money for taking part in the acceleration program
(e.g. iDealMachine, GVA Launch Gurus) and some
provide corporate accelerations (e.g. iDealMachine,
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Generation S).
VC funds are active in Russia as well. At the

moment there are 245 VC funds [10], 68 of which
were active in 2015 and 80% of them [11] are work-
ing on the growth stage (from Round A). The most
active fund in 2015 was Internet Initiative Develop-
ment Fund (IIDF) founded by governmental Agency
for Strategic Initiatives in 2013 [12]. During the last 3
years, IIDF invested in 193 projects on pre-seed stage,
13 on seed stage, 3 on round A and did one exit [13].
The fund focus is on the internet-based projects from
the very beginning. It also has the pre-acceleration
and acceleration programs, and works in the Russian
regions by distant acceleration. In the growth stage,
two funds were active more than other in 2015: Max-
�eld Capital and Life.SREDA [11]. The �rst one fo-
cuses on e-commerce, mobile technologies, big data
and Internet of things, it invested in 12 projects and
did one exit. The second one invests only in �nancial
technology projects like e-wallets, peer-to-peer lend-
ing and mobile banks. It also did 12 investments with
no exits. It is worth to mention, Life.SREDA, fund
that is located in Singapore, but invests mainly in
Russian projects and helps them to enter the Asian
market with its acceleration program InspirAsia.
Russian government had and still has very im-

portant role in developing and leading the innova-
tion ecosystem. There were several stages of govern-
ment involvement in the development of the innova-
tion structure in Russia: establishment of science and
technology parks across Russia (2005-2008), develop-
ment and acceptance of the laws to ease the inno-
vation development (2009-2011), implementation of
federal grants to create entrepreneurial universities
and regional innovation clusters (2011-2012) [4].
Main governmental players in the system are Rus-

sian Venture Company (RVC), Russian Corporation
of Nanotechnologies (Rusnano), Skolkovo Innovation
Center, Foundation for Assistance to Small Innova-
tive Enterprises (FASIE) and mentioned before IIDF.
RVC was created in 2006 as a �fund-of-funds� and
leads the activity of startup ecosystem development.
It has 23 funds in operation with a total size of
$513mln and it invested in 191 companies the amount
of $282mln [16]. Rusnano is a joint-stock company
created in 2007 as a private equity and venture cap-
ital vehicle by the government of Russia and focuses
on commercializing developments in nanotechnology.
It is working on microelectronics, biotech, energy,
aerospace and aims on creating new manufacturing
units. Rusnano allocated 205bln of rubles ($5.85bln)
in 105 projects, but nowadays its activity is decreas-
ing: 12 new manufacturing units were founded in
2011 comparing to 1 unit in 2014 [17]. FASIE is a

state non-pro�t organization conducting governmen-
tal politics in development and support of SMEs in
scienti�c and technology areas, providing direct �-
nancial and informational support to the researchers.
Since its foundation in 1994, FASIE approved sup-
port for 12,000 young innovators out of more than
55,000 applications, which further developed more
than 4,800 innovative startups [18].
Transforming universities into more en-

trepreneurial was one of focuses of Russian govern-
ment. At the beginning of last decade universities
gained material support in innovation infrastructure
development such as business incubators, engineering
centers, certi�cation centers, transfer technology cen-
ters and innovation consulting centers. Funding was
also allocated for the development of entrepreneurial
education and technology transfer consulting services.
In the 2012 the law �On measures for the imple-

mentation of state policy in the education and sci-
ence �eld� was passed. Under this law the pro-
gram �Project 5-100� was created. The program
aims to improve the prestige of Russian higher ed-
ucation and bring at least �ve Russian universities
into the hundred best universities in the world ac-
cording to the three most authoritative world rank-
ings: Quacquarelli Symonds, Times Higher Educa-
tion or Academic Ranking of World Universities [19].
The 21 participants out of 54 applications were cho-
sen and received government support. The objectives
for participating universities include the increase of
the research potential, producing world-class intellec-
tual products and educational programs, integration
of innovation in higher education and attracting at
least 10% of international professors and no less than
15% of international students. Since the concept of
entrepreneurial university is actively promoted in the
developed countries [20, 21] and successfully imple-
mented in some of the top world universities [22], it
become one of objectives for the transformation of
Russian universities participating in �Project 5-100�.
Although the program has signi�cant results, it is
sometimes criticized for unclearness of funding allo-
cation [23].

3 Examples of best practice

To better understand the role of Russian universities
in the startup ecosystem we have chosen �ve univer-
sities (Lomonosov Moscow State University, ITMO
University (Saint Petersburg), Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology (State University), Ural Fed-
eral University (Ekaterinburg) and Saint Petersburg
University) and one pan-university initiative as ex-
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amples of best practice. In the following paragraphs
we will describe and discuss them focusing on en-
trepreneurial education and available infrastructure
for students' and startups.
Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU)
Lomonosov Moscow State University was founded

on January 25, 1755 by Mikhail Lomonosov, in whose
honor it was named in 1940. It has highest ratings in
Russia ranking [25] and it is ranked within the �rst
two hundred world universities by di�erent rankings
[26, 27]. MSU primarily focuses on natural sciences
� physics, chemistry, material sciences, biology, geol-
ogy etc. � but also has faculties and research centers
in more narrow �elds, like mechanics and mathemat-
ics, computational mathematics and cybernetics, bio-
engineering and bioinformatics and others. Di�erent
humanitarian and social sciences are studied at this
university too: philosophy, law, economics, sociology,
world politics etc.
Moscow State University has well-developed

startup infrastructure. Evidence of available formal
entrepreneurial education is master program called
�Innovation�. It is delivered by Higher School of Man-
agement and Innovations. In this program subjects
like �Management of innovative processes�, �Economic
theory�, �Innovative entrepreneurship� and similar are
o�ered [28]. On the other hand, MSU has an institu-
tion called Higher School of Innovative Business, but
it has programs only connected with business man-
agement in oil and gas area, not with innovations or
entrepreneurship itself [29]. It was hard to detect
how frequently entrepreneurship courses are available
in science, engineering and other �elds of study at
MSU. The most often these courses bring better re-
sults and in�uence more students than pure �inno-
vation� or �entrepreneurship� study programs ran by
business schools.
Infrastructural activities of MSU are su�ciently

wide and consist of science park, business incuba-
tor, acceleration program for biotech startup projects
called �Formula biotech� [30] and the Center for youth
innovative creativity at MSU. MSU Science Park fo-
cuses on entrepreneurial projects built on innovative
technologies, which need manufacturing infrastruc-
ture. Business incubator works on the principle of
a startup accelerator: projects take part in 4 months
acceleration program aimed on proof of market de-
mand and veri�cation of business model. It also helps
with investment attraction, but unlike the private
startup accelerator, it does not take share of the com-
pany. For the moment, it has 39 residents, with over-
all capitalization of more than 1bln of rubles (almost
$16mln) [31].
ITMO University (ITMO)

ITMO University is a large state university in Saint
Petersburg. It was established in 1900. At the time,
it was the only school in the Russian Empire that
prepared specialists in areas of mechanics, optics and
watchmaking. Today, research priorities of ITMO
University are concentrated on information and pho-
tonic technologies [32].
ITMO says for itself to be �entrepreneurial and

not classical university� [32]. It seems that it suc-
cessfully follows that mission. Students have di�er-
ent options to study innovations and in the same
time are able to develop their projects using uni-
versity infrastructure. There are seven master pro-
grams connected with innovations and entrepreneur-
ship at ITMO. A number of infrastructural activi-
ties is also developed by ITMO: Technopark, SUM-
IT startup school, Startup accelerator and Venture
fund iDealMachine (in partnership with USA venture
fund RSV Venture Partners), Young Entrepreneurs
Student Club, hardware startup accelerator Future
Technologies, FabLab, Inter-University Youth Busi-
ness Incubator QD. ITMO also plans to launch its
own venture fund ITMO Venture Partners in 2016,
which will be focused mainly on hardware startups
[33].
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology

(MIPT, �Phystech�)
MIPT was established in 1946 as a Department of

Physics and Technology within Moscow State Uni-
versity. Russian physicist Pyotr Kapitsa initiated
this arguing that creation of such an institute will
improve the country's defense potential. Further,
in 1951 MIPT was re-established as an independent
institute. Many Russian Noble Prize winners were
working at the institute (Nikolay Semyonov, Lev Lan-
dau, Alexandr Prokhorov, Vitaly Ginzburg) and No-
ble Prize for Physics 2010 winners Andre Geim and
Konstantin Novoselov are the alumni of MIPT [34].
From the very beginning, MIPT was working on the
forefront of science and technology.
For the moment, MIPT has six master programs

oriented on education in the area of technological en-
trepreneurship and innovations, for example: �Eval-
uating the e�ectiveness of investment and innovation
projects�, �Conceptual analysis and design of inno-
vation�, �Management of development of high and
information technologies� etc. Together with well-
developed educational programs in fundamental and
applied physics, it brings high results in the process
of successful technological startups creation [34].
MIPT is also active in the development of startup

infrastructure. It has business incubator, which spe-
cializes on biotech and supports startup projects
working in pharmaceutical area, startup accelerator
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Phystech Start, startup challenge for projects in the
�eld of machine building Technostart and the Center
for Corporate Entrepreneurship [34]. MIPT also ini-
tiated and founded its venture capital fund Phystech
Ventures in cooperation with Runa Capital, Almaz
Capital Partners, Carnegie Innovations and several
big Russian IT companies [6].
That is to say, MIPT infrastructural and educa-

tional activities in the �eld of entrepreneurship and
innovation are tightly connected with big IT compa-
nies, like Yandex, 1C, Acronis, Parallels and others.
Such an approach gives students ability to develop
their projects with a constant feedback from market
players that increase the chances of success of their
product on the market.
Ural Federal University
Ural Federal University is located in Yekaterinburg

and formed by a merger of the Ural State Techni-
cal University and Ural State University in 2011 [35].
Now it is one of the biggest research and educational
centers in Russia: 360 Russian and English-taught
educational programs are provided by 17 institutes
and include courses in natural sciences, engineering,
social sciences, humanities, economics and manage-
ment. UrFU focuses on four directions of scienti�c
work: IT, energy and resource saving, �exible tech-
nologies and new materials, living systems and health
[35].
UrFU has several educational programs con-

nected with innovation - �Research and development
management�, �Innovative development of science-
intensive industries� and �Innovative project manage-
ment and intellectual property�. UrFU infrastruc-
tural activities include Ural university technopolis,
Technology and IT startup accelerators, startup pro-
gram Innovative diving and business incubator. All
of these activities aim to help with the development
of students' startup projects in di�erent areas.
Saint Petersburg University (SPBU)
Saint Petersburg University is the oldest university

in Russia. It was founded by Peter the Great in Jan-
uary 1724. SPBU is the second best multi-faculty
university in Russia after Moscow State University.
In the most important international rankings the uni-
versity outperformed the rest of universities in Rus-
sia excluding Moscow State University [26, 27]. Saint
Petersburg University has many famous graduates in
di�erent areas like politics (President and Prime Min-
ister of Russia, President of Lithuania) and science in-
cluding eight Nobel Prize winners (e.g. Ivan Pavlov,
Ilya Mechnikov, Joseph Brodsky etc.) [36].
SPBU is the classical university. It has various ed-

ucational programs in natural sciences, medicine, hu-
manities and law. According to information on the

o�cial website [36], it has only one master program
connected with innovation and entrepreneurship - �In-
formation Technology and Innovation Management�.
Infrastructural activities at SPBU are also not highly
developed and include only science park and endow-
ment fund, which implement di�erent startup chal-
lenges (for example, Start-up SPBU).
Internet entrepreneurship course
The �Internet entrepreneurship� course for masters'

programs was created by Internet Initiatives Devel-
opment Fund (IIDF) in 2015. This course is pre-
pared for two years of masters' education programs
and has as a goal to increase quantity and quality of
Russian internet startups by giving the students the
basic entrepreneurial skills and knowledge about the
entrepreneurship process [24]. During the �rst year
of introduction of the course into educational process
of Russian universities, there were 44 participants,
but additional agreements for implementation were
signed increasing this number to 91 universities. The
structure of this course includes basic topics needed
for startup creation, for example stages of startup de-
velopment, team gathering, business model and tar-
get audience de�nition, customer development, mar-
ket and competitors analysis, metrics and monetiza-
tion models, etc. The main goal of this course imple-
mentation is to increase the number of quality star-
tups coming to the IIDF from universities and thus
increasing the number of its investment.

4 Conclusion

Russian startup ecosystem is reasonably developed
with presence of all key elements. Its development has
been driven by governmental activities from the very
beginning. Intensive investments in infrastructure
are still present, but they are entering the last stage
(technoparks). The latest economic crises helped in
�ltering successful from arti�cial initiatives on both,
private and state side. Organizations, funds and ac-
celerators that have not done well are closed during
the crises and those which have had positive dynamics
continue to work.
Brie�y presented Russian universities and their

practices in supporting innovation and entrepreneur-
ship are examples of good practice which can o�er
important guidance for the rest of Russian higher
education. Innovation and entrepreneurship related
activities are not exclusively detected at old classi-
cal (MSU, UrFU, SPBU) or new specialized (ITMO,
MIPT) universities � they are present in both types
of Russian universities. Further, although universi-
ties from Moscow and Saint Petersburg (MSU, MIPT,
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SPBU, ITMO) dominate, very good examples could
be found in Russian regions (UrFU). Finally, it seems
that some governmental policies, especially those de-
veloped in strong collaboration with private initiative
are giving good results in the whole system.
Conclusion based on this preliminary investigation

is that Russian universities started successfully the
long process of transformation into entrepreneurial
ones and that government policies have bene�cial im-
pact on that process. However, deeper research is
needed to con�rm these preliminary results. For ex-
ample, questions of interest are related to understand-
ing if di�erent types of universities (classical / special-
ized) are working with innovations in the di�erent
ways, what are di�erences in ecosystems (and their
goals) between regions and capitals, how presence
of speci�c industry in the region in�uences startup
scene, etc. Next steps in this research will include
gathering additional data about infrastructure, study
programs and student distribution over di�erent sci-
enti�c directions, research in speci�c �elds. . . How-
ever, the hardest task will be to measure success.
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Abstract

This paper aims to understand how the two con-
trasting approaches to entrepreneurship education
explored here are similar and di�erent in their ped-
agogic approach. First, a contextual and literary
overview of the �eld of entrepreneurship education
is presented. Second, the methodology and empiri-
cal context are stated. Third, the discussion consid-
ers the key themes emerging from the analysis with
respect to these contrasting approaches towards en-
trepreneurial education. Fourth, and �nally, the pa-
per draws conclusions and sets out lessons for en-
trepreneurship education moving forward.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship education, Labs

1 Introduction

Since the 1990s entrepreneurship education has be-
come increasingly widely taught in universities, mark-
ing the proliferation of entrepreneurship education
(Kant, 1990; Kuratko, 2003; Fayolle, 2007). From
a subject on the margins, entrepreneurship educa-
tion has become mainstream with its importance and
value widely recognised. As entrepreneurship educa-
tion has grown as a �eld, so a wide range of peda-
gogic methods, approaches and practices have been
employed (Carrier, 2007; Hindle, 2007). At this junc-
ture in the evolution of the �eld, entrepreneurship ed-
ucation faces a central question concerning what con-
stitutes e�ective pedagogic practice and how it can
be enhanced.
A primary objective of entrepreneurship education

is to develop the entrepreneurial and enterprising ca-
pabilities of learners, in terms of their knowledge,

skills and motivation to undertake entrepreneurial
activities now or in the future. The QAA (2012)
refer to this in terms of developing an individuals'
entrepreneurial e�ectiveness. However, there is also
a need to consider the desirable outcomes of en-
trepreneurship education? While there is a desire
that such programmes give rise to a new generation
of high growth start-ups, the primary outcomes need
to promote entrepreneurial awareness, skills and con-
�dence of young people.
The focus of this paper is to understand how the

two contrasting approaches to entrepreneurship edu-
cation explored here are similar and di�erent in their
pedagogic approach. As we embark on the new fron-
tiers described by Neck and Greene (2011), there is
a need to better understand the implications for the
content and pedagogic focus of entrepreneurship ed-
ucation. Accordingly, the remainder of this paper
is structured in four sections. First, presenting a
contextual and literary overview of the �eld of en-
trepreneurship education. Second, the methodology
and empirical context are stated. Third, the discus-
sion considers the key themes emerging from the anal-
ysis with respect to these contrasting approaches to-
wards entrepreneurial education. Fourth, and �nally,
the paper draws conclusions and sets out lessons for
entrepreneurship education moving forward.

2 Literature Overview

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review the
growing literature on the emergence of entrepreneur-
ship education and the body of work on pedagogic
practice in the �eld of entrepreneurship. Instead the
intention is to brie�y situate the �elds that frame
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these questions, and to which the empirical project
contributes, our approach is twofold. First, to high-
light the rise of entrepreneurship on the political
agenda within Europe, with speci�c reference to the
emergence of entrepreneurial education and enter-
prise training. Second, to frame the pedagogic de-
velopment of entrepreneurship education and enter-
prise training, and the challenges/ opportunities this
presents moving forward.

2.1 The Rise of the Entrepreneurship

and Entrepreneurial Education

Entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurs can play
a signi�cant role in tackling serious threats for coun-
tries and regions, especially for those with a weaker
productive structure (European Commission, 1999;
2002; 2003). Entrepreneurial development remains
an important element of most of the current economic
growth theories (Guzmán and Liñán, 2005).
The European Commission through the En-

trepreneurship Action Plan 2020 (2013) aims at
bringing Europe back to growth and achieving higher
levels of employment, by creating more entrepreneurs.
The Action Plan has set out a renewed vision and a
number of actions to be taken at both EU and Mem-
ber States' level to support entrepreneurship in Eu-
rope. It is based on three pillars:

2.1.1 Developing entrepreneurial education
and training

Entrepreneurship education is critical in enabling the
growth of entrepreneurship identi�ed as a priority
of the European Commission. Despite this, Wilson
(2008) suggests that educationally the �eld is still
trying to �nd its home. Indeed, it is characterized
by an unbalanced emphasis on content about en-
trepreneurship rather than education and training for
entrepreneurship (Kirby, 2004). Arguably it is the
(lack of) pedagogical strategies underpinning much
entrepreneurial education and training that presents
a challenge for Pillar 1 of the Entrepreneurship Ac-
tion Plan in developing the next generation of young
entrepreneurs.
With the growing consensus that entrepreneurship

is a critical factor for economic growth, scholars in-
creasingly call for more rigorous research to support
the development of a theory of E-ed (how it works as
an antecedent of entrepreneurship) (Davidsson, Low,
and Wright 2001; Haase and Lautenschlager 2011;
Low and MacMillan 1988).

2.1.2 Creating the right business environ-
ment

In order to show a di�erence in approach to en-
trepreneurship education, teaching has to encourage
students to leave the room and take in in�uences from
the external environment such as industry, business
and entrepreneurs. In other words, there is a shift
from entrepreneurship being about learning the the-
ory of business to actively applying learning through
experiencing business. It has been noted that en-
trepreneurship education programs undertaken in the
USA are associated with placing an emphasis on busi-
ness practice with courses generally more oriented to-
wards experiential learning. Such engagement of par-
ticipants with real business-world developments and
competition through fast prototyping, business mod-
elling and pitching is largely absent from the training
experience in Europe.

2.1.3 Role models and reaching out to spe-
ci�c groups

A challenge for Europe is not only reaching speci�c
groups, for example, female entrepreneurs and young
people but also targeting speci�c sectors and tech-
nologies (Kingon et al. 2002; Ohland et al. 2004).
Of particular concern within this broader picture is
the experience of younger people � variously and
broadly de�ned as anyone between 15 and 30 years
old. Among the groups of European citizens who
have most experienced the damaging e�ects of reces-
sion, young people (15-24) are �nding themselves out
of work, for example youth unemployment rates in
Spain and Greece have exceeded 50% in recent years
(Eurostat, 2016). It has been suggested that self-
employment and entrepreneurship may represent one
way of addressing the kinds of problems encountered
by the unemployed youth in the labour market. More
than creating employment, the European Commis-
sion's vision for entrepreneurship is much broader,
and about embracing the development of human po-
tential � investing in the skills of young people to
innovate. The development of such entrepreneurial
skills is about fostering the initiative, con�dence,
calculated risk-taking, creativity, organization, and
tenacity in young people, and inspiring them about
the opportunities to pursue entrepreneurial careers.

Entrepreneurship is a key competence in the Eu-
ropean Framework, and an action in both the re-
cent Rethinking Education Commission Communica-
tion (European Commission, 2012a). The role of en-
trepreneurship as an instrument to improve employ-
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ability levels is also stressed in the Annual Growth
Survey 2013 (European Commission, 2012b). All of
this reinforces the importance targeting youth in en-
trepreneurial education frameworks.
According to the European Commission, individu-

als aged between 15 and 30 years old are less-likely
to be self-employed than other segment of the popu-
lation. This is attributed to young people generally
being less con�dent than others about possessing the
skills and knowledge to start a business as well as
regarding self-employment as higher risk than being
an employee. Given the importance ascribed to en-
trepreneurship in Europe there is a real need to foster
a new generation of entrepreneurs as both the engine
for continued economic recovery and future economic
growth. However, if entrepreneurship is to provide
a potential solution to the economic challenges fac-
ing Europe, then there is a need for entrepreneurship
to be productive and ambitious (Bosma and Schut-
jens, 2007; Baumol, 1990). It is not simply the case
that Europe needs more entrepreneurs. What mat-
ters is generating entrepreneurship-led growth in Eu-
rope, with startups that create wealth and employ-
ment.

2.2 Entrepreneurial Education

There has been a rise in the demand for entrepreneur-
ship education across both Europe and the United
States. In a recent study Torrance (2013, p. 1)
reports that �Entrepreneurship [. . . ] is one of the
fastest growing subjects in today's undergraduate
curricula. We can identify in two diverse schools of
thought, with di�erent objectives and training pri-
orities (Guzmán and Liñán, 2005). The �rst view,
which relates more to initiatives in the United States,
focuses on the ways trainees are equipped with skills
relevant to �rm creation process. The second view,
which is linked with European e�orts, is more generic
and involves training to develop entrepreneurial per-
sonality. Traditionally, Europe's focus lies on train-
ing for businesses management, while an emphasis on
the creation of new �rms is neglected (Dana, 1992;
Hisrich and O'Cinneide, 1996). There is however a
notable shift in Europe on these delivery methods,
not least as there is an increase in the entrepreneurial
training available to students outside of the curricu-
lum. Although currently the majority of this provi-
sion sits outside of the taught curriculum both the
demand from students and advantages of processual
learning methods may in�uence more inclusion within
the curriculum.
At a high level, two overall pedagogical approaches

appear to be used�a small business management

model and an entrepreneurial venture focus. In fact,
the two applications are quite di�erent (Winslow,
Solomon and Tarabishy 1999). As Winslow explains:
The traditional objectives of small business man-
agement programs have been to provide students
with management �know-how� relating to �setting
goals and objectives, leading, planning, organizing,
and controlling from a small business perspective�
(Solomon and Fernald 1993, p. 103). In contrast,
entrepreneurial venture education has had an action
orientation culminating in the development of a busi-
ness plan.

2.3 Entrepreneurship Education &

Pedagogy

De�nitions of entrepreneurial education are open
enough to involve the development of knowledge, ca-
pacities, attitudes and personal qualities identi�ed
within entrepreneurship. It also leaves room for spe-
ci�c focus in which case entrepreneurial training will
embrace the creation of capacities and desires to e�ec-
tively create business and make it grow (Guzmán and
Liñán, 2005). Entrepreneurship in this sense refers to
an individual's ability to turn ideas into action. It in-
cludes creativity, innovation, showing initiative and
risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and man-
age projects in order to achieve objectives. The en-
trepreneurship key competence plays a vital role in
Europe 2020 as a consequence (European Commis-
sion, 2013).
Traditional educational models don't support the

skills, knowledge and attitudes that characterize en-
trepreneurship education, for example, risk taking,
problem solving and innovative thinking, conversely,
they tend to inhibit them (Rideout and Gray 2013).
Even business schools equip students with the skills
and knowledge to bring success to someone else's busi-
ness rather than to start up their own (Aronsson
2004). Neck and Greene (2011) critique traditional
and more recent practice in their consideration of en-
trepreneurship education.
Neck and Greene (2011) critique traditional and

more recent practice in their consideration of en-
trepreneurship education (Figure 1). Neck and
Greene map the di�erent pedagogic approaches and
show that it is possible to blend both the `process' and
`method' of entrepreneurship. The process approach
emphasizes planning and implies a greater degree of
certainty and clarity of focus than is often present
during business start-up. In contrast, approaching
entrepreneurship as a method is about helping par-
ticipants understand, develop, and practice the skills
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Figure 1: Contrasting worlds of entrepreneurship education (Neck and Greene, 2011: 67)

and techniques to be more entrepreneurial and enter-
prising.
Ultimately, viewing entrepreneurship as a method

places more emphasis on practical learning, acquiring
the skills to cope with whatever `events' throw at you.
Developing appropriate skills rather than learning to
follow a particular set of steps enables participants
with a �exible approach to entrepreneurship that is
well-suited to uncertain contexts. The fast-moving
world of ICT is a prime example of such an uncertain
context. To design an entrepreneurial program that
takes a portfolio approach by having an intertwined
skills-set is complex but adds value to the traditional
models of entrepreneurship education.

3 Method & Empirical Context

The empirical focus of this paper is a comparative
case study of two European entrepreneurship educa-
tion projects, Startify7 (Horizon2020) and IdeaLab
(EU Tempus). The case study approach allows for the
examination of the design and delivery of these two
distinct entrepreneurship education projects. Case
studies provide rich and insightful data about the
similarities and di�erences of the two entrepreneur-
ship education projects, and provide a lens to under-
stand di�erences in pedagogic approach and implica-

tions for entrepreneurial learning and development.
The method has been twofold: �rst reviewing the ap-
plications and documentation of the two projects and
consultations with members of the respective project
teams.

In keeping with the approach of Miles and Huber-
man (1994), our analysis of the cases studies involved
the iterative review of interview notes and transcripts.
In this way the �ndings presented below discuss the
emerging key themes, while capturing the perceptions
and re�ections of those involved in designing, develop-
ing and delivering the two entrepreneurial education
projects. As Henry and Foss (2015) assert, the case
study method is particularly appropriate in develop-
ing and re�ning entrepreneurship theory as is the case
here in exploring institutional asymmetries and so-
cial entrepreneurship. The remainder of the article
tells what Steyaert and Bouwen (1997) refer to as the
`story' of entrepreneurship, with respect to the design
and delivery of these two European entrepreneurship
education projects and outlines lessons and insights
about pedagogy and practice of entrepreneurship ed-
ucation.

STARTIFY7 is a team-building, thematically-
focused and lean training summer academy system
for young entrepreneurs. It is a multidisciplinary
project for budding ICT entrepreneurs who will spend
10 days developing sector based business concepts
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with peers from business, technical and sector back-
grounds.
IDEALAB is a project to enable students and

young researchers to actively use their intellectual po-
tential to generate innovative ideas based in the heart
of University of Novi Sad, Serbia. It is for students
who need to gain the skills and resources to bring
an idea to life. Both projects employ a hybrid-model
of academic and applied entrepreneurial education,
combining the need for participants to `know about'
with the need to `know how to'. And both approaches
were designed so as to not follow blindly down a path
of practical experience above all other forms of learn-
ing. Conscious of Rideout and Gray's (2013: 346)
critique that entrepreneurship education `. . . appears
to be one of those phenomena where action and inter-
vention have raced far ahead of the theory, pedagogy
and research needed to justify and explain it'.

4 Discussion

Both STARTIFY7 and IdeaLab are clearly develop-
ing the �rst and third pillars. With its focus on
a longer term intervention IdeaLab is better posi-
tioned for pillar 2, creating the right business environ-
ment. However, through STARTIFY's pedagogical
approach that favors a fast paced and iterative appli-
cation, students still require the knowledge and skills
required within a business environment by rapidly de-
signing and creating their own.
As discussed, Neck and Greene map the di�er-

ent pedagogic approaches that entrepreneurship ed-
ucation traditionally takes. STARTIFY7 assumes a
strati�ed approach to this, focused on both the `pro-
cess' and `method' of entrepreneurship. IdeaLab also
takes this approach however, has a longer duration
of time spent with students. The process approach
emphasizes planning and implies a greater degree of
certainty and clarity of focus than is often present
during business start-up. In contrast, approaching
entrepreneurship as a method is about helping par-
ticipants understand, develop, and practice the skills
and techniques to be more entrepreneurial and enter-
prising.
The table below compares some of the key features

of each programme and how they relate. Both pro-
grammes have features that are distinct from each
other and o�er great value to participants. For ex-
ample, the incubation and ongoing mentoring sup-
port to participants through IdeaLab means that par-
ticipants have a longer time to gain support when
pivoting rather than with STARTIFY7 where par-
ticipants are given the tools and practice of how to

do this. Conversely, the themed approach by STAR-
TIFY7 means that although over a short time frame,
business concept development is focussed, re�ned and
strengthened by a range of expert contributors. The
intensity of this approach re�ects the fast paced in-
dustry that digital entrepreneurs will work within.

There are di�erent interpretations around what
pedagogic approaches work in terms of en-
trepreneurial education. As described previously,
both STARTIFY7 and IdeaLab blend the traditional
and theoretical elements of entrepreneurial education
with a two-phase lean methodology. Although both
IdeaLab and STARTIFY7 have a high recognition of
the importance of industry, STARTIFY7 takes this
focus further by being themed. Each theme repre-
sents a sector that is within ICT that is set to grow.
For example, digital transportation, digital health.
This means that participants have a speci�c interest
to develop that is designed to meet a �real� problem
or need. As teams are formed of participants with
a range of skills and knowledge, i.e. technical, in-
dustry and business they present blended expertise.
This approach is not taken by IdeaLab as teams are
based on the business that they wish to develop and,
involvement is not dependent on teams but can be in-
dividual contributions Although it is too early to say
which of these formations is the more e�ective in cre-
ating sustainable businesses, they o�er an interesting
area for further research into programme design that
enables/produces strong teams or individuals and in
turn businesses.

Table 1: Key di�erences and similarities of both pro-
grams

Feature iDEAlab STARTIFY7

Pan European X !

For students and graduates ! !

Industry links embedded ! X

Themed X !

Portfolio approach ! !

Incubation embedded ! X

Ongoing mentor support ! X

Dominant Pedagogical ap-
proach: Method

X !

Dominant Pedagogical ap-
proach: Process

! X

Teams X !

Individuals ! X

Industry links engaged ! !

Living Lab model ! X
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5 Conclusion

There are a range of entrepreneurial training pro-
grammes for students across Europe. For young fu-
ture European ICT entrepreneurs, who have a need
for entrepreneurial training, Startify7 and IdeaLab
are programmes that o�er a blend of characteris-
tics. Unlike other training activities, STARTIFY7
di�erentiates itself by providing: 1) a meaningful
combination of `entrepreneurial awareness' education
with `education for start-up' creation, 2) a merge of
generic entrepreneurship training with thematically
focused learning, and, 3) a team formation mecha-
nism. IdeaLab provides 1) a meaningful combination
of `entrepreneurial awareness' education with `educa-
tion for start-up' creation, 2) a merge of generic en-
trepreneurship training, and, 3) the incubation to de-
velop this. As such both favour a portfolio approach,
IdeaLab as process and STARTIFY7 as method.
Both programmes are in relatively early stages of
their development and looking to become sustainable
when no longer funded by the European Commis-
sion. As such, it I di�cult to make direct comparisons
when it comes to impact. That said, both present ap-
proaches that should produce viable businesses and
in�uence the design of future entrepreneurial pro-
grammes.
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Abstract

Innovation, especially open innovation is based on the
ability of companies to identify and exploit ideas and
knowledge within and outside of the organization. In
many industries, companies put great importance and
potential on external sources, and their value depends
on the size and depth of the available knowledge in
the relevant industrial �eld. Along with the cost cut-
ting, the open innovation signi�cantly contributes to
the reduction of time to market. Universities play
very important role in this system, especially in coun-
tries such as Macedonia where traditionally most of
the research activities have been carried out at the
university or by their sta�. This paper is using the
CIS (Community Innovation Survey) database to ex-
amine the frequency, volume and type of cooperation
between Macedonian companies and universities. It
provides an overview of the situation, presenting the
industry's perspective on the usefulness of di�erent
kinds of cooperation.
Keywords: innovation, open innovation, university-
industry cooperation, Community Innovation Survey
(CIS)

1 Introduction

The characteristics of the knowledge environment de-
pend on the knowledge derived from other compa-
nies and organizations, as well as the conditions and
laws of intellectual property. The literature on open
innovation focuses on knowledge that is exchanged
between two or more companies, or the knowledge

derived from the companies, while the literature on
knowledge exchange examines the knowledge gener-
ated in educational, private and public institutions,
universities, laboratories, research centres, etc. The
entire set of knowledge is not evenly distributed in the
societies and in the businesses. For greater integra-
tion of this knowledge into new knowledge, innova-
tion and products, companies provide various reward
practices, measures and motivational work environ-
ment where employees use their knowledge and expe-
rience in practice. In the cases where further external
knowledge is required, companies contract research
partnerships.
The researchers who work at the universities use

research �ndings, tools and techniques, experimental
materials and highly educated personnel (Cohen et
al. 2002). The university research is mostly at the
basic level, but it gives an indication about the po-
tential of the �eld, which allows industrial or applied
research to be focused on the most promising research
areas, and thus increase their productivity (David et
al. 1992). Therefore, access to better knowledge base
enables the researchers in the companies to search
for new ideas and innovation. In certain scienti�c
�elds, such as high technology, pharmaceuticals, med-
ical equipment, computers and semiconductors, uni-
versity research is a crucial base for any industrial
research. According to researchers (Belderbos et al.,
2004), collaboration with universities is more used
by industrial �rms that carry out intensive research,
have a quick technological development and produc-
tion of new products. The knowledge that is pro-
duced by universities is not transferred to industry
researchers automatically. The knowledge transfer is
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in�uenced by the established regime of rules of coop-
eration, the nature of knowledge and the competence
of �rms to identify and exploit this knowledge (Ches-
brough 2003; Teece, 1986). The most common chan-
nel for distribution of the university research to the
industry is the scienti�c literature and the open publi-
cations. In addition to the traditional channels, such
as: conferences, consultations and informal interac-
tions, the new interactive channels: social networks,
blogs and forums are also important for e�cient co-
operation.
A technology as a generic term is de�ned by many

scientists. The de�nition outlined by Rosenberg and
Frischtak (1985) explains the concept through the
conversion and accumulation of information about
the production process and design. The technology
transfer is tacit and cumulative phenomenon, which
makes it more complex than the commercialization
of products and processes. The interactive theory
di�erentiates between two transfer processes: inter-
organisational process for exchange and adaptation,
and process of learning new technologies (Keeble and
Wilkinson 1999). The types of technology transfer
can be classi�ed in respect to several criteria (Kiper
2012). Depending on their relations and size, they
can be: international (between �rms or organiza-
tions in two or more countries), north-south (from
developed to developing countries), private (between
companies) and public-private (between university or
public research lab and private company). Regarding
the process of transferring the knowledge, the trans-
fer can be direct, for instance: license agreements,
mutual consultations, mutual ventures, etc., and in-
direct � the transfer that occurs during business trips,
seminars and trainings. The absorption capacity de-
termines whether the transfer is active or passive, as
well as whether the transfer is horizontal or vertical.
If the tacit knowledge is transferred, then the transfer
is horizontal, otherwise the transfer is vertical. The
technology transfer is in�uenced by the base of knowl-
edge and by the national innovation systems. There-
fore, it should not be discussed in isolation, but it
should be examined in wider socio-economic context
of the country where it occurs.

2 University-industry coopera-
tion in Macedonia

The results presented in this paper are based on the
results of the CIS (Community Innovation Survey)
conducted in Macedonia in 2013. The CIS was chosen
as the empirical basis for our analyses because of its

rich variable content and high response �gures. This
is a �rm level survey, conducted every 4 years in all
EU states and some non-EU countries using a har-
monized questionnaire designed to give information
on the innovativeness of di�erent sectors and regions.
The Macedonian sample is administered by the State
Statistical O�ce of the Republic of Macedonia. The
dataset used, CIS 2012, covered the years 2010�2012.
The sample collected by CIS 2012 in Macedonia is
consisted of 1130 surveyed companies. The surveyed
�rms are distributed across all major sectors of eco-
nomic activity. Around 82% of the surveyed com-
panies are small, 15% are medium and 3% are large
corporations.
In order to examine the in�uence of high edu-

cational institutions on innovations in companies,
the analysis was restricted to units with observable
turnover coming from innovations. Given the origi-
nal CIS 2012 database, the selection of subjects that
have reported certain turnover coming from new or
signi�cantly improved products or services resulted in
a dataset of 194 companies. The observed companies
have used variety of information sources in order to
obtain information and knowledge necessary for car-
rying out the innovation processes. The comparison
of the responses of information sources that are inter-
nal, that originate from the market or that are sources
related to educational and research institutes, demon-
strate that the most important informative sources
are the internal ones. This comparison also showed
that the sources related to educational and research
institutes are the least important for the companies.
However, if we analyse the number of companies that
marked each of these information sources as impor-
tant for the innovation processes, we can notice rel-
atively high shares for each of these channels. Fig-
ure 1 presents the percentage of companies that have
assessed each of the information channels from the
educational and research institutes as signi�cant for
innovation. Conferences, fairs and exhibitions are im-
portant channels for information, used by 80% of the
innovative companies. Also, scienti�c literature and
technical journals are reported as signi�cant sources
for information by almost 78% of the companies.
Partnerships between industrial and high-

educational sector are considered as crucial factor for
boosting the innovativeness and increasing the com-
mercialization of innovations. Therefore, this survey
investigates the types of institutions that collaborate
with the private sector for researching and developing
innovations. The respondents selected the most use-
ful partnerships for innovation from the list of state,
public and private units (Figure 2). The partner-
ships with the private sector (other �rms, suppliers
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Figure 1: Information sources and collaboration for innovation

Figure 2: The most useful partnerships for innovation

and clients) are pointed out as the most useful for
innovation by the greatest percentage of the �rms.
The partnerships with universities or other high edu-
cational institutions are reported as the most useful
for innovations by 3% of the companies. From the
reported partnerships with high educational institu-
tions, around 29 are with Macedonian universities
(15% of the surveyed companies), while 5 are with
the universities based in other European countries
(3%), and additionally almost the same amount of
respondents have reported cooperation with state,
public or private research centres. As expected the
main partners for open innovation are the suppli-
ers of equipment, materials, components or software
(28% of surveyed companies have stated that they
have cooperated with such partner from Macedonia
and 18% with such European partner) and clients
or users from the private sector (25% cooperated

with Macedonian and 10% with European partner)
(Figure 3).

3 Conslusion

The importance of innovation for the growth of the
private sector is widely acknowledged. However, pri-
vate sector, consisting mainly of small and medium
enterprises, does not have su�cient resources to carry
out research and development of innovation by itself.
Instead, private entities should be focused on collab-
oration and partnering for innovation among them-
selves and with other organisations from the inno-
vation ecosystems. In addition, the innovative and
knowledge-intensive activities are essential not only
for the private sector, but also for the overall devel-
opment of modern, knowledge-based economies.
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The survey CIS 2012 conducted in Macedonia
indicated that Macedonian universities still have
marginalised role in the innovation ecosystem. The
information and knowledge sources that originate
from universities are less popular than the internal
and market channels. Also, the partnerships with
private sector are assessed more useful for innovation
than the partnerships with the universities. With re-
spect to the contribution that universities can provide
through the public-private partnerships, the govern-
mental and private-sector bodies in charge should put
more e�ort to stimulate the collaboration between the
public and private sector.
According to the �ndings of this paper, it can be

concluded that the collaboration between the private
sector and the knowledge providers, primarily univer-
sities in Macedonia, should be further enhanced and
intensi�ed. For this to be achieved the engagement
of the stakeholders, the private sector (directly and
through business associations) and the universities is
not enough. The government support through coop-
eration infrastructure and funds is crucial for rebuild-
ing the bridges between these actors. This collabora-
tion is expected to in�uence the enhancement of the
innovation capacities and increase the development of
innovation and their commercialization.
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Abstract

The article considers the main directions and vectors
of development of Russian innovation policy, its ba-
sic form and institutional framework. The paper de-
scribes the case of a Russian company that has suc-
cessfully implemented an innovative approach to its
own business development. We go through the main
steps and points for young entrepreneurs for starting
the business in the sphere of innovation.
Keywords: innovation management, social network,
big data, data mining

1 Introduction

From the innovation management point of view, the
trend towards big data is obvious. So far, enterprises
working with mass segments often lack innovative so-
lutions in data mining. Technologization of business
brings it to some new levels, optimizing resources and
raising pro�tability. On the other hand, Russian in-
novation policy is at the initial stage of development,
and the government directs a number of measures to
support the sector. In Russia there is an active for-
mation of the institutional environment for innova-
tive activity. There is a process of legal framework
creation, development of young specialist support.
The main target of the article is demonstration of

coherent steps that start up company passes in its
formation in current political and economical condi-
tions. The article goes through the case study of the
company working in sector of technological innova-
tion with mass product. It shows the main opportuni-

ties and obstacles for the young startup company for
business formation in innovation sphere within Rus-
sian institutional environment.

2 The Development of Innova-
tion Ecosystem in Russia

Over the last two decades, the Russian Federation has
completed its transition to the market economy and
global chains of production and knowledge that be-
come more established and deepened along with the
country's economic and social changes (Gokhberg,
2012). The Russian market reacted positively to the
introduction of technological solutions that optimize
the production process, and make the consumer ex-
perience more convenient and a�ordable. Despite the
large number of talented scientists, only a small frac-
tion of them chooses the path of entrepreneurs, an
even smaller part of them successfully overcomes the
stages of commercialization and scaling technology.
Currently in Russia business and government take

active steps to create the necessary conditions for
the gradual transition to a model of sustainable
development with a focus on the development of
economy, improvement of education and innovations.
There are special institutions and mechanisms that
allow combining economic e�ciency and social jus-
tice (Zubacheva, 2016). Industrial policy in modern
conditions has to re�ect the speci�c interests of the
government, the business community and the general
public (Zemtsov, 2016). For the investment process in
the Russian economy the territorial aspect of the op-
eration, regulation and control has paramount impor-
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tance. Most innovative programs are implemented in
regions, but not all of them are able to cover their own
costs associated with innovation (Gianella, 2007).

Recent years have been appreciable for the sub-
stantial changes in innovation policy in the Russian
Federation. Innovation has become a central part of
the top-level policy agenda (The Strategy of Innova-
tive Development of the Russian Federation for the
Period up to 2020).

A range of regulations related to the subject of the
development of innovative technologies has been de-
clared. One of them is the Federal Law On Amend-
ments to Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Fed-
eration regarding formation of favorable tax condi-
tions for �nancing innovation (The federal law of the
Russian Federation) that established new prospects
for innovations development in Russia. Measures of
state incentives provided by the document aimed at
improving the activity of enterprises in high-tech sec-
tor and attracting more investments in the industry.
The main objective is creation of the necessary legal
framework conducive to the development of this type
of economic activity (Rudnik, 2001).

The key document determining the state policy in
the �eld of innovation is the Strategy of Innovative
Development of the Russian Federation for the Pe-
riod up to 2020 approved by the Federal Govern-
ment. Its implementation is designed to qualita-
tively change in the structure of the economic sys-
tem. The main mechanisms for implementing the
Strategy of the Russian Federation are state programs
for scienti�c and technological orientation, primar-
ily "Economic development and innovative economy",
"Development of science and technology", "Develop-
ment of Education", "Development of industry and
increase its competitiveness" as well as several oth-
ers.

In spite of the authorities' actions, there are a num-
ber of factors hindering the development of innova-
tions in Russia. The most signi�cant are: imperfec-
tion of the Budget Code and regulating documents;
absence of a developed domestic �nancial market and
favorable conditions for savings, which conduce the
passive base of �nancial institutions; the impact of
negative past experiences; the absence of focus on
the future (Zubacheva, 2016).

3 Developing the Company's
Strategy and the Russia Inno-
vation Ecosystem: HiConver-
sion Case Study

HiConversion (https://hiconversion.ru/) is an auto-
mated platform for managing targeted advertising on
social networks. Advertiser gets more customers for
less money since the use of the budget is automati-
cally optimized based on customer response to adver-
tising trends. Currently HiCOnversion is one of the
two Russian companies, which have the technologi-
cal certi�cation of most popular Russian language so-
cial networks. The main approach of HiConversion is
checking the e�ciency of the user audience and adver-
tising. The company implements the tools allowing
creating many ads and using the convenient analysis.
Advertisers can see in time which hypotheses were
successful, turn o� poorly performing ads and reallo-
cate budgets in favor of e�ective ads. The company
also o�ers extensive targeting automatic (mobile and
desktop) campaign management system in social net-
works to improve e�ciency through empowerment of
the system and signi�cant time-savings, user-friendly
interface and quali�ed customer service.
Founders of HiConversion company highlight two

major stages of the startup process: (1) problem def-
inition involving search for the problem that can be
solved by implementation of successful business idea;
and (2) product creation comprising three crucial ob-
jectives: collecting resources for the development of
the company (preferably smart money), creating con-
ditions in which resources could be spent primarily on
the development of the product, and creating condi-
tions for the promotion of the product.

3.1 Gathering of resources

There are three main options for raising funds for
businesses development, each of them having their
own characteristics: own funds, investor funds, and
state funds.
Own funds. The experience of HiConversion

founders investing of their own funds was in�uenced
by the three things: time, motivation and the bet.
Founder uses its own funds to test the hypothesis
without wasting time on paperwork for the transfer
of money from external sources. It works in the early
launch. In addition, an entrepreneur creates a con-
text in which the motivation to get the result is even
higher. In addition, the investment of own funds may
be welcomed by prospective investors as a sign that
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the entrepreneur believes in the project so that he is
part of the risk is not only time but also money.
Investor funds. External investments are divided

into di�erent categories, such as: portfolio (ongoing
by investment funds, business angels to fold a capital
gain by selling the asset at a later stage), strategic (as
a rule, used by more ambitious companies from the
market, who buy other players to eliminate any com-
petition, or to gain access to technologies/customers/
or to increase the value of the company's strategy for
the subsequent sale of the shares to anyone). Due to
high competition and lack of perspective teams on the
market, investors are not highly interested in invest-
ing money in the idea stage. In order to attract in-
vestors the main task of the entrepreneur is to create
a prototype and get positive results. Business angels
are often investing in the prototype stage. They are
characterized by fast speed of decision-making and
operational signing documents. According to advice
of HiConversion founders, novice developers need to
be stirring, look for opportunities attending meetings
of business incubators, and trying to attract poten-
tial investors. Furthermore, special attention should
be paid to the assessment of the investor, its reputa-
tion on the market and its mentoring skills.
State funds. Currently, the state is actively helping

those who have decided to commercialize their tech-
nologies. The most attractive governmental organiza-
tion for young entrepreneurs: Internet Initiative De-
velopment Fund, Bortnik Fund, Skolkovo Foundation,
Moscow Seed Fund. HiConversion company took the
last option and received preferential investment loan
from a private investor who was a participant in the
Moscow Seed Fund.

3.2 Cost optimization

At the start, when rapid development of technology
is necessary, providing the team of developers with
the necessary resources should take the �rst place. In
addition to optimizing the �nancial sphere, these re-
sources are consulting, working space, logistics, and
marketing activities. In the context of a limited bud-
get it is important to �nd ways to optimize the costs
of data resources.
Consulting. The problem is closed by educational

programs (high concentration in a short time) and
business incubators (a calmer mode).
Working space. It includes expenditures such as

purchase of equipment, purchase of software, o�ce
rent, Internet usage fee and others. To optimize data
costs it is possible to use business incubators that
o�er free (or discounted price) workspace and associ-
ated goods. For example, founders of HiConversion

immediately after the launch of their own start up be-
come residents in Business Incubator of Higher School
of Economics. This experience has a positive e�ect on
the formation and development of their business.
Logistics. HiConversion team became residents in

business accelerator of the Moscow Government, in
the workspace, located in the center of Moscow. It
gave the possibility of cooperation with other resi-
dents of the workspace, industry participants for sav-
ing time on business- meeting.
Marketing activities. After creating a working pro-

totype and running the sample, it is important to be-
gin reporting the value of the product on the market.
Marketing activity can be realized by di�erent free or
low-cost way (content or viral marketing). There are
various trade fairs, which can in a short time give the
project new customers and partners.

3.3 Terms of product promotion

In the current conditions of the global economy an im-
portant factor in the promotion of the product is ex-
port orientation to reduce the risk of �nancial losses.
This approach has several advantages:
Minimizing the risk of a currency basket. The more

types of currencies are included in the total revenue,
the more stable is the business to the in�uence of
economic crises in individual countries.
Optimization of production costs. Exporting busi-

ness gets foreign exchange earnings and continues to
pay domestic expenses (primarily salaries). Work-
force in Russia became cheaper; due to this, the re-
turn on investment in production is greatly increased.
Loyalty of the team. As a result of the crisis, peo-

ple have loyal attitude to their employers, and started
to work diligently. Due to that companies that work
with foreign currency earnings are perceived as more
stable companies, and all domestic export business
received a signi�cant competitive advantage in the
sta�ng market in Russia.
The attractiveness for investors / asset liquidity.

Investors look to minimize the risks to maintaining
pro�tability. In the case of domestic investors, Rus-
sian companies with foreign income look like a less
risky asset. Thereby the demand for this asset by
investors increases and assets become more liquid.
However, entering in foreign markets it is impor-

tant to understand that the company is embarking
on the road of competition with local producers, who
seems stronger at the following positions: a) Finance
optimization. This tool is the most important mech-
anism during operation in the foreign market. Local
producers are able to obtain loyal conditions of taxa-
tion, optimization of the network, o�shore companies
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and so on. b) Access to quali�ed personnel. Centers
of technologies development of competitors consist of
high-level experts. Competitors use experienced HR
quali�cations to work with graduates of prestigious
technical universities, industry competition winners
and others. In addition, foreign players are able to
properly pack the advantages of working in their com-
panies, selling the vision and perspective. c) Devel-
opment costs. Technological leadership is one of the
most important success factors of companies. Foreign
players understand this and strive from the start to
break into the lead. In order to hold this position, in-
vest substantial sums (including investment funds) in
development. d) Network of Foreign Agencies. For-
eign players think globally, so actively promote their
products not only through online channels, but also
through their o�ces in the most advanced and fastest
growing markets. According to entrepreneurs, one
of the most successful business scenarios is getting
a residence status in Skolkovo. Features of the in-
novation center are particularly relevant for export-
oriented companies.

4 Technologization and Busi-
ness Synergy with Science:
HiConversion Case Study

Online social networks have gained much attention in
recent years in terms of their analysis for usage as well
as detection of abnormal activities. Operations of
HiConversion are based on the company's competent
management channels and product promotion in so-
cial networks using the e�ective analytics and math-
ematical methods. Companies focused on the search
for new markets, seek to capture a larger audience of
consumers. People experience in working with large
dataset in the commission of many operational pro-
cesses (Bell, 2013). A thorough application and use
of science, and mathematical modeling methods are
helping to achieve the goals of entrepreneurs. Social
networks provide an unprecedented view on human
behavior and communication patterns.
The scope of social networks is growing rapidly

and now has become one of the most e�ective plat-
forms for business. Implementing the paradigm of
data mining is necessary when working with the audi-
ence on the social networks (Bhatnagar, 2013). There
are many de�nitions of data mining, but most of
them describe this phenomenon as an iterative pro-
cess that selects, explores and models a large amount
of data to determine fundamental model of links, pat-
terns and relations among key variables (Rajaraman,

2011). Data mining allows predicting future trends
and assessing actions.

The big data are directed to a large amount of data
that have to be collected, analyzed and implemented.
The big data analytics is a process aimed at assessing
of large amount and a variety of types and hidden pat-
terns, searching of any unknown links and informa-
tion from it (Mca�ee, 2012). The big data analytics
permit companies to strategize their marketing for ef-
fective sales and take competitive advantages. Avail-
able analysis data consist of web server, Internet data,
social media activity and other adjacent information.
Social media and data mining used in conjunction al-
low the creation of new business technologies. The
case of HiConversion is an obvious example of such
experiences.

Big data has crucial characteristics, such as
(Memon, 2010): volume, velocity, and social media
data streams. Data mining process can be used to
identify multiple groups in the data, which can be
used to obtain more accurate prediction results by
decision support system. Social traces of online trans-
action, including discussion, task completion and co-
ordination, are particular qualities of the process. So-
cial networking sites represent a growing cluster of in-
formation behaviors on Internet, shifting information
�ow from conventional consumption models through
elementary forms of participants.

5 Conclusions

Innovation management is in quite an ambiguous sit-
uation in the modern Russian Federation. The atti-
tude towards innovation development is a bit equiv-
ocal because it is often associated with previous un-
successful attempts of the government to stimulate
intensive changes. However, the last years of prolifer-
ating progress brought the ecosystem of innovations
towards a di�erent stage. Successful stories about the
use of fundraising tools and science-intensive compo-
nents in existing scalable products and solutions be-
come more frequent. Despite a number of di�cul-
ties the country's current policies and economic con-
ditions contribute to the development of innovative
environment. Under these conditions, young compa-
nies can get a number of bene�ts for business creation
and development in the �eld of innovation and tech-
nology.
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Abstract

Living Labs (LLs) can play an integral part in
cross-border Open Innovation ecosystems for com-
panies, public bodies, researchers, usually within a
quadruple-helix environment. The paper presents
various approaches for innovation management and
describes the use of Living Labs in more detail. It
describes the current status of Living Labs in Cen-
tral Europe, including status of labs in all the in-
volved countries of mentioned region, resulting in pol-
icy recommendations and recommendations for fos-
tering their potentials. The paper presents four policy
recommendations and ten recommendations for fos-
tering potential in more detail, ranging from detailed
methods like the LEADER approach to tools for pol-
icy development on a regional level within Central
Europe. Although speci�cally based upon Central
Europe data, the presented insights are also largely
relevant for the whole of European.
Keywords: Living Labs, Open Innovation, Innova-
tion Management, LEADERS Approach

1 Introduction and background

Living Labs (LLs), �rst experimented at MIT in
2003 �to study people and their interaction with new
technologies in a living environment�, have gained
a new European dimension on the co-design of in-
novative ICT services situated in local and regional
communities. The European Network of Living Labs
(ENoLL), during the Finnish EU Presidency in De-
cember 2006, has become a pillar of the European
Innovation Strategy and now counts over 320 LLs

throughout the EU and internationally [1], including
the 4th wave call results announced by the Spanish
Presidency in Valencia in April 2010. The concept of
integrating the Living Lab approach into regional pol-
icy emerged through the FP6 Collaboration@Rural
integrated project, with the Territorial Living Lab
Sicily 2nd Wave Living Lab and the Social Spaces
for Research and Innovation model. ENoLL initia-
tives to link LLs and regional policy have included a
Slovenian Presidency workshop in Brussels in April
2008, a High-Level workshop at the Bled eConfer-
ence in June 2008, and the Lyon Manifesto issued at
ICT2008 in November. In parallel, the �LL-Regio�
Thematic Network of Regional and Territorial Liv-
ing Labs was established in early 2009, now with 20
Living Labs participating.

A series of proposals in Territorial Cooperation
have been based on this idea, including the unsuc-
cessful RegioLab (INTERREG IVC 1st Call) and the
successful �MedLab: Mediterranean Living Lab for
Territorial Innovation�, approved under the TN MED
Programme, with activities beginning in April 2009
already validating the relevancy of the territorial Liv-
ing Lab approach. Resulting from these developments
numerous projects and initiatives have sprung which
aim at transferring LL knowledge, best practices, and
methodologies in trans-European and cross-border
settings. In this paper a short introduction to innova-
tion and innovation management is given, describing
LL innovation, highlight of LLs in Central Europe,
and �nally recommendations and methods how to use
and transfer LL open innovation in cross-border set-
tings.
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2 Approaches towards innova-
tion management

Innovation management in quadruple-helix initiatives
[2] (i.e. initiatives within public-private partnerships,
involving citizens, government, education and indus-
try) is a process which requires an understanding of
both market and technical problems, with a goal of
successfully implementing appropriate creative ideas
utilizing the citizen/end-user. A new or improved
product or service is its typical output. Innovation
within any endeavour in a public-private European
context has two dimensions. Firstly, it also allows
involved parties and stakeholders to respond to ex-
ternal or internal opportunities and is hence an inte-
gral part of e.g. project implementation or exploita-
tion e�orts. Secondly, the developed outputs, prod-
ucts or services are instruments which are targeted at
supporting the public-private-citizen quadruple-helix
stakeholders in innovating their regions and related
services and products. All the instruments are meant
to foster a sustainable ecosystem and culture of inno-
vation, especially taking public procurement and en-
trepreneurial activities into consideration, but also in
cooperating the strategy management of public bod-
ies, universities / researchers, SMEs, and procurers.
Finally, innovation is also understood as a catalyst
for promising and new markets, thus it follows cases
and understanding of the Blue Ocean Strategy, which
strategically moves products and services in uncon-
tested market spaces [3].
An overview of approaches towards innovation

management usually placed in quadruple-helix envi-
ronments can be seen in Figure 1. At the heart of
the approach are needs, goals and ideas of all in-
volved parties, since innovation is usually a collabo-
rative endeavour, and can therefore not be forced by
dedicated task forces (the di�usion and collaborative
focus is inspired by by the Innovation Management
doctrine of Network for Innovation Expertise Devel-
opment (NIED) of Rutgers Business School [4]). The
collaboration might be project internal or with exter-
nal parties. Additionally, the approach is designed
to incorporate many procedures which �t the relative
size, target and scope of the innovation in question.
[5] Thus, after the formulation of the goals and needs,
innovations are di�used into the relevant procedure.
The procedures might be:

• customer/citizen-based, e.g. based on crowd-
sourcing of ideas and feedback, or co-creation of
services and products.

• Integrated innovation is a procedure which com-

pares innovation management to supply chain
management, thus tries to link all the relevant
departments inside a company and/or adminis-
trative o�ce, and sees innovation as coordinated
process where everybody can contribute [6].

• Frugal innovation is a procedure where the in-
novators have detected a radically new market
segment (�rst-to-market) [7].

• Pro-active innovation describes the process of ac-
tive creation of needs within a market, either by
applying methods from one sector to another sec-
tor (e.g. Big Data from Computer Science to
Social Sciences in Smart Cities) or by creating
radically new products and services.

• Finally, high speed / low risk innovation pro-
cedures can help in deploying prototypes of
ideas and re-iterate the details as circumstances
change [8].

LLs are usually considered to largely related to
co-creation and citizen / customer-based innova-
tion.

3 Living lab innovation

Companies, SMEs and public institutions are con-
stantly forced to (re-)engineering and improvement
of their products and services. But not all institu-
tions have the strength to maintain own Research and
Development (R&D) units and there are clear demar-
cations of resources and competencies (e. g. �nance,
human resources, generative mechanisms, knowledge,
etc.), leading to environments where innovation is not
clearly de�ned inside an institution's strategy and re-
sulting in closed innovation. This form of closed in-
novation is slow, the time to market of a product
or service is long and cross-sectional participation is
not possible. Also, closed innovation face the dan-
ger of multiple failures e.g. on market (e. g. the
product or service do not face the need of the cus-
tomer/consumer), technology (e. g. old or non-
assertive technology is used), product- and service
features (e. g. involvement of complementary prod-
ucts and services), etc. To cope and develop inno-
vative and market-sustainable products and services,
institutions need to implement alternative and open
forms of innovation development.
The existing literature knows mainly two forms

which are �Open Innovation� and �Living Labs�.
Open Innovation (OI) is an open, organization-
overlapping process and incorporates (a) busi-
nesses (business-to-business (B2B)), (b) customers
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Figure 1: Approach to Innovation Management

(business-to-customer (B2C)) and (3) research and
science (business-to-academia (B2A)). The aim of OI
is the adaption and open utilization of knowledge.
However, while OI is restricted to B2B, B2C and
B2A, Living Labs (LL) is open to all business stake-
holders. The LL approach comprises all target groups
(vertical and horizontal integration, e. g. suppliers,
citizens, technologies) which are involved in the active
research and development process. In comparison to
the Open Innovation approach, the target group of
Living Labs are mainly SMEs, industry, academia as
well as governmental and non-governmental organiza-
tions. According to Schumacher et al., �the thought of
Living Labs is to gain access to the ideas, experiences,
and knowledge that users possess, in relation to their
daily needs of products, services, or applications� [9].
The aim is to create foresight and to collaboratively
develop new and innovative products. The strength
of the LL approach is to include creative thinking,
combine research and innovation within a local, real-
life context (keyword: �real world testing�). The LL
approach is visualized in the following picture 2.

E.g., if the market stakeholders develop innovation
only in consideration with technology, it can lead to a
low acceptance by the society (customers). However,
if the society develops innovation only in considera-

tion with technology stakeholders, it can lead to un-
economical products. In the LL approach, innovation
will be found where the market, technology and soci-
ety meets each other and develop cooperatively and
collaboratively innovation.
The approaches of OI and LL are relatively new and

comprises a serious paradigm shift of the stakehold-
ers. Nevertheless, within a trans-national European
context we need to extend OI and LL: Firstly, as OI
and LL, the trans-national context bases on the ver-
tical and horizontal integration and tries to establish
and stabilize this approach in the mind of the stake-
holders. Secondly, it tries to implement the cross-
sectorial approach, where service providers easily can
participate. Cross-sectorial service providers are seen
as innovation agencies, investors and lenders (e. g.
business angels, venture capitalists, etc.), marketing
and communication agencies, etc.
Hereby involved stakeholders � foremost policy

makers and key innovators- need to (a) to create,
develop, establish, stabilize, etc. the approach and
methodologies of Open Innovation and Living Lab in
SMEs (SME awareness), (b) to develop and estab-
lish a Living Lab ICT platform for SME coopera-
tion and collaboration (including support for innova-
tion in SMEs, start-ups and entrepreneurs) and (c) to
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Figure 2: Living Lab Outcome (cmp. [10])

develop cross-sectorial participation in this platform
(regional and supra-regional participation; collective
innovation).
(a) SME awareness

The challenge is to create pro-active rather than pas-
sive SMEs: SMEs which are able to discover, establish
and apply its creativity to become innovation leaders
through collaboration and cooperation.
(b) Living Lab ICT platform

The challenge is to create an Open Innovation / Liv-
ing Lab electronic platform. This platform shall pro-
vide potentials for a sustainable and consistent collab-
oration and cooperation in developing of market in-
novations. This platform shall be the meeting point
for all stakeholders: vertical, horizontal and cross-
sectorial to build up a holistic value chain live cycle
view.
(c) Cross-sectorial participation

The challenge is to shift the end-customer in the cen-
tre of innovation but also to consider the needs of re-
lated organizations and cross-sectorial practitioners.
Cornerstone of this platform is provide cross-sectorial
partnering and smart specialization � where SMEs
can easily �nd specialized suppliers, investors, etc.
As mentioned above, the LL ICT platforms are

a key output for innovative trans-national innova-
tion ecosystems. Their aim is to create an electronic
platform for cooperation and collaboration in verti-
cal, horizontal and cross-sectorial innovation devel-
opment. This platform shall provide and support
of new forms of innovation creation. The vision of
this platform is to create institutions which are ei-

ther innovation-, technology-, cost- and / or market
leaders.

• Innovation leadership
On the one hand, the electronic LL platform shall
provide existing institutions capabilities for co-
operation and collaboration to develop innova-
tions. On the other hand, this platform shall pro-
vide opportunities for entrepreneurs and start-
ups to establish themselves in market (e. g. �nd-
ing appropriate partners to develop their busi-
ness idea, crowd-souring, etc.). The vision is to
develop, improve and maintain innovations and
become the global innovation leader by unleash-
ing the creativity of the market stakeholders.

• Technology leadership
Innovative products and services are inevitable
connected with innovative technology. The aim
of this platform is to bring in the technology
perspective in product and service development.
The integration of the technology perspective
shall lead to the global technology leadership:
develop conventional products and services with
better technologies.

• Costs and market leadership
Because of the intensive cooperation and collabo-
ration in this platform, uneconomically processes
and services can be detected and reengineered.
This leads to decreased costs and in best cases
to cost- and / or market leadership.
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4 Current status in central eu-
rope

Nearly any initiative can be considered as �potential�
Living Lab. Baseline requirement to become LL is
the strategic innovation approach at the regional level
based on cooperation of di�erent environments. This
is achieved through active collaboration of companies,
research institutions, regional or local authorities and
local communities, as necessary participants in the
process of co-creation.
One of the challenges, that we face today, is the

de�nition of potential Living Labs initiatives and Liv-
ing Labs. This is based in their inherent variety and
the permanent evolution of the phenomenon. In our
categorization the potential LL were de�ned as for-
mal or informal initiatives, i.e. institutions, clusters
or projects, which execute similar activities as a Liv-
ing Lab and has the potential of becoming an o�cial
Living Lab (e.g. member of ENoLL) within the next
years.
In the following we collected data of LLs and po-

tential Living Labs with the Central Europe region.
The collection of the initiatives was performed in the
context of the CentraLab [11] - funded by the Central
Europe Programme - project.

4.0.1 Austria

In the east of Austria are currently 9 Living Labs lo-
cated. They deal with topics like communal Informa-
tion Society, support of the culture and touristic busi-
ness areas, improvement of the product development
cycle of user centred and socially acceptable mobile
services, international study on the potentials of the
region and city of Salzburg, development of a regula-
tory framework for sustainable construction site man-
agement, open innovation platform, open-innovation,
support of creative-knowledge-workers and the last
topic is monitoring and assessing online communities.
In west Austria there are two Living Labs located.
One of them deals with the mobile services for cit-
izens and tourists. The other deals with direct and
indirect sustainability of products with applications
of the Living lab methodology.

4.0.2 Czech Republic

As currently only one Living Lab in the Czech Re-
public exists they have inserted selected Local Ac-
tion Groups that use �Leader Approach�. The main
concept behind the Leader approach is that, given
the diversity of European rural areas, development
strategies are more e�ective and e�cient if decided

and implemented at local level by local actors. The
one existing Living Lab is the Czech Living Lab -
WIRELESSINFO (CLLW) represents a research and
development environment in which several research
institutions, business companies and regional author-
ities work together in order to develop projects in the
area of new technological concepts.

4.0.3 Germany

Germany has a large number of Living Labs and sim-
ilar initiatives with a broad range of topics. In Karl-
sruhe and the southwest of Germany alone there are
18 Living Labs or similar initiatives treating di�erent
topics. Energy e�ciency and assistant and mobility
systems through innovative ICT are the most promi-
nent topics.

4.0.4 Hungary

There are six o�cial Living Labs in Hungary. The
Homokháti Rural Living Laboratory deals with the
development of a system that can help local farmers
and crop traders to make their production �ows more
e�cient based on such information as weather data,
market prices etc. Flexilab is one of the LL of Hun-
gary. The main objective of this Living Lab was to
provide a virtual space for a transnational network of
stakeholders that can be used by innovative projects
as an online testbed. The mission of Flexilab is to �nd
synergy between the innovative learning technologies
and intelligent decision support activities. There are
no more informations available of the other LLs as
most of them were established on the basis of exist-
ing cooperations (e.g. clusters).

4.0.5 Italy

There are nearly 30 Living Labs located in Italy.
A key Living Lab in the Central Europe region is
TASLAB. Trentino as a Lab (TasLab) is a coopera-
tion cluster whose goal is to develop user-centric in-
novation and which involves all the three main inno-
vation actors. TLL Prealpe was born with the intent
of representing change and updating objectives and
activities of the production districts throughout the
territory. SaMPL Lab focuses on knowledge sharing,
collaboration, and business development in the con-
text of the domains of creative economy and cultural
heritage.

4.0.6 Poland

Poland has three o�cial Living Labs. These are In-
ternational Centre for Decision Sciences & Forecast-
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ing (CDSF) Cracow, the Turecki Living Lab and the
Kielce Technology Park Living Lab. All the Living
Labs focus mostly on infrastructure and ICT.

4.0.7 Slovakia

In Slovak republic there are no operating Living Labs
within eNoLL. There are similar activities like Kosice
IT Valley. The vision of the Kosice IT Valley asso-
ciation is: Creation of a regional partnership of IT
companies, universities, and self-administration that
will contribute to the extension and improvement of
quality of educational programs, creation of a broad
portfolio of job opportunities for quali�ed work force
and the elaboration of a common strategy necessary
for achieving prosperity of the region of eastern Slo-
vakia and the gradual increase of the quality of life of
its citizens.

4.0.8 Slovenia

Slovenia has �ve Living Labs at the moment, focusing
on ecology, energy, e-business, eCommerce, eLearning
and others. Additionally, clusters exist which perform
services with the Living Lab paradigm and similar ap-
proaches. These clusters focus mainly on technology
networks and innovation in the automotive sector.
Transformation into a Living Lab consists of a shift

of perspective more than meeting a set of require-
ments. The shift towards citizen-centric innovation is
transformational, while the challenges to be faced are
mainly determined by the starting point i.e. techni-
cal.
There are clusters, project consortia, public organiza-
tions and foundations or university-based initiatives
and companies which collaborate for creation, pro-
totyping, validating and testing of new technologies,
products, services in the real-life contexts and some-
times they even don't know that they act as a Living
Lab. A lot of cases insert into the database, rep-
resent initiatives that engage, in their activities, all
stakeholders form public-private-people partnerships
(4Ps).
However, the presence and role of �o�cial� Living
Labs can help but also limits the initiatives. That's
why, the governmental support and implemented pol-
icy strategy in accordance with LL approach, is so
important. Local, regional authorities should encour-
age the institutions to co-create of user-driven and
human-centric research, develop innovative technolo-
gies, products and services focused on well-being of
people � citizens.

5 Recommendations for a trans-
European network of ll inno-
vation

Within in the context of the beforehand mentioned
project CentraLab we have analysed existing LLs
within the Central Europe region, collected their rele-
vant statuses and data, as well as worked on a frame-
work for improving their cross-sectorial and trans-
Europan impact, including policy recommendations
and recommendations for fostering their potentials.

5.1 Impact assessment of Living Labs

and Similar Initiatives

Throughout Europe Living Labs are being used to
include citizens and users in decision processes and
product development for more than a decade now.
Several actions were already taken to create common
visions and collaboration for European Living Labs
since then. Those mainly consisted of support actions
funded by the European Commission or on national
levels. Most famously is hereby the ENoLL (The Eu-
ropean Network of Living Labs), which focuses on the
creation of a European innovation system. All these
support actions, and ENoLL in particular, try to sup-
port the evolution and wider uptake of the Living
Lab paradigms. For policy makers on regional and
national levels, however, it is necessary not only to
promote the Living Lab paradigm as such but also
to analyse how existing programmes already include
citizens and users in their processes. Additionally, in-
novation might not solely happen in Living Labs but
also in similar initiatives. For shaping a proper co-
creation based innovation system in Central Europe
it is important to analyse the links with these simi-
lar initiatives. In CentraLab we created a database
for Living Labs and similar initiatives; containing
over 100 cases within the countries of Central Europe
(Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia). All these cases were
analysed regarding various aspects. Analysing these
aspects showed that the current status of Living Labs
in Central Europe is not easy generalized. However,
the following conclusion based upon common under-
standing where found:

• Living Lab penetration varies from region to re-
gion and country to country. While some regions
with high Living Lab penetration might become
model regions, others show signi�cant potential
increasing the e�orts taken in establishing Living
Labs. For the regions with lesser Living Labs it
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is crucial to analyse the similar initiatives and
highlight their potentials. It is also important to
notice, that every country has at least one estab-
lished Living Lab.

• Living Labs might have di�erent maturity lev-
els. Therefore, Living Lab networks and cross-
regional information exchange are essential for
the evolution of a maintainable Central Euro-
pean innovation ecosystem.

• The Living Labs have very often trial charac-
ter. It is important to support the organisations
which host Living Labs in establishing Living
Labs with sustainable services and business mod-
els.

• The Living Labs show high heterogeneity with
respect to the topics they are focussing on. This
leads to a wide variety of specialised Living Labs.
This is not necessarily hindering the Central Eu-
ropean innovation ecosystem, but makes it more
challenging to de�ne common toolsets and meth-
ods.

5.2 Policy recommendations

Form our analysis of the Living Labs in the database
the following �ndings can be drawn:
Capitalization of cross-regional Living Labs

Living Labs already o�er a high number of solutions
at regional levels. In the modern Europe of the 21st
century however, Living Labs must become cross-
regional to develop their whole potential. Integration
of living labs in cross-regional ways must therefore be-
come the common concept for living lab initiatives.
Model projects have to become model re-

gions In order to stress the sustainability of living lab
results, model projects have to become model regions.
Model regions will not only help the regions to create
sustainable innovation ecosystems, but will also fos-
ter the transformation of neighbouring regions, pro-
vide an environment for harmonized method and tool
creation and will �nally be a supporting pre-requisite
for the capitalization of cross-regional Living Labs.
Harmonization and exchange of methods

and tools for co-creation Although Living Lab
penetration is high in certain regions, Living Labs
tend to use many di�erent toolsets and methodolo-
gies. In order to create sustainable cross-regional
projects and model regions a common set of tools
and methodologies must be found. This may be sup-
ported by an active exchange between Living Labs
and regions.

Bottom-up policy penetration � from vil-
lages to the European level To stress out the
holistic approach of Living Labs it is recommended
to include all European community levels. Hereby,
the Living Lab perception has to begin in local com-
munities and be the central point for policy feedback
loops to higher levels. A bottom-up policy penetra-
tion will create an ecosystem of policy frameworks
which allow the highest impact for citizens, users and
all communities.

5.3 Recommendations for fostering ll

open innovation potentials

The following recommendations drawn by the Cen-
traLab project are divided into several groups which
create an iterative cycle of support measures that
should support the development of Living Labs and
Open Innovation in CE:

• Popularisation (recommendation R1);

• Understanding, mainly through demonstration
of good practices / lessons learnt (R2);

• Facilitation, by creation of an environment
based on Open Innovation and LL philosophy
(R3 � R6);

• (local) Application in a structured way
(R7 � R8);

• Iterative alignment, through monitoring and
modi�cations of the LLs already in operation
(R9);

• Demonstration, but � in contrast to R1 � through
presentation of the local cases (R10).

R1: Promote best practices and bene�ts
that stem from Open Innovation
While promoting Open Innovation it has to be re-
membered that it does not only refer to the technolog-
ical advances, but it is equally important to stimulate
and support social and business model innovation.
R2: Highlight examples of successful Living

Labs and lessons learnt
It is important to demonstrate bene�ts of the LL ap-
proach to potential stakeholders. A number of re-
gional and local CE initiatives might thus leap-frog
the potentially discouraging stage of self-learning.
For regions with existing LLs, it is recommended to
showcase success stories, and to support LLs in their
regional dissemination.
R3: Encourage involvement of entities from

the whole value chain into the innovation pro-
cess
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Figure 3: Living Labs in CE

Broad (yet reasonable) involvement of stakeholders
from the whole value chain is a cornerstone of the
LL methodology. Hence, regional innovation policies
should facilitate or even �enforce� it. The incentives
cannot be, however, related only to funding provision.
More e�ective are mid- and long-term stimuli � like
tax exemptions or other non-�nancial measures.
R4: Stimulate end-user involvement in all

innovative processes supported by a region
Regions should also stimulate user-involvement on
all stages of the innovation process, starting from
projects that are directly supported from regional
budgets or the Structural Funds. Good practices from
these projects might then spread also towards other
innovative entities (e.g. from the private sector).
R5: Encourage practical application of inno-

vations
This requirement (often forgotten) might be put upon
all projects supported by a region (with technologi-
cal, social, civic or business model innovations). And
from these good examples it can later propagate to-
wards other initiatives.
R6: Support active involvement of SMEs

into the innovation process
It is important to create practical possibilities and
incentives for SMEs to engage either in research ac-
tivities led by larger organizations and universities (as
end-users) or to become �innovation agents� who ac-
tively seek solutions to their current problems. Simul-
taneously, it is also critical to provide stimuli for es-
tablished research centres to involve SMEs into their
activities.
R7: Build upon the existing LEADER struc-

tures
ERDF's LEADER regional implementation frame-
works (which are e�ective in stimulating bottom-up

initiatives) might be enhanced with elements of the
LL methodology, e.g.: more extensive involvement of
end-users or external partners with R&D/innovative
potential. The cross-border collaboration should be
encouraged, especially with regards to the exchange
of experiences and joint undertakings.
R8: Promote and utilize the `LEADERS'

[12]1 approach to Living Lab development
In order to support implementation of Living Labs
in a regional or local context, one may promote the
usage of the `LEADERS' approach, which facilitates
the whole process. LLs created this way are going to
be more aligned to actual local needs, but they will
still be comparable.
1 See for example online at: http://enrd.ec.europa.

eu/enrd-static/leader/leader/leader-tool-kit/the-leader-

approach/en/the-leader-approach_en.html

R9: Iteratively align the model to local con-
ditions
Living Labs, by de�nition, are living bottomup struc-
tures, and as such cannot be �carboncopied� from
other regions. They both create and are created by
the very locality they operate in. And as such they
have to be monitored, analysed and modi�ed accord-
ingly, on a continuous basis. It is R9 (although in
connection to all other recommendations) that calls
for creation of a speci�c innovation programme (on a
regional or even cross-regional scale) that would facil-
itate e�ective, structured application of Open Inno-
vation principles and alignment of the LL philosophy
to the CE reality.
R10: Demonstrate local success stories

Nothing convinces better than examples of one's
neighbours. Therefore, an important element of the
LL implementation cycle is to be able to gather such
(local or regional) examples as early as possible, and
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to promote them together or instead of �imported�
examples of Living Labs from other, always di�erent
and often more advances regions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have describe that Living Labs (LLs)
can play an integral part in cross-border Open Inno-
vation ecosystems for companies, public bodies, re-
searchers, usually within a quadruple-helix environ-
ment, i.e. when combining e�orts of researchers, pri-
vate sector, and public institutions. The paper starts
with a description of various approaches for innova-
tion management and describes the use of LL in more
detail. Consequently, we present exemplary the cur-
rent status of LLs in Central Europe, including status
of LLs in all the involved countries of mentioned re-
gion. By a detailed analysis of these LLs we were
able to derive a framework for improving their cross-
sectorial and trans-European impact, including policy
recommendations and recommendations for fostering
their potentials. The paper presents four policy rec-
ommendations and ten recommendations for fostering
potential in more detail, ranging from detailed meth-
ods like the LEADER approach to tools for policy
development on a regional level within Central Eu-
rope. Although our approach was mainly achieved
by analysing e�orts undertaken in Central Europe,
we believe that most of the recommendations and toll
can be used in a holistic European context.
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Abstract

The basic postulate of this article is the claim that
a change of behavioral models of modern generations
of students requires a change in the methods of in-
teraction with them. The paper examines the main
characteristics of Generation Z, which is the main ac-
tor in the education system. The main purpose of the
work is to demonstrate the universal modular mobile
app as a modern method of communication between
students and the University to improve the e�ciency
of the educational process.
Keywords: Generation "Z", student-university
communication

1 Introduction

The system of higher education in the past few years
met a lot of changes: educational content was up-
dated; its various models have emerged; attempts
to �nd appropriate technology training were under-
taken. However, empirical evidence shows that the
nature of interaction between teachers and students
in the educational process often remains traditional,
conservative and associated with bureaucratic mod-
els. At the moment the student community con-
sists of a new generation of students, Generation �Z�.
This generation has distinctive features, their habits
and methods of interaction are far from traditional.
Technological advances and modern forms of social
communications completely determine the behavior

of today's students. Thus, to build e�ective learning
process, universities need to seek out and introduce
modern methods and communication models. This
article presents the main trends in the Russian edu-
cation system, associated with communication break-
throughs, and describes the speci�c project, devel-
oped by experts from commercial company.

2 New Generation of Students

A serious and radical reform of the whole system of
secondary and higher vocational education caused by
the need of accession to the common European edu-
cational space in Russia began. Over the past year,
a large-scale organizational and methodological work
was carried out in the country. It was aimed at the de-
velopment of new standards and guidelines for teach-
ing, which required enormous intellectual e�orts of
all participants in the educational process in an ex-
tremely short timeframe. Now the level of education
and all educational institutions in Russia has under-
gone dramatic and irreversible changes. The main
actors of the modern educational process are the stu-
dents called "Generation Z" (Anatole, 2013). These
children (born in the second half of the 90-ies) were
brought up in a period of relative social and political
stability. Today there are a large number of psycho-
logical and social studies of behavioral norms of this
generation, which show a number of similarities and
distinctive features.
The new generation of students was grown during
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the period of rapid development of computer tech-
nology (Hoover, 2009). They are used to explore the
world through computer games, correspondence, vir-
tual communication on social networks where they
make friends more quickly than in their own study
group. According to experts, today's children have
�clip� thinking. It means that information should
be in short chunks, i.e., amount of information has
to �t on a computer screen for better understanding.
Modern teenagers (novice students) have little under-
standing of fundamentalism o�ered lecturers knowl-
edge, do not like long monologues and lengthy ar-
guments, quickly get tired and lose interest to the
speaker (MacKenzie, 2012).
In addition, in recent decades there was the phe-

nomenon of �the in�ation of quali�cations�. Actual
knowledge and expertise can be unclaimed tomorrow,
and even more, become a constraint to further social
and economic development. Moreover, this in�ation
tends to increase. Thus, according to a recent study,
there are almost 60% of Russians who change the pro-
fession after university.
In the face of uncertainty and rapid change, re-

quirements for skilled applicants are in a di�cult sit-
uation: they do not just get up before choosing future
career, but can no longer rely on the older genera-
tion tips, which itself barely has time to adapt to the
changes. Students need to analyze a number of fac-
tors in order to understand whether the university
will be able to give them an education that can pro-
vide professional competitiveness in the market. It
is increasingly important to use modern communica-
tion channels to convey information accurately to the
target audience for the formation of the university's
image and improve its competitiveness. Therefore,
for those universities that build long-term strategy to
increase their competitiveness, creation and develop-
ment of the internal PR-departments becomes more
and more important.

3 Modern Technologies for Uni-
versities

Mobile education and new methods of methodologi-
cal support of this process are promising and growing
branch of pedagogical activities. There are many op-
portunities for development in this area, because of
the lack of methodological framework for the appli-
cation of these technologies. Thus, there is an urgent
need to establish a uniform methodology for the de-
velopment of mobile learning applications and their
use in the learning process, including independent

work (Debackere, 2005).
Nowadays the use of mobile technology in educa-

tion has been intensively studied and used by various
international universities, such as Cyber University of
Korea, and similar universities in Japan, China, the
Netherlands, England, America and other countries,
as well as in organizations such as UNESCO, Nokia,
Intel, Google, Apple. In Russian Federation, the tech-
nology is starting to get more and more widespread.
Among mobile services supported by the world's lead-
ing universities, there is the presence of the mobile
site of the institution; organization of mobile access
to training courses and class schedules, e-university
library resources, etc. For example, in the Kazan Fed-
eral University there are the mobile applications for
the learning process on Android and iOS platforms.
Belgorod State Technological University is in the ex-
perimental stage of usage of the electronic journal of
attendance. Moscow Institute of Physics and Tech-
nology launched the university Wi-Fi network on the
territory of the entire campus and academic buildings
with special conditions of use for students, thereby
preparing a mobile information �eld. Access to some
corporate information resources through mobile de-
vices is available in the Siberian Federal University
(SFU) and the Northern (Arctic) Federal University.
Most modern students are technically and psycho-

logically prepared for the use of mobile technology in
education, and there is the need to consider new op-
portunities for more e�cient use of mobile learning
potential (Edquist, 2005). This requires an organi-
zational e�ort on the part of education managers, re-
search and methodical work of scientists and teachers
in the implementation of policies, forms and methods
of mobile learning in the educational process of higher
educational institutions.

4 The "Molnia" ("Lightning")
Project

Understanding the needs of the student audience and
above all the importance of application of modern
technologies for the development of the educational
system led to the idea of the creation of mobile ap-
plications named �Lightning�. More than a year the
team of developers was conducting research among
students, faculty and administration to develop an
e�ective communication pattern between all inter-
ested parties to the educational process. All these
achievements are realized in a mobile application,
which takes into account the interests of all partic-
ipants of the educational process (students, faculty,
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Figure 1: The key features of the app

administration) and makes communication between
them quickly, conveniently and free.

Thanks to the modular platform of the solution,
each university may build and adapt the application
design to suit their particular needs and requirements.
There is a universal core that includes students sched-
ule, news, noti�cations. Additional modules include
surveys and tests, event calendar, directory, appli-
cants, and so on (Figure 1). Functionality is expand-
ing all the time as the team continues its research,
and in addition, it is ready to develop a special func-
tionality upon request of universities. The app as well
allows university administration to analyze the pref-
erences of students, which will allow them in future
to create a more interesting educational content for
their students. Finally, the mobile application opens
employment opportunities, allowing companies inter-
act with students.

The development company was able to competently
and e�ectively use the opportunities provided by the
state for young entrepreneurs: it received the sup-
port �rst from Novosibirsk �Academpark� promot-
ing the development of technological start-ups, and
then from the Internet Initiatives Development Fund
(IIDF). The Foundation for Assistance to Small Inno-
vative Enterprises in Science and Technology has ac-
tively contributed to the development of the project.

After the successful project launch in two universities
in Novosibirsk, the team moved to Moscow for further
scaling of the mobile platform. Now the �Lightning�
is negotiating on implementation of the mobile plat-
form in a dozen of leading universities of Moscow and
St. Petersburg, and the interest for the platform is
growing. The uniqueness and quality of the product
is determined by many factors, among which: a good
knowledge of the needs of all participants of the edu-
cational process, the proper use of the opportunities
provided by the state support institutions, and a clear
de�nition of �Lightning� position in the ecosystem of
educational applications. Today, the company has all
opportunities for further development. The �eld of
education is signi�cantly important, so by creating
interesting tech products, young entrepreneurs con-
tribute to the system modernization and e�ciency
gains.

5 Conclusions

The current stage of social life is unique and is char-
acterized by the advent and rapid development of
new media and methods of communication. Today's
generation of young people, students have distinctive
behavioral characteristics that are in�uenced by eco-
nomic, political and technological progress. Rapid
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development of modern technologies is changing the
established communication formats both among peo-
ple and between people and legal entities, whether
commercial or government units. Knowledge of the
features and capabilities of the new media is necessary
to work e�ectively with �Electronic� public. Change
of modern society in general and sociocultural situ-
ation led to a change of requirements to educational
practice and its results.
Management of new electronic media communica-

tions for the modern universities goes into the cate-
gory of mandatory things. The introduction of new
channels of communication and the presence of at-
tractive digital content of the University in commu-
nicative space of the Internet emerges as a guarantee
of its success.
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